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CHANGES OF INTEREST TO 1961 HIKERS 

The Long Trail has been relocated between Griffith Lake and Griffith 
Shelter, eliminating delays caused by beaver flooding of old routeo 

A new Chair Lift now takes skiers and sunnner tourists to the summit 
of Killington Peak. 

The new Pico Lodge is a closed cabin, has bunks for 12, and replaces 
the old Pico Shelter at the same scenic location. 

Sunrise Camp now has bunks for ten persons. 
Worth Mountain Lodge has been built near Voter-White Lodge. Serving 

the Snow Bowl, it will be open to hikers during the hiking season, 
and will accomodate 30 camperso 

The new Emily Proctor Shelter, with wire bunks for six, replaces the 
old Breadloaf Shelter at the same location. 

A Chair Lift and ski trails of the Sugarbush Valley Ski Area reach 
the ridge of Lincoln Mountain near Nancy Hanks Peak. 

The Mt. Mansfield Summit House will not be open this seasono 
The Laura Cowles Trail on Mt. Mansfield (formerly the Cowles Cutoff) 

parallels the Sunset Ridge Trail, beginning and ending on that 
trail, and provides a more sheltered route to the mountain summit. 

The new Frank Post Trail begins at Tillotson Camp and descends two 
miles to the road between Eden Mills and Route 58 west of Lowell. 
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PREFACE 

T HE Pl!~POSE of this Guide Book is .to help the hiker 
plan his JOurney over the Long Trail and to furnish 

information which will be useful or interesting during 
his travels. General information is given in the Preface 
and a detailed description of the Trail by Divisions 
follows. To comprehend the latter fully, at least the 
explanations under TRAIL DESCRIPTION (p. 21) 
should be read first. 

The Long Trail is a footpath for hikers, over 250 miles 
in length, along or not far from the crest of the Green 
Mountains in Vermont, and extends from Massachusetts 
to Canada. Included in the Long Trail System are some 
85 side trails, most of them approach trails, which to
gether with the road crossings, provide frequent access. 
Along the route there are 61 shelters, open or enclosed, 
not more than a day's hike apart. 

The Green Mountain Club would appreciate having 
its attention called to any errors in this Guide Book and 
would like to receive suggestions for its improvement. 
Also, reports on trail and shelter conditions are desired. 
The changes in the Long Trail System that will occur 
from time to time will be noted in the Long Trail News 
(p . 11) and in periodic Supplements to this Guide Book. 
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50TH ANNIVERSARY OF THE LONG TRAIL 
The idea of a Long Trail was conceived by James P. 

Taylor (1872-1949), Associate Principal of the Vermont 
Academy, a small secondary school in Saxtons River. 
Jim Taylor, as he was affectionately known throughout 
the State of Vermont for more than forty years, was born 
in Hamilton, N. Y., son of a distinguished college pro
fessor. After graduation from Colgate, Jim studied at 
Harvard, Columbia and in Europe before joining the 
Vermont Academy in 1908. It was here that he began 
to sense the natural beauty of the mountains of Vermont, 
spending much of his spare time roaming the mountains 
with "his boys." 

To put into words the inspiration and enthusiasm that 
led him to conceive the idea of a Long Trail, W . Storrs 
Lee prevailed upon Jim some years ago to write a chapter 
called The Blazing in the book "Footpath in the Wilder
ness," published in 1941 by the Middlebury College 
Press. Jim Taylor, the modestly anonymous school
master in the following excerpts, spent a lifetime of 
pioneering to better Vermont as a state and culminated 
his career in 1922 by becoming the secretary of the Ver
mont State Chamber of Commerce. 

Birth of an Idea 
"The idea* of the Long Trail was born in the minds 

of some schoolboys and a schoolmaster who had vowed 
to make themselves at home on the mountains of the 
Green Mountain State. . . . The mountain nearest to 
the school on the 'Grand Campus' of Vermont Acad
emy, Ascutney Mountain, was hospitality itself. A Fifth 
Avenue of a trail up the mountain, well-marked springs, 
a steel-roofed granite-walled shelter hut on the summit 
- all were the work of the Ascutney Mountain Associ
ation organized by the mountain lovers of historic 
Windsor. 

"But when the boys of the Vermont Academy Moun
tain Club had won their 'A' degrees on Ascutney Moun
tain and ventured to make themselves at home on other 
mountain tops in their 'Grand Campus,' no longer did 
they find perfect mountain hospitality. Griefs and 
frustrations were their lot. The more they visited other 

*This and subsequent quotations in this section are abstracted from 
the book "Footpath in the Wilderness" published in 1941 by the 
r..fiddlebury College Press and used by permission. The words are Jim 
Taylor' s own words as written in the chapter called "The Blazing." 

• 
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Vermo?t mountains (mostly trai!less), the more they 
appreciated Ascutney Mountain." 

Jim began to do. some serious thinking. Then on a 
ramy summer day m July 1909 while waiting for the 
clouds to clear from the summit of Stratton Mountain 
the idea of the Long Trail was born when Jim asked him: 
self these questions: "Should the Green Mountain 
Range continue to be sacrosanct to the spirits of the 
first 'Green Mountain Boys,' ... and untouchable to 
everybody else? Sacrosanct to sleep-destroying, food
stealmg hedgehogs? Or should the Green Mountain 
Range enshrine a State-long sky line pathway, as fine as 
the Ascutney Mountain Trail, connecting Killington 
Peak with Pico, connecting the Chin of Mt. Mansfield 
with the Lake of the Clouds, connecting one day the 
Massachusetts line and the Canadian border?" 

Development of the Idea of a Long Trail 
Afte; formulatin.g the basic idea and talking to Ap

palachian ~ountam C~ub-~rs who had developed trails 
m the White Mountams, it became apparent to Jim 
that "if a mountain trail system were to be constructed 
in the Green Mountains, Vermonters would have to 
build it, or at least begin to build it. Then came con
ferences, day after day, with Vermonters, here and there 
throughout the State. A line on a map and a spiel a 
spiel and a line on a map-this was the order of ex~r
cises in these interviews. The Governor of Vermont 
gave the project his abundant blessing. A famous busi
ne~s man said, 'Ye~.'. .. A College President (the in
qmrer had to row himself out to the President's vacation 
island retreat) voiced his hearty approval. The State 
Forester ~a~ all for it. 1:'wo practicing lawyers, who were 
also p~act~cm~ mo1;1ntameers, after a very fraternal and 
enthusiastic discuss10n of the Long Trail idea, followed 
the schoolmast~r to the door of their office, and, as they 
stood there, vmced the best and most literal of farewells 
whe? they vowed 'We're for it and with it and at it.' 
Durmg the summer of 1909 the Long Trail hunch was 
successfully and happily checked with a few Vermonters; 
the autumn task was to recheck it with the whole Ver
mont public, for from the general Vermont public must 
be mobilized enough 'For-With-At' men to get the job 
done through the organized efforts of scores and hun
dreds of members of a Green Mountain Club. But how 
stage the first approach to the Vermont public? Fate 
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took care of that. Fate brought a sudden emergency 
call. The schoolmaster, without advance notice, was re
quested to substitute for his chief, the Principal of Ver
mont Academy, as a ten-minute speaker at a banquet 
of Vermont Schoolmasters. A pet pedagogical notion 
and novelty would take care of the first five minutes. 
But how about the other five? The Long Trail idea? Is 
this the time? Is this the place? It might be so. It must 
be. Thank heaven that a perfect counselor sat at the 
schoolmaster's right at the banquet table .... The Dean 
(University of Vermont School of Engineering and a 
graduate of Vermont Academy) oracularly declared 
'This is the time. This is the place.' ' 

"The schoolmaster fraternity was not set aflame at 
once, even though the guest speaker who followed next 
on the program waxed enthusiastic and cited European 
precedents for the Long Trail idea. . . . And so, the 
schoolmaster learned his lesson. There must be more 
and more public statements of the Long Trail idea, 
more and more restatements. There must be, if possible, 
a flood of 'propaganda' if the people of Vermont were 
to become for, with and at the Long Trail.'' 

Formation of the Green Mountain Club 
Finally the idea bore fruit and the zero hour of 

awakening came on March 11, 1910, when twenty-three 
Vermonters, as "Charter Members of the Green Moun
tain Club ... signed an agreement to 'make the moun
tains play a larger part in the life of the people,' and to 
build the trails and to provide the shelters which would 
make that possible. Some of the twenty-three were 
citizens who had been shown the Long Trail line on the 
Vermont map during the summer of 1909. Others were 
schoolmasters who had heard the five-minute talk on 
the Long Trail idea at their banquet in the fall.'' As 
they left the meeting each of the twenty-three men 
"vowed to organize a local group or 'section' of the new 
Green Mountain Club within the domain of his own 
special personal mountain in the Green Mountain 
Range. These local groups, according to the plans and 
Constitution, were to provide their mountains with trails 
and shelters-trails leading north and south from the 
summits to form the parts of a Long Trail. ... And so, 
finally about two years after Vermont Academy boys 
had begun to haunt the trails that were, and to realize 
the desperate need of trails that weren't but ought to 

• 
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be, Vermonters were rallying to their rescue and to the 
rescue of all mountain lovers. A new route through the 
Vermont landscape was to be created by a State-long 
front of laborious and happy trail builders. The moun
tains would not be lonely any longer. They would be 
infested with trail makers and shelter builders, hewers 
of wood and rock, carriers of stove-tops and roofing. A 
line on the Vermont mountain crests, once thought of 
by the British, our neighboring States, and Congress as 
a possible boundary between an expanded New Hamp
shire and an imperialistic Empire State, was to become 
etched on the landscape as a trail and a life line of a 
sovereign Green Mountain State." 

The First Axes Blaze the Way 
" 'When do we chop?' was the very practical question 

which was anxiously discussed at the meeting of the 
twenty-three at Burlington on March 11, 1910. 'Who 
will do the first trail cutting and where?' A quick answer 
to these questions came to the schoolmaster and his boys 
down at Vermont Academy in the form of some glorious 
news from Burlington about two axes which in the early 
spring (1910) had made music on the summit of Mt. 
Mansfield. One axe was in the hands of one of the 
Burlington lawyers who had earlier espoused the Loi;g 
Trail idea. The other axe which had begun to work its 
way southward from the summit of Mt. Mansfield was 
wielded by a business man of Stowe ... born right in 
the shadow of the mountain. These men were the first 
to etch on the landscape the line which before had been 
only a line on a map." These pioneers were closely fol
lowed by Jim Taylor, for immediately after completion 
of the school year, the schoolmaster and his companion 
from Burlington picked up their axes and "continued 
the work already begun on the trail from the summit of 
Mt. Mansfield, with aid and comfort from an axe wielded 
by the proprietor of the Mt. Mansfield Hotel." 

Completion of the Long Trail 
Following soon after these earliest trail blazers, came 

willing volunteers from the local groups which were 
formed in various parts of the State by the original 
twenty-three charter members. They first built sections 
of the Trail in their own localities and with the passing 
of the years the isolated sections were linked together. 

The final link north of Jay Peak, finished in 1931, 
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completed the Long Trail from Massachusetts to Canada 
and culminated the efforts of the many, many persons 
who helped to carry the original idea to fruition. Some 
of these early pioneers are remembered in the names of 
shelters and side trails-but there is a host of others. 
Since the completion, some new shelters have been built 
in intermediate locations and many shelters have been 
replaced, mostly those that were worn out; but several, 
unfortunately, were lost by fire. Throughout t?e .Years 
many miles of the trail have been relocated, prmcipally 
to provide a more scenic route. "The whole saga of the 
heroes who carried on in the building and the com
pletion of the Trail from the Mas~achusetts line to the 
Canadian border must needs be written by many, many , 
men who tell of many, many miles and many, many 
days and years." 

THE MOUNTAINS 
The Green Mountains extend the full length of 

Vermont and spread out over much of its area. They 
continue beyond the Massachusetts line to include the 
Hoosac Range and somewhere south of here lose their 
mountainous character. In Massachusetts, they, as well 
as the Taconic Mountains mentioned below, are known 
as the Berkshire Hills. To the north, the Green Moun
tains extend into Canada as the Sutton Mountains. 

The highest of the three parallel Green Mountain 
ranges is the Main or Second Range over whose su.m
mits the Long Trail passes. Near the Massachusetts !me 
it spreads out in an irregular manner across almost the 
whole width of the State. At US 4 it narrows to a well 
defined range, becoming somewhat irregular again 
north of Mt. Mansfield. 

For the most part, the Long Trail follows the ridges 
but in some places it goes along vall~y streams and pass~s 
several sizable ponds. The four highest mountams m 
the State are included in the Long Trail's course. These 
are Killington Peak (4241), south of US 4; Mt. Ellen 
(4135) and Camel's Hump (4083), south of US 2; and 
Mt. Mansfield (4393), north of that highway. Some 
forty peaks 3000 feet or more in height are reached by 
the Long Trail. 

The First (or Front) Rans-e consists of .the Hogback 
Mountains (of limited extent), north of Bristol. 

The Third Range of the Green Mountains comprises 
three groups of mountains east of Vt. 100 in the northern 
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half of the State. These are, south to north, the Northfield, 
Worcester and Lowell Mountains. 

The Green Mountains are broken by three super
imposed rivers, the Winooski, the Lamoille and the 
Missisquoi, which rise on the uplands to the east. These 
rivers have cut impressive water gaps, the Winooski 
River at Bolton being 3758 feet below Camel's Hump 
3 % miles to the south. 

The divide between the Hudson River-Lake Cham
plain Basin on the west and the Connecticut River on 
the east follows the Main Green Mountain Range from 
its south end to an unnamed peak between Mt. Roosevelt 
and Mt. Cleveland north of Vt. 125. Here it diverges 
to the east and follows what was once known as the east 
branch of the "Y" of the Green Mountains, and is now 
called the "Granite Mountains." Although not very high 
in general, these mountains rise to a height of 3348 feet 
on Signal Mt. east of Barre, and from Camel's Hump 
and Mt. Mansfield show up as a prominent range. They 
continue to the northeast corner of the State to include 
the peaks of the Northeastern Highlands in Essex 
County. 

The Taconic Mountains are west of US 7 with their 
northern end somewhere near Brandon. The highest 
peak is Equinox Mt. near Manchester. In Massachusetts 
they include Mt. Greylock and extend along the New 
York border into Connecticut. 

The rest of the Vermont mountains are unattached. 
In the Champlain Lowland, there are many eminences 
once known as the Red Sandrock Hills. Along the 
Connecticut River is the most outstanding of the monad
nocks, Ascutney Mt. (3144). 

The Green Mountains' neighbors to the west in New 
York are the Adirondack Mountains, most of the high 
peaks being grouped around Mt. Marcy (5344), about 
due west of Mt. Ellen. To the north of Mt. Marcy are 
Whiteface and Lyon Mountains. 

To the east beyond the Connecticut River valley are 
the White Mountains of New Hampshire. The highest, 
Mt. Washington (6288), dominating the Presidential 
Range, is about due east of Camel's Hump. Southwest 
of Washington are the Franconia Range and Mt. 11oosi
lauke. 

THE GREEN MOUNTAIN CLUB 
At present the Club has about 1000 members com

prising section members and members-at-large. There 

j 
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are ten Sections. Eight are in Vermont: Benni~gton, 
Brattleboro Killington (located at Rutland), Middle
bury College, Barre, Montpelier, B~rlington and Sterl
ing (at Morrisville). Two are outside the state: New 
York and Worcester (Mass.). 

The Sections are autonomous organizations controlling 
their own funds and having their own programs of hikes 
and other activities. By agreement with the central 
organization, each section assumes ~esponsibil~ty for 
maintaining a portion of t~e Long Trail Sy~tem, i~clud
ing the shelters. The locations of these assignments are 
noted in the Divisional Trail Description. 

Membership qualifications and dues vary wit? ~he 
Sections. Dues are from $2 up for adult members; JUmor 
members less. Persons interested in becoming members of 
any local unit should write to the secretary of the Sectio~. 
Communications sent in care of the Green Mountain 
Club, 108 Merchants Row, Rutland, Vt., will be sent to 
the present incumbent. 

The Club's membership-at-large includes residents of 
all parts of the country and ?- few in foreign l~nds. We 
welcome anyone interested m the Long Trail or the 
Green Mountains to become a member-at-large. No 
obligations in regard to trail mainenance or othe~ q1ub 
work are involved, although there are n<;> restnc;tions 
against such activities. The d_ues that you will contr,ibute 
will be a considerable help in defraymg the Club s ex
penses most of which are for keeping up the trails and 
shelte;s. There; is no initiation fee. Regular annual dues 
are: adults $5, juniors (under 21) $2. Dues f<;>r member's 
spouse $2, member's chi!~ (under 21) ~1. Life mei:iber
ship $50. There is no mimmum age hmit. If you wish to 
become a member-at-large, please write to the Club 
Headquarters (address above), express your desire, and 
enclose the necessary dues. A tear-out membership blank 
has been provided for your convenience at the end of 
this Guide Book. 

Publications, etc. 
The Club's official organ, The Long Trail New~, 

issued in February, May, Au~ust and November, is 
sent to all members. Among its regular features. are 
reviews of the Club's activities and those of the Sections, 
and current information about the Trail. A :ecent copy 
of this and an illustrated folder, Short Trip~ on the 
Long Trail, will be sent gratis to anyone requesting them. 
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Besides this Guide Book, the Club sells a booklet, 
Food and Cooking on the Long Trail, 10 cents. Avail
able for members only are: an emblem for sleeve or 
pack (illustrated on p. 31), 50 cents, a lapel button of 
the same design, 5 cents, and a car window sticker, 10 
cents. Footpath in the Wilderness, an illustrated book 
by nine authors, may be purchased from the Middle
bury College Press, Middlebury, Vt., $2. It has chapters 
on equipment, flowers, wildlife, geology, and includes 
Jim Taylor's own story of the genesis of the Long Trail. 
The GMC has a Long Trail slide collection with ex
planatory cards which will be loaned to organizations 
interested. 

Trail Maintenance 
The Trails and Shelters Committee of the central 

organization is responsible for those parts of the trail 
system not sponsored by the Sections, the U.S. Forest 
Service or others. Most of the work is done by the Long 
Trail Patrol, organized in 1931 with Prof. Roy 0. 
Buchanan of the University of Vermont as leader. Under 
his supervision nearly 30 shelters have been built, many 
shelters repaired, and unknown miles of trail cleared. 
The Patrol functions all summer and, in addition to 
caring for the unsponsored trails, does work for the Sec
tions where needed. 

The Long Trail Lodge, formerly owned by the Club, 
has been sold and the proceeds set up as the Proctor 
Memorial Fund for trail maintenance. Thi: income from 
this fund and the dues of members-at-large constitute the 
greater part of the Club's regular income, and, as stated 
before, is used mostly for trail and shelter maintenance. 
The building of new shelters is largely dependent on the 
gifts of individuals. 

Organization - Meetings 
The Green Mountain Club's governing board is its 

Board of Trustees elected at the Annual Meeting. For 
the names of current trustees and committee members, 
see The Long Trail News for August of each year. 

The Annual Meeting is held on the Saturday nearest 
Memorial Day at the Long Trail Lodge located on 
US 4 at the Trail crossing. The business meeting is part 
of the spring get-together of the Club, which includes 
informal talks, camping, hikes, etc. Another assemblage 
for all members is the "Intersectional" held in August, 
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when a camp is established at a spot near the Long Trail 
and hikes taken on the trails nearby. 

End-to-End Project 
Any hiker who has completed hiking the c:ntire Ieng~ 

of the Long Trail- in one trip or Irl:any, this year or m 
previous years-is entitled to receive <l:n End-to-End 
Certificate, if he will answer a few quest10ns on a form 
which will be sent on request. The 89th End.-to-End 
Award was made in 1958. For Green Mountam Club 
members who have become End-to-Enders, a new End
to-End emblem for sleeve or pack (illustrated on p. 75) 
may be purchased from Club headquarters for 50c. 

TRAIL ST A TIS TICS 
About 1930, a few years after the Green Mount~in 

National Forest was established, the U. S. Forest Service 
began to take over part of the Lon_g Trail and some of 
the side trails within its borders which now extend from 
the Massachusetts line to Vt. 140 and from US 4 to 
Mt. Ellen. Five shelters have been constructed by. the 
USFS and many new side trails built. Details are given 
in the trail description, Divisions I to ry and yr to VIII. 

The length of the Trail as now constituted 1s 255.3 m., 
just about 100 miles longer than the State of Vermont. 
About 85 side trails add up to some 170 m.- a total of 
425 m. for the Long Trail System. O_f th~s,. the Green 
Mountain Club is responsible for mamtammg 175 m. 
of the Long Trail and 80 m. of side trails, a total of 255 
m. The U. S. Forest Service is in charge of 80 m. ?f t~e 
Long Trail and 60 m. of side trails. Others ma.mtam 
30 m. of side trails. These "others" are named m the 
Divisional Trail Description. 

The shelters now number 61 spaced from 0.5 m. to 
8.3 m. apart; average, 4.2 m. The largest is Taft .Lodge 
with bunks for 34; the smallest, Carmel, 4 maximum. 
The GMC maintains 52 of the shelters; the others are 
maintained by the U. S. Forest Service, the Middlebury 
Mountain Club and individuals. 

Seventy per cent of the GMC ~rail mileage an~ 60 
per cent of its shelters have been <l:ss~~ned to the Sect10ns. 
The remainder is the respons1b1hty of the central 
organization. 

THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL 
The Appalachian Trail, extending from Maine to 

Georgia, was first proposed by Benton MacKay of 
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Shirley, Mass. in 1921 and begun the next year. It 
utilizes the previously existing Long Trail from the 
Massachusetts Line to US 4 in Sherburne Pass. From 
US 4 to the Barnard Gulf Road, Vt. 12, the AT was 
built by and is maintained by the Green Mountain Club. 
See map, p. 59. 

The Dartmouth Outing Club maintains the trail from 
Vt. 12 to the Connecticut River beyond which the 
Appalachian Trail continues in New Hampshire to the 
White Mountains, thence on to Maine's Mt. Katahdin, 
its northern terminus. 

To the south, beyond the state line, the AT goes over 
Mt. Greylock and continues across Massachusetts, 
northwestern Connecticut, southeastern New York, 
northern New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, and a 
corner of West Virginia. It follows the Blue Ridge in 
Virginia and the Great Smokies along the Tennessee
North Carolina border, and ends at Springer Mountain 
in Georgia. 

Only that part of the Appalachian Trail which is 
associated with the Long Trail-between Vt. 100 near 
Sherburne Pass and Mass. 2 at Blackinton-is described 
in this Guide Book. The Appalachian Trail Conference, 
of which the Green Mountain Club is a member, pub
lishes The Guide to the Appalachian Trail in New 
England (1959 Edition, $3.50). This covers the AT in 
New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and Connecti
cut, and also includes trails in the vicinity of Mt. Greylock 
and Williamstown, Mass. ATC Publication No. 17 (15 
cents) describes briefly all publications pertaining to the 
Appalachian Trail. Address: Appalachian Trail Con
ference, 1916 Sunderland Place, NW, Washington 6, 
D.C. 

EQUIPMENT AND FOOD 
To cover the above subject properly for novice hikers 

would require more space than can be spared in this 
book, which is primarily a trail guide. The diversity of 
equipment seen on the Trail and mentioned in print 
indicates that one man's "must" is another man's 
"may." Rather than treat the subject inadequately, 
reference is made to existing sources of information and 
a few comments are made on their application to the 
Long Trail. 

The relative proximity of the Long Trail to habitations 
precludes the necessity of elaborate emergency equip-

.. 
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ment. The chain of shelters eliminates the need of a tent. 
Poisonous snakes are absent. On the other hand, the Trail 
is no garden path, and its roughness is hard on such things 
as light shoes, light rainclothes, etc. The presence of snow 
at the higher elevations late in the spring and early in 
the fall suggests shoes suitable for such conditions. 

Sources 
Most sporting goods stores do not carry a complete 

assortment of equipment needed for the Long Trail; 
nor do the usual mail order houses. These must be sup
plemented by Army and Navy Stores and the stores and 
catalogs of such firms as David T. Abercrombie Co., 
97 Chambers St., New York 7, N.Y.; L. L. Bean, Inc., 
Freeport, Maine; and Camp and Trail Outfitters, 112 
Chambers St., New York 7, N. Y. 

It is suggested that hikers send for the most recent issue 
of Hiking, Camping and Mountaineering Equipment, 
a booklet published by the Potomac Appalachian Trail 
Club, 1916 Sunderland Place, NW, Washington 6, D. C. 
(50 cents). This lists over 400 hiking items, including 
foods, with descriptions, weights, suppliers (domestic 
and foreign), and prices. It also has a Foreword on 
present-day equipment and a "Suggested List" which 
can be used as a basis for the list which each hiker 
eventually compiles for himself. 

Although hiking literature is none too abundant, most 
camping books contain chapters on hiking. Making 
allowance for what has become obsolete and what does 
not apply to Long Trail conditions, these will be helpful. 

Hints for Beginners 
It is suggested that beginners make a number of one

day trips on the Long Trail or comparable trails, pre
ferably with experienced hikers, before attempting over
night hikes. For such hikes in summer, little equipment 
is needed, but it is urged that, rather than use street 
clothes and no hiking equipment, as is often done, the 
following be considered: substantial shoes (6-inch work 
shoes are common); wool sox, fairly heavy; a small pack, 
Scout type, containing lunch, a small aid kit, and extra 
clothes, consisting of wool shirt, windproof jacket, long 
pants if shorts are worn, and possibly a poncho. (In the 
absence of a poncho, dry clothes in the car may prove 
valuable.) If you lunch on a mountain top, a canteen is 
in order. Also, in pack or pockets: folding cup, guide 
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book or map, compass, watch, fly dope in season. Need~ess 
to say that on these day trips you can learn by notmg 
what experienced hikers carry and talking to them about 
it. 

Similarly, for overnight hiking, it is best to try a 
number of in-an-out trips to not too distant shelters 
before going in for shelter-to-shelter hiking which re
quires considerable planning if it is to be enjoyed. 

Going Light 
Although the weight of a pack may not be noticed 

on a day hike, it is not negligible on even a one-night 
trip. It is well to remember that canned goods are largely 
water (sometimes more than 90 per cent), and glass is 
heavy. Many foods are naturally concentrated (for 
examples: Wheatena, cheese, chocolate), '.'md othe:s.are 
available in that form. If you carry food m the ongmal 
packages, you will probably be taking more than you 
will use, so it is best to repack just the amounts needed 
in other containers such as plastic freezer bags. Food 
weights, where concentrated foods are used exclusively, 
can be kept down to 1 Yz lbs. per day per person. Most 
lists, however, include some heavier food items which 
will raise this figure. Weight (and space) can be saved 
by using small siz.es of such things as t<;Joth pa~te, flash
lights, etc.-and it all helps. In plannmg, it i~ well to 
bear in mind that it is you, not a motor vehicle, that 
will carry the load. 

For shelter-to ·shelter trips, packs may be lightened by 
replenishing supplies at stores listed on pp. 127, 128. 
These however will have few concentrated foods or small 
packages, so th~t it may be preferable to send the right 
amounts of lightweight foods to the post offices listed, or 
to the farms and other places whose owners have kindly 
consented to hold hikers' mail (pp. 128, 129). 

REACHING THE TRAIL 
The folding map in the front of the book is not prima

rily a road map, and it would be wise to obtain the latest 
edition of the Official Highway Map of Vermont 
(Vermont Development Commission, Montpelier, Vt.). 
Also procurable are highwa)'.' maps for. ea~h county, 
which show all roads and their types. Pnce list may be 
obtained from Vt. Dept. of Highways, Montpelier, Vt. 

The Rutland Ry. and some of the other railroad lines 
shown on the Guide Book maps have abandoned pas-
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senger service. The Delaware and Hudson R.R. has 
passenger service only between New York, Whitehall 
and Montreal. The Boston and Maine R.R. operates 
over ~ large part of New England. Its complete time
table mcludes the schedules of trains over the Central 
Vermont Ry. and the Canadian Pacific Ry., connecting 
New York, Boston and Montreal with Waterbury 
Richmond and North Troy, Vt. ' 

The busses of the Vermont Transit Co. (Burlington, 
Vt.), and connecting lines included in its timetables 
provide transportation throughout Vermont from Ne\~ 
York, Albany, Boston, Portland, Montreal and else
where. They pass over parts of the following routes cross
ing or not far from the Long Trail: US 7, Vt. 103, US 4, 
US 2, Vt. 100 and Vt. 15. The busses of the Berkshire 
Street Railway Co. (Pittsfield, Mass.) connect North 
Adams with Blackinton, Greylock, Williamstown Sta
tion and Williamstown. Wager's Auto Bus Line (Ben
nington, Vt.) operates between Troy, N. Y. and Ben
nington. 

Air transportation is provided by Northeast Airlines 
(New York and Boston to Montreal) and Eastern Air
lines (New York to Montreal). The Vermont airports 
are Rutland, Montpelier-Barre and Burlington. 

For all the transportations lines mentioned above 
the latest timetables should be consulted for change~ 
and details. 

HIKING BASES 
. A f~w lodging places on or near the Long Trail are 

listed m the APPENDIX. Along well-traveled highways 
many tourist places are available, but they are non
existent on most of the mountain roads. 

Those State and Federal Camping and Picnic Areas 
that are near the Long Trail are shown on the Guide 
Book divisional maps. All such areas in the State are 
shown on the Official Highway Map of Vermont and 
described briefly. The USFS areas are free. A folder, 
Green Mountain National Forest, including a map, 
can be procured from the U.S. Forest Service Rutland 
Vt. A folder, Vermont State Parks and Fo;ests, give~ 
information on State areas and includes a schedule of 
fees. (Vt. Development Commission). 

USING THE TRAIL 
Under EQUIPMENT, it is suggested that for novice 

hikers, several day trips precede any overnight hiking, 
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and that short overnight trips be made before through 
hiking from shelter to shelter is attempted. 

The Long Trail is not dangerous- it is neither exces
sively far from dwellings or subject to severe climatic 
conditions. Most hikers carry simple first aid kits, but 
since they exercise care, they seldom have to use them. 
If by any chance you lose the trail, a compass and a map 
will facilitate your getting back to it or down to the 
nearest road. In Vermont, the compass points about 15 
degrees west of true north. When the daylight hours 
shorten, it is well to have a full size flashlight with extra 
batteries and bulb. Also remember that well into May, 
when good hiking is to be had at lower elevations, enough 
snow may be encountered on the higher mountains to 
make travel difficult and unpleasant. 

Hikers are urged to write to the Club for the latest 
information on trails and shelters. In the spring, before 
clearing and repairs can be made, some parts of the Long 
Trail and some side trails and shelters may not be in 
good condition. The Club would appreciate it if you 
would report conditions you think need correcting. 
Accounts of Long Trail trips are always welcome. 

Trail Marking 
Most of the Long Trail is blazed with white paint 

and the side trails with blue. Principal exceptions are the 
trails in the Green Mountain National Forest main
tained by the U. S. Forest Service, whose standard 
method of marking both the Long Trail and side trails 
is an axe blaze with a small hack above it. However, 
in some places on the Long Trail these USFS blazes are 
painted white. Few, if any, of the USFS side trails are 
painted blue. The cut blazes are supplemented by brown 
signs with cream-colored arrows. A few other exceptions 
to the white and blue paint-blazing are noted in the 
Divisional Trail Descriptions. 

Most of the arrows in the paint-blazed parts of the 
Trail are mileage signs at intersections. Sometimes 
double blazes are used to call attention to a turn in the 
trail. Rocks are frequently painted instead of trees. 
There are some cairns in the treeless high regions. 
Property lines are often indicated by paint, and some
times it is white or blue; but usually these blazes look 
different than trail blazes, and a worn footway and 
evidence of clearing will help to distinguish the trail. In 
case the next blaze is not obvious, it is well to spend some 
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time look.ing for it rather than going very far ahead with
out a trail, or on an unmarked trail. 

At the Shelters 
It is the custom for the occupants of a shelter to 

welcome and _make room for all subsequent arrivals. 
Us':'ally there 1s SJ?<l;Ce for all without crowding, but the 
<J:mde Book capacities are often exceeded without undue 
discomfort to anyone. It is suggested that hiking in large 
groups be avoided where it involves the overnight 
occupancy of a shelter. 

Each party provides its own wood or replenishes the 
supply left by others. If Y.ou follow the code you will 
le~ve wo<?d for t?e next hiker (who may arrive in the 
ram)- th1s even if your.predecessor neglected his duty. 

In some camps there 1s an axe, a few cooking utensils 
and e:ven food, but it is not safe to depend on finding 
anythmg but shelter, bunks and, in the enclosed struc
tures, .a stove. It is unwise to leave perishable food in 
any kmd of s~elter. SurJ?lus foo~, if not packed out, 
should be left m glass or tm contamers or disposed of in 
the refuse dump. Mice may gnaw through paper bags 
and carton~ and _create a messy condition. Dating your 
food donat10ns will be appreciated. 

Porcupines 
Porcupines are most destructive to trail structures; 

hence hikers should be sure that all doors, windows and 
~hutters a:e closed and latched before leaving-includ
mg the t01let doc;ir. You c:in help by repairing, if possi
ble, any breaks m the chicken wire over the windows 
a~d around the foundations. Porkies love salt and even 
mm1:1te quantities will induce persistant' gnawing. 
M~t1late? thresholds are usually the result of dish water 
bemg spilled when carried out. In open shelters packs 
should be hung up during the night and when' one is 
absent, preferably away from the wall. 

Porcupines may be killed by a blow directed toward 
the nose. \.Yhen dispatched at a camp, they should not 
be ~hrown i~ the refuse dump but buried, or removed to 
a di~tant pomt to prevent offensive odors. They may be 
carried safely by a front paw for there are no quills there. 

Care 
P'.o?ably damage from real vandalism on the Long 

Trail 1s less than the cumulative result of lack of know!-
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edge and varying degrees of carelessness, which may add 
up to considerable. Therefore, hikers should bend over 
backward in their efforts to keep the shelters in good 
shape. Neatness in regard to litter, both on the trail 
and at the shelters, will have a desirable effect on those 
not yet appreciative of the necessity of taking proper care 
of the structures. Hikers often make minor repairs within 
the limits of their time and tools. Other needed repairs 
should be reported to the Green Mountain Club. 

The Long Trail and its side trails were cut with the 
permission of the owners, but such permission does not 
include the right to cut additional trails. This, hikers are 
requested to refrain from doing. This statement does not 
apply to clearing existing trails as one goes along, and 
such wor~ is appreciated. However, in order that blazing 
may be m accord with Long Trail practice, painting 
should not be done without making arrangements with 
the Green Mountain Club. 

Most hikers realize that they are the guests of the 
landowners and act accordingly. For example: cars are 
parked where the owner suggests, or in his absence 
where they will not be in his way; gates are left as founa' 
and care is taken not to break wire fences. If you sho~ 
that you appreciate the privilege of hiking over their 
land, the owners will be more than pleased to have you 
do so. 

Fires 
Undoubtedly readers of this Guide Book need not be 

told to be careful of fire in the woods, but it is well for 
all of us to review occasionally what constitutes good 
fire practice, especially as it applies to the Long Trail 
and be ready to impart this knowledge to others. ' 

Where a stove is provided, it is advisable not to store 
kindling near it. The fire should be permitted to burn out 
before leaving. Avoid the use of water, which may crack 
the stove. 
. On State land, fires may not be built except in author
ized fire places. In the Green Mountain National Forest 
permits are needed for fires, except at the shelters'. 
Apply: U. S. Forest Service, Rutland, Vt. 

A State law prohibits the building of fires on private 
property between April 1 and November 1 without tht" 
consent of the owner. The existence of a shelter means 
that consent has been given to build fires in the stoves 
and fire places there, and these are the places where 
fires should be built. 
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Of course, even if owner permission has been granted 
safe locations should be chosen and safe procedures fol: 
lowed. Mineral matter- sand, gravel, rock-is a safe 
base if the fire is kept within bounds. However, vegetable 
soil, roots, needles, stumps, etc., are not safe. In dry 
weather such a fire could be carried underground by 
smouldering humus and later come to the surface and 
be fanned into flame by the wind. In any case, the 
thor~mgh extinguishing of a fire, stirring the ashes and 
makmg sure they are cold, is essential to safety. For 
obvious reasons, fires no larger than necessary are 
desirable. 

I! is well to remember that one serious fire might have 
a disastrous effect on the good relations the GMC has 
wi~h Ian~ ~wners, by whose courtesy the Long Trail 
exists. W1thm a few years, several Long Trail shelters 
have burned. Fortunately, weather conditions were such 
that no forest fires resulted. But hikers were inconven
ienced, and the rebuilding cost the Club considerable 
money and labor. If a little more care had been taken 
these e:cpenditures could have been used clearing mile~ 
of trail and repairing many shelters. 

Winter Use 
The use of the Long Trail in winter necessitates much 

more experiei:ice than is needed for summer hiking, and 
preferably wmter hiking should be done in familiar 
territory. The Long Trail is not primarily designed for 
skiing although much of it is suitable. No attempt has 
been made to include ski trails on the maps or describe 
them, and skiers are referred to other sources. A folder 
listing the many ski areas in the State may be obtained 
froi:n the Vermont Development Commission, Mont
pelier, Vermont. 

TRAIL DESCRIPTION 
For guide book purposes, the Long Trail has been 

divided in 12 Divisions, the limits of which are shown 
on the folding map in the front of the book. On the as
sumption that most continuous journeys are from south 
to north, the description is arranged in that direction. 
In each Division the map and summary precede the 
trail description. 

The divisional maps (about 3 miles to the inch) have 
contour intervals of 500 ft. The limits of the U. S. 
Geological Survey maps are indicated and their names 
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appear at or near the edges, vertical or horizontal. 
Where there is more than one USGS map for an area, 
that deemed most suitable for hikers is given. For a com
plete list, see the Index Map of New Hampshire and 
Vermont which can be obtained free from the U. S. 
Geological Survey, Washington 25, D. C. 

On the divisional maps, dotted lines are used to 
distinguish roads which may not be driveable, from 
those that probably are. The demarcation is indefinite 
as is also the beginnings of the actual trails indicated by 
the single dash lines. The road designation does not hold 
for winter, or the spring mud season. 

The summaries are arranged to correspond with the 
adjacent maps, namely, the northernmost features are at 
the top, so that the northbound hiker reads from the 
bottom up. As the heading indicates, all elevations in 
the elevation column are at the Long Trail. Other im
portant elevations, mostly summits, are in the adjacent 
column to the left. 

The introductory paragraph of each division includes 
informatio!l not given in the description that follows; 
therefore, it should not be skipped. Since the description 
reads from south to north, the mileages (in parentheses) 
are from the Massachusetts line and correspond to the 
first column of the summary. Omitted from the text are 
the elevations of most features, and the Canada-Massa
chusetts mileages, for which see the summaries. 
~ost of the side trails are. described from the Long 

Trail out (or south to north if not approach trails) and 
are index;it~~ to preserve main trail continuity. In some 
cases (Divis10ns VI, IX and X) where the side trails 
form something of a network, they are grouped together 
and described toward the Long Trail (or south to north). 

Mileages used in both summaries and description 
(mostly determined by a measuring wheel) are actual 
hiking distances, including twists and turns. Usually 
they are appreciably greater than distances scaled from 
USGS maps. 

The times given in the text and listed on pp. 130, 131 
are based on the formula commonly used: Yz hour for 
each mile plus Y2 hour for each 1000 feet of ascent. It is 
important to realize that the figures are for actual hiking 
and in making estimates, allowances should be made fo; 
lunching, viewing, resting, etc., and also for trips to sum
mits and other viewpoints reached by side trails. The 
times are not necessarily those you will or should take 
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b~t after comparing a few of your own times with those 
given, you can determine a ratio which can be applied 
to the Guide Book figures. This should be better than 
estimating by mileages alone. 

The overnight structures along the Trail are designated 
as Shelters, Camps and Lodges. The Shelters have open 
fronts and are of the type sometimes called Adirondack 
leantos or open camps. Unless otherwise noted a fireplace 
but no stove is provided. The Camps are enc'losed have 
doors and glazed windows and stoves. The larger en~losed 
struc:tures. are called Lodges. Exceptions to the above 
classificat10n are noted in the trail description. The word 
"shelter" is also used in referring to trail structures in 
general. 
T~e Guide . Book does not attempt to give minute 

detai!s for finding one's way along the Trail. That is the 
funct10n of the trail marking outlined under USING 
THE TRAIL. 

Porcupines would love to do their 
chewing INSIDE a camp. Don't let 
them! Latch the door securely when you 
leave. 
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Blackinton and Williamstown, Mass. to 
Bennington-Brattleboro Hwy., Vt. 9 

MILES 
TRAIL 

! ~ ~JA~~ ~~:Nl~SAYS 
~ =====:: St:CONDARY ROAD~ 
,!:; • (.u1PS ANO lOOG(S 

~ OPJ:N 5HE.LTERS 

SUMMARY FOR DIVISION l 25 

BLACKINTON AND WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS. TO 
BENNINGTON-BRATTLEBORO HWY., VT. 9 

LONG TRAIL 

" e~ ~:a e~ 
~;.:3 Northbound, as in text, read up .g~ ~~ 

m Southbound, read down CIJ bO • CIJ 

~~ NORTH ~j ~8 
13.4 I Bennington-Brattleboro Highway, Vt. 9 . I 1180 [241. 9 
11.1 IHarmon Hill . . . . . . . . . . . . . .123251244.2 

9.2 I Old Bennington-Heartwell ville Rd., LT North [ 2400 I 246. 1 
9.0IOld Bennington-Heartwellville Rd., LT Southl2400l246.3 
8.91Deer View Shelter. . . . . . . . [24001246.4 
7.2 I Sucker Pond at caretaker's cabin . 122601248 .1 
3.3 I County Road . I 2280 I 252. 0 
3.11Seth Warner Camp . . . . . . .121401252.2 
3.0IBroad Brook Trail, 3.5 m. SW. to road .121001252.3 
0.0 I Massachusetts-Vermont State Line · 123301255. 3 

South end of Long Trail 
SOUTH 

Dist. ID WILLIAMSTOWN STATION APPROACH I El. I Dist. 
Pine C.Obble and Appalachian Trails 

3.21 Massachusetts-Vermont State Line . . . . . , 2330 / 0. 0 
South end of Long Trail 

2.4 I Eph's Lookout on East Mountain . I 2254 I 0. 8 
1.7 I Trail Junction, AT and Pine Cobble Trail. . I 1970 I 1 . 5 
1.41Trail to Pine Cobble, 0.1 m. south. Elev. 1894 .118501 1.8 
0.9 I Bear Spring, 200 ft. east . . . . . . ..... I 1200 I 2. 3 
0.0 I Williamstown Station, Mass., No. Hoosac Rd. . I 630 I 3. 2 

Dist.I A BLACKINTON APPROACH 
Appalachian Trail 

3.21 Massachusetts-Vermont State Line 
South end of Long Trail 

2.4IEph's Lookout on East Mountain. 
1.7 ITrail Junction, Pine Cobble Trail 
1.2 ITrail to Pine Cobble, 0.3 m. W. El. 1894. 
0.0 I Blackinton, Mass., Mass. Ave. and Wood St. 

I El. I Dist. 

· 12330\ 0.0 

.122541 0.8 

.119701 1.5 

.116001 2.0 

.1 6301 3.2 



Division I 

BLACKINTON AND WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS. 
TO BENNINGTON-BRATTLEBORO 

HIGHWAY, VT. 9 

The south end of the Long Trail proper is in the woods 
at the Massachusetts-Vermont State Line northwest of 
North Adams, Mass. Two approaches in Massachusetts 
are described first. 

The Appalachian Trail (Approach A) is maintained 
by the Mt. Greylock Ski Club of Pittsfield, Mass.; the 
Pine Cobble Trail (Approach B), and the Broad Brook 
Trail, by the Williams (College) Outing Club. The Ben
nington Section of the Green Mountain Club maintains 
the Long Trail in this division and the U. S . Forest 
Service maintains the Old Stage Road Trail. The 
Bennington Section maintains the shelters. 

A. BLACKINTON APPROACH. This approach 
(white blazes), utilizing the Appalachian Trail, begins 
at the corner of Massachusetts Ave. and Wood St. in 
Blackinton, Mass. at the Blackinton Mill. This point is 
3 m. west of the center of North Adams and 1.8 m. east 
of Williamstown Station. Mass. 2 is 0.4 m. southwest 
via Ashton St., and 0.7 m. distant via the AT which 
crosses Mass. 2 at Phelps Ave. in Greylock. 

Space for overnight parking is not available at the 
beginning of this approach. Hikers making overnight 
trips should inquire at the store of George Brazeau, on 
Mass. 2 just east of the Appalachian Trail, in regard to 
parking in the vicinity. By courtesy of Harry Smith 
(Ford Dealer), located on Mass. 2, 0.7 m. east of the 
AT, special arrangements may be made for overnight 
parking. 

From Massachusetts Ave. and Wood St. (0.0 m.), the 
Appalachian Trail follows Wood St. north to its end at 
Edgewood Ave. (0.1 m.), where the AT continues ahead 
soon entering the woods. It passes a reservoir (drinking 
water) on the right (0.5 m.), and crosses a brook (1.0 
m.), presently reaching an orange-blazed trail on the 
left (1.2 m.). (This trail leads 300 ft. to a spring and 
0.3 m. to the open summit of Pine Cobble, 0.1 m. 
beyond which is the Pine Cobble Trail.) The AT then 
climbs steeply to an abandoned telephone line (1.5 m.), 
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and bearing left, follows it to a junction where the Pine 
Cobble Trail (Approach B) comes i? on the left (1.7 ~.). 

Bearing right from the telephone !me, the Appalach1.an 
Trail enters an extensive open area on East Mountain, 
the result of fires years ago. Here there is. a very good 
view of the Berkshire Hills to the south, mcludmg the 
Hoosac Range (left), and the Taconics (right), and 
between them, Mt. Greylock and its satellites. Toward 
the end of the open area, the trail reaches Eph's Lookout 
(2.4 m.), named after Ephram Wil_liams, founder of 
Williams College. Just beyond, the trail enters the woods 
and finally comes to the Massachusetts-Vermont Sta~e 
Line (3.2 m.). This is the south end of the Long Trad. 

B. WILLIAMSTOWN STATION APPR<?ACH. 
This approach is made by the Pine Cobble Trail (blue 
blazes) and by part of the A~palac?ia"?" Trail described 
above. The Pine Cobble Trail begms JUSt north of the 
Boston and Maine R. R . station at the intersection of 
North Hoosac Rd. and Cole Ave. in the neighborhood 
known as Williamstown Station. This is 1 m. northeast 
of the center of Williamstown and Williams College. 
Via North Hoosac Rd. it is 1.8 m. east to Blackinton and 
1.2 m. west to US 7. 

Cars may be parked on the property of Harwood 
Moore (contractor), located on No. Hoosac Rd. wes.t of 
Cole Ave. If possible, Mr. Moore would appreciate 
knowing how long the cars are to be left there. 

From the intersection of North Hoosac Rd. and Cole 
Ave. (0.0 m.), the Pine Cobble Trail follows a private 
road a short distance to a gravel bank, then bears left 
into the woods (0.1 m.). After passing a sid~ trail on ~he 
right (0.9 m.) leading 200 ft. to Bear S1_>rmg, the Pme 
Cobble Trail rises very steeply, then contmues a~ a lesser 
grade, presently reaching an orange-blazed tr<;til on ~he 
right (1.4 m.) which leads 0.1 m. to the summ1! of Pme 
Cobble where there is a wide view of the Hoos1c Valley 
with Mt. Greylock and other Berkshire peaks in the 
background. The orange-blazed trail continues down 
hill 0.3 m . to the Appalachian Trail, 1.2 m . north of 
Blackinton. . 

Continuing from its junction with the trail to the 
summit, the Pine Cobble Trail soon reaches an ab:in
doned telephone line (1.7 m.) where the Appalachian 
Trail (Approach A), following this, comes in on the 
right. 
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From here the Williamstown Station Approach uses 
t?e Appalachian Trail which, leaving the telephone 
!me, goes over the open area on East Mountain described 
under A, and, passing Eph's Lookout (2.4 m.), enters 
the woods and finall)' reaches the Massachusetts
Vermont State Line (3.2 m.), the south end of the 
Long Trail. 

LONG TRAIL 
From the State Line (0.0 m.), the Long Trail descends 

to a brook (0.4 m.) and, after climbing over a knoll 
(1.8 m.), comes out of the woods and reaches a narrow 
dirt road (2.2 m.). To the right, this road which may not 
be driveable here, leads about 2 m. to a better road and 
5 m. to North Adams. The Trail follows the road to the 
left, passes a house on the right (2.3 m.) and a camp on 
the left (2.5 m.), and reaches a brook and the Broad 
Brook Trail (3.0 m.). 

This trail leads southwesterly, following the route 
of Broad Brook, with several crossings. It terminates 
at the State Line at the end of White Oaks Road 
3 m. north of Williamstown. LT to road, 3.5 m.'. 
1X' h. (Rev. 2~ h.). 

The Long Trail crosses the above mentioned brook 
and bears sharply right into an overgrown clearing 
where is located Seth Warner Camp (3.1 m.), a frame 
structure with bunks for 8, built by the Long Trail 
Patrol for the Bennington Section in 1938. Brook water 
100 ft. to the east. Blackinton or Williamstown Station 
to Seth Warner Camp, 6.3 m., 4~ h. (SB. 3_!,2 h.). 

Going north from the camp, the Long Trail soon 
reaches the County Road at a power line crossing 
(3:3 m.). Under favorable conditions this road may be 
dnveable to the Long Trail. To the west it is 3.7 m. to 
the Barber Pond Road and 6.1 m. to Pownal Center 
(US 7). East it is 4.5 m. to Stamford on Vt. 8. 
. By following. the County Road 300 ft. to the east, the 

hiker may obtam an excellent view to the south including, 
east to west, the Hoosac Range, Mt. Greylock and the 
Dome. Beyond the County Road the Trail follows for 
the most part old logging roads, and after crossing three 
brooks (4.4 m., 5.4 m. and 5.6 m.), finally reaches 
Sucker Pond (Lake Hancock) at the caretaker's cabin 
(7 .. 2 m_.). ~ince this is a Bennington water supply, no 
sw1mmmg is allowed. 
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Leaving the pond, a jeep road is followed for some 
distance, then the Trail bears left from the road (8.1 m.) 
but meets it again at a crossing (8.5 m.) from which point 
it is 4.5 m. left to Bennington. 

North of the road, the Trail enters the woods and passes 
through an area where logging has opened up views to 
the west. Just after passing a side trail on the left lead
ing 400 ft. to a spring, the LT reaches Deer View 
Shelter (8.9 m.). This frame structure, with bunks for 
6, was built by the Bennington Section in 1958, and 
replaces the former Thendara Shelter which was de
stroyed by the heavy snows of early 19 58. The spring 
mentioned above is reached by following the Long Trail 
150 ft. south and a side trail 400 ft. west. Seth Warner 
Camp to Deer View Shelter, 5.8 m., 3 ~ h. (SB. 3 ~ h.). 

North of the shelter, the Long Trail goes through a 
clearing and reaches the old Bennington-Heartwell
ville Road (9.0 m.), follows this old road a short distance 
east, then bears north on a new logging road (9.2 m.). 

The old Bennington Road leads west 0.3 m. to 
join the jeep road mentioned above. Via the jeep 
road left, it is 0.3 m. to the Long Trail, and to the 
right it is 1.3 m. to the end of Burgess Road, 3.5 m. 
to Vt. 9, and 4.5 m. to the center of Bennington. 
Deer View Shelter to Burgess Rd., 1.7 m. 

To the east, the old Heartwellville Road may be 
followed to Stamford Stream, where a logging road 
leads north down Dunville Hollow to Vt. 9. Just 
beyond the stream, the old turnpike is used by the 
Forest Service for the Old Stage Road Trail to 
Heartwellville. Length of trail 6.3 m. (See Map 1.) 

Continuing north through 0.5 m. of new logging 
area, the Long Trail, after fairly level going in the woods, 
crosses a brook (10.7 m.) and rises to the open summit of 
Harmon Hill (11.1 m.). From here there is a fine view 
to the west including Mt. Anthony, the historic village 
of Bennington, and the Battle Monument. To the north 
can be seen Bald Mt. and Glastenbury Mt. 

North of Harmon Hill, the Long Trail trends slightly 
east across the clearing, enters the woods (11.3 m.) and 
soon begins descending. After passing under a power 
line (12.6 m.) and following a wide lumber road (12.7 m. 
to 12. 9 m.), the Trail zig-zags down steeply to an old 
railroad grade (13.2 m.) which it follows to the right to 
the Bennington-Brattleboro Highway, Vt. 9 (13.4 m.). 
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This road is known as the Molly Stark Trail. Just to the 
left is a white church and the gravel road which the 
Long Trail follows north. 

To the west via Vt. 9, it is 4 m. to Bennington 
(pop. 12,411 ), business center of southwestern 
Vermont. Old Bennington, the "Bennington" of 
colonial days, is 1 m. west of the present center. 
Here are many historical buildings, the Bennington 
Museum, and the monument commemorating the 
Battle of Bennington, fought August 16, 1777. 

To the east of the Trail on Vt. 9 is Woodford, 
4m. 

A hiker arriving at a shelter in the 
rain will appreciate the dry wood that 
you have left there for him. 

SLEEVE EMBLEM 

Available for Green Mountain Club members. 
Green on gray background-white letters. 

Actual size, 31/4 inches. 
See p. 12. 
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Bennington-Brattleboro Hwy., Vt. 9, to 
Arlington-West Wardsboro Road 
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BENNINGTON-BRATTLEBORO HWY., VT. 9, TO 
ARLINGTON-WEST WARDSBORO ROAD 

~ ~~ d.ij 
~,9 M '" C-
j.j ~ Northbound, as in text, read up .g~ ..§ ~ 

':; ~ Southbound, read down ~ ~ ...: ~ 

i:hl NORTH ;)lj i:So 
29.8 IAriington-West Wardsboro Road at Black Brook 122801225 .5 
29.71Deerfield Trail. 8.5 m. south to road . j2280l225.6 
27.2 I South Alder Brook . . . . . . . . . . 126001228 .1 
24.6 I Caughnawaga Shelter in Glen Haven. . 128001230. 7 
24.0IBig Rock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .132501231.3 
20.7 I Glastenbury Mt., summit, tower . . . . I 3764 I 234. 6 
20.6IG1astenbury Mt., lookout watchman's cabin .137201234.7 
20.4 IG!astenbury Mt. Camp . . . . . . . j3560l234.9 
17.7IG1astenbury Stream, upper crossing. .119001237.6 
16.4 I Glastenbury Stream, middle crossing . I 1700 I 238. 9 
15.3IG1astenbury Stream, lower crossing. .114601240 .0 
15.0IFay Fuller Camp . . . . . . . . . . j1400l240.3 
14.2 \Bald Mt. Trail. 2.5 m. to summit, elev. 2857. 5.8m.,12701241 .1 

to Branch St., Bennington, via summit. 
13.4 IBennington-Brattleboro Highway, Vt. 9 ... 111801241.9 

SOUTH 

Sending in your reports of trail and 
shelter conditions will enable the main
tenance crews to better establish priority 
on improvements to be made. 
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BENNINGTON-BRATTLEBORO HWY., VT. 9, 
TO ARLINGTON-WEST WARDSBORO ROAD 

From Vt. 9 to Glastenbury Mt., the trails and shelters 
are maintained by the Bennington Section of the Green 
Mountain Club. North of Glastenbury Mt., the Worces
ter Section, with the cooperation of Camp Najerog of 
Wilmington, Vt., maintains the Long Trail and Caugh
nawaga Shelter. The U.S. Forest Service maintains the 
Deerfield Trail. 

The Long Trail north of the Bennington-Brattleboro 
Highway, Vt. 9, (13.4 m.) utilizes a wide gravel road 
which, after passing over two bridges (13.5 m. and 13.9 
m.), reaches a narrow road on the left (14.2 m.) used 
by the Bald Mt. Trail. 

After following the narrow road a short distance, 
and passing a private camp, the Bald Mt. Trail 
continues through the woods, ascending steadily. 
After passing a spring on the right about 1.8 m. 
from the LT, the Bald Mt. Trail continues 0.4 m. 
more to the summit ridge where there is a wide 
view to the south. Here a spur leads right 0.3 m. 
to the actual summit of Bald Mountain, about 
2.5 m. from the Long Trail. 

Continuing from the spur junction, the trail bears 
south at first, then veers west, and, after passing a 
spring in Bear Wallow, 0.5 m. from the junction, 
continues 0.5 m. more to White Rocks where there 
is a very good view to the west and southwest with 
Bennington and its suburbs in the foreground. 
Descending from here for about 2 m., the trail ends 
at Branch St. at a power line crossing about 3.3 m. 
from the summit. This point is 1.5 m . northeast 
of the center of the Village of Bennington. LT to 
summit 2.5 m., 2 h. (Rev. 1 %" h.). Branch St. to 
summit, 3.3 m., 2%" h. (Rev. 1 %" h.). 

Beyond the Bald Mt. Trail junction, the Long Trail 
continues along the road and, after going over two 
bridges (14.4 m. and 14.6 m.), reaches Fay Fuller Camp 
(15.0 m.) on the left a few feet from the road. This stone 
structure, with bunks for 10, is provided with two inside 
fireplaces. Water from the stream to the west. The 
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camp, built by the Bennington Section of the GMC in 
1930, is named after the wife of the donor, Fritz Von 
Briesen. Deer View Shelter to Fay Fuller Camp, 6.1 
m., 3y.;' h. (SB. 3y.\ h.). 

The road which the Long Trail follows is driveable in 
season to a camp on the right (15.1 m .) at which point 
there is parking space. Just beyond here the trail crosses 
a small stream (15.2 m.) and continues along the grade 
of a former lumber railroad (later a trolley line) which 
extended from Bennington into this valley. The Trail 
soon crosses Glastenbury Stream east to west on a wide 
bridge (15.3 m.) and farther on, west to east (16.4 m.). 
Just after passing a private camp on the right, the LT 
crosses a tributary stream (16.9 m.) and finally, turning 
sharply left from the road, crosses Glastenbury Stream 
(17.7 m.) on a foot bridge. 

After a short steep ascent, the Long Trail rises gradu
ally, passes a side trail (18.7 m.) leading right to a private 
camp and spring, and, after passing another spring on 
the right (19.9 m.), continues to a sharp right turn 
(20.3 m.) just beyond which is the clearing in which 
Glastenbury Mt. Camp is located on the left (20.4 m.). 
This sheet metal structure, built by the Bennington 
Section in 1929, has bunks for 7. The spring is 60 ft. to 
the east. From the camp there is a very good view to 
the south. Fay Fuller Camp to Glastenbury Mt. Camp, 
5.4 m., 3%" h. (SB. 2%" h.). 

A short distance north of the camp is a lookout watch
man's cabin (20.6 m.), not now in use as such but left 
open by the Vermont Timberland Owners Association 
for the convenience of hikers, who should be especially 
careful to keep it in good order. 

Just beyond the cabin is the summit of Glastenbury 
Mt. (20.7 m.). This is densely wooded, but the unused 
fire tower (which should be climbed with extreme care) 
affords a 360 degree view which includes more wilder
ness than is to be seen from any other point along the 
Trail, this because here in the southern part of the state 
the Green Mountains spread out much more than 
elsewhere. Beyond the nearby ridges may be seen the 
Berkshires to the south, the Taconics to the west, Equinox 
and Stratton Mountains to the north, Somerset Reservoir 
and Haystack Mt. to the east. 

Heading north from the tower, the Long Trail descends 
very gradually, passes a spring on the left (20.9 m.) and 
then rises to an unnamed summit, elev. 3450 (22.6 m.), 
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from which point the Trail bears northeast along the 
ridge to Big Rock (24.0 m.). Dropping down northerly 
from here, the LT reaches Glen Haven in which is 
located Caughnawaga Shelter (24.6 m.) 

This small log shelter with bunks for 4 was built by 
the boys of Camp Najerog in 1931. There is a very reliable 
brook 30 ft. in front of the shelter. The Worcester Section 
has assigned to Camp Najerog the maintenance of this 
structure and the Long Trail north to the Arlington
West Wardsboro Road. Glastenbury Mt. Camp to 
Caughnawaga Shelter, 4.2 m., 2Yz h. (SB . .3 h.). 

A short steep descent brings the hiker to a brook 
(25.0 m.), beyond which the Trail climbs over another 
unnamed summit (26.5 m.) and descends to South Alder 
Brook (27.2 m.) west of the ridge. Then after passing 
around a beaver pond, the Long Trail begins a short 
steep ascent (27.4 m.), passes a spring (28.1 m.), and 
going over the north end of the ridge (28.9 m.), descends 
to the Deerfield Trail. (29.7 m.). 

This trail bears south about 2 m. before reaching 
the Deerfield River which it follows 6 Yz m. to a road 
along which, to the left, it is 3 m. to Somerset 
Reservoir Dam and, to the right, 6 m. to Vt. 9. 

Just beyond the Deerfield Trail, the Long Trail inter
sects the Arlington-West Wardsboro Road at Black 
Brook (29.8 m.). 

West along the road it is 1.2 m. to the USFS 
Branch Pond Trail (see Div. III), 3.8 m. to the ruins 
of Kelly Stand, a famous overnight stop in stage
coach days, and 12.2 m. to Arlington on US 7. 

The Long Trail follows the road east. 

WHETHER YOU ARE READING 
THIS GUIDE BOOK in the comfort of 
your own home, or in the simplest of trail 
shelters, or elsewhere, you are presumably 
interested in the LONG TRAIL. 

Therefore, it is suggested that, if you 
are not already a member, you seriously 
consider joining the GREEN MOUNTAIN 
CLUB, which originated the Long Trail 
and is largely responsible for its main
tenance. 

Your affiliation with the Green Moun
tain Club will be mutually advantageous, 
for 

The CLUB will receive your moral 
and material support-the dues of 
members are of primary importance 
for trail and shelter upkeep. 

YOU will be associated with per
sons of like interests, and will be kept 
informed of Trail changes and Club 
activities through the LONG TRAIL 
NEWS. 

Beginning on p. 10 of this book, you will 
find the details, including a schedule of 
dues and the simple procedure for joining. 
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Arlington .. West Wardsboro Road to 
Mad Tom Notch 
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ARLINGTON-WEST WARDSBORO ROAD TO 
MAD TOM NOTCH 

a~ ~~ sj 
~~ Northbound, as in text, read up .g~ ..§~ 

• Southbound, read down ~ 

.~; ~§ .E~ 
Q~ NORTH ~~ QO 
52.41Mad Tom Notch, USFS Road No. 21 .124501202.9 

Mad Tom Notch Shelter 
Mad Tom Trail, 2 m. west 

49.9 I Bromley Mt. Bromley Chair Lift . I 3260 I 205 .4 
47.71Bromley Camp . . . ...... 120001207.6 
46.9IManchester-Peru Highway, Vt. 11, at LT Southl1800l208.4 
46.2 IOld Manchester-Bondville Rd. at LT South . I 16501209 .1 
44.5ISpruce Peak, 400 ft. west of LT .120401210.8 
41.8 IProspect Rock, 200 ft . west of LT. 2.2 m. to Vt. 111 I 

via logging road ............. 2150 213.5 
40.91Swezey Camp (1935) . .122201214.4 
40.4ISwezey Shelter (1956) .121701214.9 
38.41Bourn Brook . . . . .123501216.9 

36.81Bourn Pond, southwest corner ....... . 125101218.5 
Bourn Pond Shelter 
Lye Brook Trail. 8.5 m. west to road I 
Branch Pond Trail, 0.6 m. W . via Lye Brook 

Trail. LT to Arlington Rd., 4.0 m. 

35.0\Stratton Pond Outlet ......... . · · t2470l220 
North Shore Trail, west end 
Stratton View Shelter, 0.1 m. via North Shore 

Trail 
34.4 Stratton Pond, east end . . . 2470 220.9 

Willis Ro11 Camp 
Alternate Route, north end 
North Shore Trail, east end 
Willia Ron Annex (Shelter), 0.2 m. via North 

Shore Trail 
31.0IGroutJob. E. Branch, Deerfield River .. 

Alternate Route, south end 
· 122001224.3 

29.8 I Arlington-W. Wardsboro Rd. at Black Brook .122801225.5 
SOUTH 

Dist. IALTERNATE ROUTE VIA STRATTON MT.I El. I Dist. 
7 .41 Stratton Pond, east end. Willis Ross Camp . . . I 2470 I 0. 0 
6.9 I DuFresne Job . . I 2600 I 0. 5 
4.41 Stratton Mt., South Peak, tower. (North Peak cl. I I 

3859) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3839 3 . 0 
1.9IWebster Shelter ....... 123001 5.5 
1.7 \Arlington-West Wardsboro Rd. near Webster I I 

Shelter . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2280 5 . 7 
0.5 IWehster Marker . . . . . . I 2280 I 6. 9 
0.0 I Grout Job. E. Branch, Deerfield River . I 2200 I 7. 4 
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ARLINGTON-WEST WARDSBORO ROAD TO 
MAD TOM NOTCH 

From the Arlington-West Wardsboro Road to Bourn 
Pond: The Long Trail, the North Shore Trail and all 
shelters are maintained by the W orcester Secti~n of the 
G.M.C. with the assistance of the Stratton Mt. lookout 
watchman between the road and the summit ; the Lye 
Brook and Branch Pond Trails are maintained by the 
U.S. Forest Service. From Bourn Pond to the old 
Manchester-Bondville Road: The Long Trail, Swezey 
Shelter and S~ezey Camp are maintained by the 
Brattleboro Sect10n, G.M.C.; Bourn Pond Shelter is 
maintained by the Summer Work Camp Group from 
Putney School. From the old Bondville Road to Mad 
Tom Notch : The Long Trail, the Mad Tom Trail and 
Mad Tom Notch Shelter are maintained by the USFS; 
Bromley Camp by the Brattleboro Section, G.M.C. 

Northbound from Black Brook (29.8 m.), the Long 
Trail follows the Arlington-West Wardsboro Road 
east and crosses the East Branch of the Deerfield River 
at. Gro~t Job (.31:0 '?·/, once a busy lumber village. At 
this pmnt the trail d1v1des. The Main Route, direct to 
Stratton Pond, bears left and the Alternate Route via 
Stratton Mt., continues ahead along the road. Both are 
white-blazed. (West Wardsboro and Vt. 8 are 7 m . cast 
of Grout Job.) 
. The Main Route ascends very gradually along the 

nver, crosses a brook (32.3 m.) and the East Branch 
(32.6 m.), and, after passing over a low ridge drops 
down to Willis Ross Camp on Stratton Pond (.34.4 
m.). ?aughnawa~a Shelter to Willis Ross Camp, 9.8 
m., 572 h. (SB. 5 %; h.). 

ALTERNATE ROUTE VIA STRATTON MT. 
From Grout Job (O.O m.), this route follows the 
Arlingto?-Wes~ Wardsboro Road to a clearing on 
the left m which the Webster Marker is located 
(0.5. m.). Here, Daniel Webster, during the Log 
Cabm and Hard Cider Campaign in 1840 spoke 
to an '.1udience said to have numbered i 5,000. 
Some distance beyond, the Trail bears left from the 
road (1.7 m.) and soon reaches Webster Shelter 
(1.9 m.), a frame structure with bunks for about 
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6, built by the Worcester Section in 1926. A spring, 
800 ft. to the south, provides water. Cau~hnawaga 
Shelter to Webster Shelter, 8 . .3 m ., 4 72 h. (SB. 
4% h.). 

From Webster Shelter the Alternate Route as
cends steadily, mostly through the woods, but ~ith 
openings providing views to the south. After passmg 
two springs (3.9 m . and 4.3 m.), the Trail soon 
reaches the South Peak of Stratton Mt. (4.4 m.) 
on which there is a State fire lookout tower and look
out watchman's cabin. 

From the fire tower there is an unobscured view 
of the surrounding mountains, ponds and pastoral 
country. Somerset Reservoir and Mt. Pisgah are 
to the south, Glastenbury Mt. is southw~st, and the 
Taconics, including Equinox Mt., the highest peak 
of this range, lie to the west. Stratto?'s North Peak 
(20 ft. higher than the South P~ak) 1s a~out north, 
with many other Green Mountam summits beyond. 
Ascutney Mt. is to the northeast and Mt. Monad
nock to the southeast. 

Heading west, the Trail soon passes a spring 
(4.6 m.) and descends steeply at first, then more 
gradually, to a clearing, the old Du Fresne J:ob 
(6.9 m.). Here it crosses a brook and after gomg 
over a ridge descends to the east end of Stratton 
Pond (7.4 ~.) where the North Shore Trail bears 
right. About 150 ft. to the left is Willis Ross Camp 
and the junction with the Main Route from Grout 
Job. Webster Shelter to Willis Ross Camp, 5.5 
m., .3%; h. (SB . .372 h.). 

Stratton Pond, the largest body of water on the Long 
Trail, is considered by many hikers to be th~ most 
beautiful. The combination of pond, mountam and 
camping facilities make it one of the Trail's best liked 
locations. 

Willis Ross Camp, located facing the pon~, is .a frame 
structure with bunks for about 12. The sprmg 1s 30 ft. 
to the north. The camp was erected by the Worcester 
Section in 1929 and named after Willis Ross of Rutland, 
through whose efforts many miles of Long Trail were 
built. 

From Willis Ross Camp to Stratton Mt. and return 
is 6.0 m. (3% h.). The route and view are described under 
ALTERNATE ROUTE above. 
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Via the North Shore Trail it is 0.2 m. from Willis 
Ro~s Camp to Willis Ross Annex, an open log shelter 
fac.mg the pond and having bunk space for 6. It was 
~m!t by the Worcester Section in 1953, replacing a 
similar _one bu:n~d the previous fall. The drinking water 
supply 1s at _W1!hs Ross Camp. 

Contmumg west from Willis Ross Annex 0.5 m., 
the North ~hor~ Trail crosses a small brook, just 
beyond which is Stratton View Shelter (details 
bel~w). In 0.1 m. more the side trail rejoins the Long 
Trail at Stratton Pond Outlet. Willis Ross Camp to 
Stratton View Shelter via the North Shore Trail 
0.7 m., Y2 h. (Rev. Y:; h.). ' 

From Willis Ross Camp, the Long Trail follows the 
~outh shore to Stratton Pond Outlet (.35.0 m.), which 
is crossed on logs, and immediately meets the west end 
of the North _Shore Trail leading 0.1 m. to Stratton View 
Shelte~. ~his log structure with bunk space for 6 to 8 
was built m 1938 by the Worcester Section. Facing the 
pond near the sho~e, it has the outlook its name implies. 
The_ water supply is the brook crossing the North Shore 
Trail 50 ft. beyond the shelter. Willis Ross Camp to 
Stratton View Shelter via the Long Trail O 7 Y2 h. (SB. Y:; h.) ' · m., 

From the outlet, the Long Trail continues west passes 
an area _of beaver activity, crosses the outlet streadi again 
by a bndge (35.5 m.), and then crosses a wider stream 
(35.6 m.). C~ming in sight of Bourn Pond, the Trail 
goes south of 1t and at the southwest corner (.36 8 m ) 
the !-Ye Bro«;>k Trail turns off to the left and th~ Lo~g 
Trail bears nght. 

The Lye Brook Trail leads southwest 0.6 m. to 
the no~th end of the Branch Pond Trail. Then, 
parallelm~ the brook and following in part an old 
lur~ber railroad grade, and then a logging road, the 
trail descends 7.9 m. west and north to a public 
road. From here it is about 1.8 m. to Manchester 
Depot on Vt. 11. LT to road 8.5 m 4 t/4 h (Rev 
5J1h.). ' ., 74 • • 

Branching from the Lye Brook Trail 0.6 m. from 
the ~ong Trail, the Branch Pond Trail bears left 
and m 1.2 m. reaches a spur leading right 0.1 m. to 
Branch Pond. From the spur junction it is 0.3 m. 
to a brook and 1.9 m. more to the Arlington-West 
Wardsboro Road at a point 1.2 m. west of the Long 
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Trail at Black Brook. LT to road, 4.0 m., 2X h. 
(Rev. 2Y,: h.). 

Just north of the Lye Brook Trail junction, the Long 
Trail crosses a small brook and reaches Bourn Pond 
Shelter, (.36.8 m.), built in 1957 by a group from Putney 
School. Of log construction with an open doorway, this 
shelter provides bunks for 8; water at the nearby brook. 
Stratton View Shelter to Bourn Pond Shelter, 1.9 m., 
1 h. (SB. 1 h.). Willis Ross Camp to Bourn Pond 
Shelter, 2.4 m., 1X h. (SB. 1Y,:h.). 

The Long Trail continues along the west shore of Bourn 
Pond from which there is a good view of Stratton Mt. 
After following an old lumber railroad grade, the trail 
bears sharply to the right (38.0 m.) and soon crosses the 
pond's outlet stream, Bourn Brook, (.38.4 m.). Using 
in part old logging roads, the Long Trail reaches an 
overgrown clearing (39.6 m.) and goes along Bourn 
Brook for some distance before reaching a newer logging 
road coming in on the left (40.1 m.). This the LT fol
lows as it goes ahead to Swezey Shelter (40.4 m.). 

This log leanto, completed by the Brattleboro Sec
tion in 1956, has bunks for 10. Drinking water is to be 
had at a spring 50 ft. south via the Long Trail. Bourn 
Brook is just below the shelter. It is named after the 
late Christopher Swezey, Sr., a very good friend of the 
GMC. Bourn Pond Shelter to Swezey Shelter, 3.6 m., 
1% h. (SB. 2 h.). 

Continuing on the logging road, the Long Trail pres
ently curves to the right, crosses a brook, and makes a 
sharp left turn into a clearing where Swezey Camp is 
located (40.9 m.). This frame camp, built by the Long 
Trail Patrol in 1935, will still be maintained as an 
auxiliary to Swezey Shelter. Bunks for about 6; water 
at the ad~acent brook. Swezey Shelter to Swezey Camp, 
0.5 m., ;!i h. (SB. ;!i h.). 

Following the logging road (Old Rootville Road), the 
Long Trail comes to a spur on the left (41.8 m.) leading 
200 ft. to Prospect Rock perched high above Downer 
Glen. Here the hiker can look directly up Dorset Valley 
with Equinox Mt. on the left and Dorset Mt. on the 
right. 

At the spur junction, the logging road continues 
ahead descending 1.8 m. to a house from which a 
public road leads 0.4 m. to Vt. 11. This point is 
1.3 m. east of Manchester Depot and 2.0 m. ea~t 
of Manchester Center on US 7. 
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Opposite the Prospect Rock spur, the Long Trail 
bears right from the road, climbs gradually and crosses 
a brook (42.3 m.). After passing west of a summit, elev. 
2640 (43.4 m.), the Trail descends to a junction (44.5 
m.) where a spur leads left 400 ft. to Spruce Peak, 
from which there is a good view of the Taconic Moun
tains and the valley below. 

From the junction the Long Trail descends gradually, 
crosses a brook (45.0 m.) and continues on to an aban
doned gravel road, old Vt. .30, from Manchester to 
Bondville (46.2 m.). The Trail bears right utilizing 
the old road, then turns left (46.5 m.) on a grass-grown 
road and follows it north along Bromley Brook to the 
Manchester-Peru Highway, Vt. 11 (46.9 m.). From 
here it is 5.3 m. west to Manchester Depot and 4.4 m. 
east to Peru. The Long Trail bears right following Vt. 
11 for 300 ft. before branching left on a gravel road 
(old Vt. 11) which it follows 0.1 m., then turns left into 
the woods (47.1 m.). 

Just after leaving the road the Long Trail crosses a 
brook by a wide bridge and continues on with Bromley 
Brook to the west, eventually crossing that stream. 
About 200 ft. beyond this point, a trail leads right 150 
ft. to Bromley Camp (47.7 m.), a frame structure built 
by the Long Trail Patrol in 1955. There are bunks for 
8 to 10. The adjacent brook furnishes water. Swezey 
Shelter to Bromley Camp, 7 . .3 m., 4 h. (SB. 4h.). 
Swezey Camp to Bromley Camp, 6.8 m., .3%' h. (SB . 
.3%' h.J. 

From the Bromley Camp junction the Trail climbs 
gradually, crossing two brooks (48.9 m. and 49.2 m.). 
Beyond a sharp left turn (49.4 m.), the Trail rises more 
steeply, soon reaching a ski trail (49.7 m.) which it fol
lows to the summit of Bromley Mt. (49.9 m.). Here is 
the upper station of the new Big Bromley Chair Lift 
(ski season and daily summer operation). Open ski areas 
offer excellent views, especially toward Stratton and 
Equinox Mts. 

From here the Trail descends steeply, and, after climb
ing over Bromley's northern summit (50.4 m.), passes a 
spring (50.6 m.) and continues down to Mad Tom Notch 
Shelter, located on a gravel road (USFS Road No. 21) 
at the summit of Mad Tom Notch (52.4 m.). 

Mad Tom Notch Shelter, built in 1934 by the CCC for 
the U.S. Forest Service, is a log structure with bunk space 
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for about 8. Water 150 ft. to the east. Bromley Came to 
Mad Tom Notch Shelter, 4.7 m., .374;' h. (SB . .3 h.). 

East from the shelter, it is 2.5 m. to the Hapgood 
Pond Forest Camp (USFS camping area) and 4.3 
m. to Vt. 11. To the west, the n?ad leads about 2 
m to a dead end, from which pomt the Mad. To?'1 
T;ail descends along Mad Tom Brook, reachmg m 
2.2 m. a public road in East Dorset, 0.7

1 
m. east of 

US 7. LT to road in E. Dorset, 4.2 m., 27-\'h. (Rev. 
3 h.). 
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Mad Tom Notch to 
Wallingford Gulf Road, Vt, 140 
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" e~ ~:; s~ 
~~ Northbound, as in text, read up .g~ ..§~ 
,.... ~ Southbound, read down ~ ~ .; ~ 

~~ NORTH <il..'.l au 
73.6 IWallingford Gulf Road, Vt. 140 (Wallingford-1 I 

East Wallingford) ............ 1300 181. 7 
72.6IUSFS Road No. 19 .116801182.7 
7L71Grcenwall Shelter, on spur 300 ft. south .121001183.6 
71.21Keewaydin Trail.0.8 m.to White Rocks Picnic\ I 

Area .................. 2300 184 . 1 
70.9 I White Rocks Cliff . . . I 2500I184. 4 
70.llWhite Rocks Mt. . .12662 1185.2 
67.91Homer Stone Brook. . 117701187.4 
67.7IA1drichJob, clearing .1 18001187.6 
66.9IHomer Stone Brook Trail. 2 m. west lO road .118001188.4 
66.9,Little Rock Pond Outlet. . . . . . . . . ,1800,188.4 

East Shore Trail, north end 
66.8,Little Rock Pond Shelter, 75 ft. east. . . · [1810[188.5 

Trail to Green Mt., 0. 7 m. W. El. 2509 
66.4 ,Little Rock Pond, head . . . . . . . . , 18101188. 9 

East Shore Trail, south end 
64.4 I USFS Road No. 10 at Black Branch . I 1500 I 190. 9 
63.5 I USFS Road No. 10 at Long Trail South . I 1600 I191. 8 
63.0 I Big Branch. Suspension bridge . . . I 1500 I 192. 3 

61.910ldJob Shelter . . .. .. ........ 116501193 . 4 
Roaring Brook, north crossing. Suspension 

bridge 
58.6 I Roaring Brook, middle crossing . I 2450 I 196. 7 
57.61Lake Trail. 3.7 m. west to road .126501197.7 
57.5IGriflith Lake. . . . . . . . .126501197.8 
57.3 IRoaring Brook, south crossing . 12580I198 .0 
56.8 I Griffith Shelter . . I 2650I198. 5 
55.5 I Peru Peak . . . . I 3584I199. 8 
53.8 I Styles Peak . . . . I 3404 I 201. 5 
52.41Mad Tom Notch. USFS Road No. 21 . 124501202 .9 

Mad Tom Notch Shelter 
Mad Tom Trail, 2 m. west 

SOUTH 



Division IV 

MAD TOM NOTCH TO 
WALLINGFORD GULF ROAD, VT. 140 

In this division, all trails and shelters are maintained 
by the U.S. Forest Service, except the trail to Green 
Mountain, which is maintained by the G.M.C., and the 
Keewaydin Trail. All shelters were built by the CCC 
for the USFS. 

From Mad Tom Notch Shelter (52.4 m.) on USFS 
Road No. 21 in Mad Tom Notch, the Long Trail climbs 
rather steeply and reaches the summit of Styles Peak 
(53.8 m.) where there is a fine view, extending from 
the northeast to the south. Following the ridge, the LT 
descends steeply to a spring (54.1 m.) and, after pass
ing over several knobs, reaches Peru Peak (55.5 m.), 
where a short side trail leads right to a lookout. 

From the summit, the Long Trail zigzags down to 
Griffith Shelter (56.8 m.), a log structure with bunks 
for 8 to 10, built in 1935. A plentiful supply of water at 
the brook 50 ft. to the west. Mad Tom Notch Shelter 
to Griffith Shelter, 4.4 m., 3 h. (SB. 3 h.). 

Proceeding west from Griffith Shelter, the Long Trail 
crosses two streams, the second being Roaring Brook 
(57.3 m.), the outlet of Griffith Lake. Not far beyond, 
the Trail reaches the shore of Griffith Lake (57.5 m.), 
and bears sharply right skirting the east shore of the 
lake to its north end, where the Lake Trail (57.6 m.) 
bears left. 

The Lake Trail curves around the north end of 
the lake 0.1 m . to a point on the west side where an 
unmarked trail leads straight ahead 0 .1 m. to the 
site of the Griffith Lake House and 0.1 m . farther 
to a brook. 

From the junction, the Lake Trail bears right and 
follows the winding course of an old road 1.9 m. 
to a spur leading left 200 ft. to a rock where there is 
a splendid view of Dorset Mt., its marble quarry 
and the valley below. From this spur junction the 
trail continues down 0.1 m. to another viewpoint 
at a bridge spanning a rock face, and 1.6 m. more 
to a public road which leads right 0.5 m. to US 7. 
This point is about 0.4 m. south of a Vermont 
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Marble Co. quarry and 2 m. south of Danby. Long 
Trail to road, 3.7 m., 2 h. (Rev. 3 h.). . 

From the Lake Trail junction, the Long Trail follows 
an old lumber road down to Roaring Brook (58.6 m.) 
which it crosses on rocks. Then turning sharply left, it 
follows the east side of stream, crosses two tributary 
brooks (58.9 m. and 60.4 m.), :ind finally :eaches an 
extensive clearing where the village of Griffith once 
stood. Here is located Old Job Shelter (61.? ~.), a log 
structure with bunk space for ? to 8, bmlt m ~ 935. 
Roaring Brook on the west provides the water. Griffith 
Shelter to Old Job Shelter, 5.1 m., 2% "!1· (S~. 3},i h.). 

The brook is crossed by a new suspensron bndge, long 
and high enough to get the hiker over the stream even 
during high water. Just beyond (62.1 m.), a rough 
USFS road (No. 30) bears right to USFS Road No. 10. 
The Long Trail trends west and, ~t~r entering the woods, 
passes a piped spring at old ~mrldmgs o~ the left (62.4 
m.). Then bearing northerly, rt crosses ~tg Br~nch on a 
suspension bridge (63.0 m.), soon reachmg a wide grav~l 
road (USFS Road No. 10) (63.5 m.). East from this 
point, the road goes through the woods about 10 m. to 
Landgrove and from there 2.5 m. to Vt. 11. . 

The Long Trail bears left along the Forest Serv1se 
road to Black Branch (64.4 m.). Here the road con
tinues west down the hill 3.5 m. to Danby on US 7.Ju~t 
west of the concrete bridge over Black Branch, the Trail 
bears right on an old logging road, crosses and recrosses 
Little Branch (65.0 m. and 65.2 m.) and ascends 

adually to the head of Little Rock Pond (66.4 .m.) 
fa1so called Little Rocky Pond, Rocky Pond and Little 
Pond). Here the East Shore Trai!, branching right, 
reaches a spring in 0.1 m., an.d .contmues along the east 
shore, rejoining the Long Trail m 0.4 m. 

The Long Trail follows the west shore of the pond, 
passes a spring on the left (~6.5 m.)~ and ascends an 
open rock face (66.6 m .), which provides a c:ommand
ing view of the pond. S~ortly beyond, ~ spur is reached 
which leads across a bndge 75 ft. to Little Rock Pond 
Shelter (66.8 m.). . 

This log shelter, built in 1935, is beautifully loc~ted 
on a small island and has bunk space for 6 to 8. Th~ drmk
ing water supply is the spring on the Long Trail men
tioned above, 0.3 m . south of the shelter. OldJob Shelter 
to Little Rock Pond Shelter, 4.9 m., 2% h. (SB. 
2Yz h.). 
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A new trail now leads to the summit ridge of 
Green Mountain. Beginning at the leanto bridge, 
this blue-blazed trail ascends to the ridge, then 
follows the ridge south to an open area near the 
summit, providing good views across the pond. 
Pond to summit, 0.7 m., };! h. (Rev. Y2 h.). 

From the spur to the shelter, the Long Trail continues 
along the west side of Little Rock Pond and crosses its 
outlet (66.9 m.). A few feet beyond this, on the right, 
is the north end of the East Shore Trail and, on the left, 
the Homer Stone Brook Trail. 

The Homer Stone Brook Trail crosses the Little 
Rock Pond Outlet, descends about 0.5 m. to Homer 
Stone Brook, crosses to the north bank, and follows 
the old So. Wallingford-Wallingford Pond Road 
about 1.5 m. to a public road which leads 0.5 m. 
to So. Wallingford on US 7. LT to public road, 
2 m., 1 h. (Rev. 1 };! h .). 

North of the Homer Stone Brook Trail, the Long Trail 
heads northeast and continues level to a clearing, the 
old Aldrich Job (67 .7 m.). Then, after crossing Homer 
Stone Brook on a bridge (67.9 m.), it reaches the old 
So. Wallingford-Wallingford Pond Road (68.1 m.). 
To the left the road is obliterated here, but to the right, 
to Wallingford Pond, it can probably be followed as a 
trail. 

Taking a northerly course, the Long Trail ascends 
White Rocks Mt., passing just west of its summit (70.1 
m.), and goes on to White Rocks Cliff (70.9 m.). Here 
a spur bears left 150 ft. to a point where there is a very 
good view of the Otter Creek valley and the Taconic 
Mountains. Beyond the spur, the Long Trail enters the 
woods, and soon assuming an easterly course, descends to 
the Keewaydin Trail (71.2 m.). 

This trail descends about 0.8 m. to the White 
Rocks Picnic Area (USFS), Y2 h. (Rev. 174 h.). 
Local trails from this Area are the Cliffside Trail 
leading 0.2 m. to a viewpoint on a knoll below 
White Rocks Cliff, and the Ice Cave Trail leading 
0.8 m. to the Caves. Road leads };! m. north to 
Vt. 140. 

Continuing down beyond the trail junction, the Long 
Trail comes to a spur (71.7 m.) leading right 300 ft. to 
Greenwall Shelter, a log structure built in 1937 and 
having bunk space for 6 to 8. Spring water, not too plenti
ful in dry weather, is 600 ft. to the southwest. Little 
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Rock Pond Shelter to Greenwall Shelter, 4.9 m., 3 h. 
(SB. 3 h.). . 

Continuing from the junction, the Long Trail soon 
comes out of the woods and curving to the left, reaches a 
farmhouse (72.3 m.). From here the Trail follows a 
narrow road to its end at a gravel road, USFS Rd. 
No. 19 (72.6 m.). Via this road to the east it is 3 m. to 
E. Wallingford. To the west it is about 1.5 m. to Vt. 
140 and about 2 m . to the White Rocks Picnic Area. 

Crossing USFS Rd. No. 19, the Long Trail enters the 
woods and after crossing a grass-grown road (73.0 m.), 
soon reaches the Wallingford Gulf Road, Vt. _140 
(73.6 m.). Here, to the east, it is 3 m. to East Walling
ford, Vt. 103 and Vt. 8; to the west, 1.4 m. to.the White 
Rocks Picnic Area road, and 3.5 m. to Wallingford on 
us 7. 
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Wallingford Gulf Road, Vt. 140, to 
Sherburne Pass, US 4 
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SUMMARY FOR DIVISION V 

WALLINGFORD GULF ROAD, VT. 140, TO 
SHERBURNE PASS, US 4 
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jj_ Northbound, a.sin text, read up I.;~ g~ .: = Southbound, read down I'll bO • I'll • .. I ~ s .~ ~ c::S NORTH w...i OU 
94 .81Sherburne Pass . . . . . . . . . . . .121901160.5 

Rutland-Woodstock Highway, US 4 
Long Trail Lodge (hotel, cabins) 

94.2 JA!pine Lift, 0.1 m. via ski trail. Viewpoint . 12600I161 .1 
92.71PicoJunction. . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 132001162 .6 

Pico Loop, north end. 0.4 m. to Pico Peak 
92.31Pico Shelter. Pico Loop, oouth end . . . · 134001163 .0 

Pico Peak, 0.4 m. W. via Loop. El. 3967 
89.4IJuggernaut Trail. 4.5 m . E. to road . . l3830Jl65 .9 

89.41Cooper Lodge . . . . . . . . . . · 138501165 .9 
Bucklin Trail. 3.5 m . west to road 

89.4IKillington Peak, on spur 0.2 m. E. El. 4241. . 138701165 .9 
88.31 Shrewsbury Peak Trail. 1.5 m. to Shrewsbury I I 

Peak, elev, 3737. 3.5 m. to Northam Camping 
Area. . ................ 3670 167 0 

88.0 I Consultation Point . . . . . . . . . . . . .137501167. 3 
Little Killington, east slope. Summit elev. 

3951 
85.3 I Governor Clement Shelter . . . . . . . . JI 850 I 170. 0 
84.llUpper Road . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1 16301171.2 
82.5 I Cold River (Lower) Road at schoolhouse . I 1400 I 172. 8 
80.61Smith Road. . . 117001174.7 
80.2 J Beacon Hill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 1740I175 . 1 
79.7 I Clarendon Lodge . . . . . . . . . . . I 1350I175. 6 
78.91 Rutland-Bellows Falls Highway, Vt. 103 . I 860/ 176. 4 

Rutland Rwy. I 
78.8 I Clarendon Gorge. Mill River. Suspension bridge I 800 I 176 . 5 
76.8ISpring Lake Clearing . . . . l1600Jl78.S 
76.2ISunnyside Camp, 200 ft. cast .115301179 . 1 
7 5.2 I Button Hill, ridge . I 2050 I 180 . 1 
HAI Buffum Shelter . . .116001180.9 
73.61Wallingford GulfRoad, Vt. 140 (Wallingford-1 I 

East Wallingford) . . ...... 1300 181. 7 
SOUTH 



Division V 

WALLINGFORD GULF ROAD, VT. 140, TO 
SHERBURNE PASS, US 4 

All hiking trails and all shelters in this division except 
the Shrewsbury Peak Trail are maintained by the 
Killington Section of the Green Mountain Club with the 
assistance of the Pico Peak lookout watchman between 
US 4 and the summit. The Shrewsbury Peak Trail is 
maintained by the boys of Timberlake Camp, Plymouth, 
Vt. 

After crossing the Wallingford Gulf Road, Vt. 140 
(73.6 m.), the Long Trail follows a narrow dirt road 
north, turns into an old farm road (74.1 m.), and soon 
reaches Buffum Shelter (74.4 m.), a frame structure 
built in 1922 and having bunks for about 12 and a 
stove. Brook water 30 ft. west. Greenwall Shelter to 
Buffum Shelter, 2.7 m., 1Y:l h. (SB. 1:Y.{ h.). 

Continuing, the Trail passes a private camp, climbs 
an open slope with views all the way, and reaches the 
summit ridge of Button Hill (7 5.2 m.). After crossing a 
brook (75.3 m.), it descends to a power line (76.0 m.) 
and a spur on the right leading 200 ft. to Sunnyside 
Camp (76.2 m.). This frame structure, with wide doors 
permitting it to be converted into an open shelter, 
provides bunk space for 10 or more. Water 150 ft. south 
of the camp. This is the work of the Killington Section 
and was completed in 1955. Buffum Shelter to Sunny
side Camp, 1.8 m., 174' h. (SB. 174' h.). 

After ascending the hill behind the camp, the Long 
Trail descends to Spring Lake Clearing (76.8 m.), 
where there are extensive views including Spring Lake 
(Shrewsbury Pond) just to the east, Killington and its 
neighbors to the northeast and east, and the Taconics 
to the west. At a power line (76.9 m.), the Trail enters 
the woods and holds to a narrow ridge for over a mile 
before reaching a lookout on the left (78.1 m.). 

After a steep descent, Mill River is reached at the head 
of the deep and picturesque Clarendon Gorge (78.8 
m.). The Long Trail crosses Mill River on a new sus
pension bridge, and after a short climb, reaches the 
Rutland-Bellows Falls Highway, Vt. 103, and the 
Rutland Ry. (78.9 m.). Since Indian days, one of the 
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principal passages over the Green Mountaii;is has. ?een 
through this valley. Here was the Cro~n Pomt Military 
Road built during the French and Indian W~r. . 

West via Vt. 103 it is 2.1 m. to the Junction of 
US 7, 5 m. south of Rutland. Cuttingsville is 3.3 m. 
east on Vt. 103. 

After crossing the highway and railroad, the Long 
Trail goes under a power line, enters the woods, and 
after passing an abandoned road (79.6 ri;i.). reac~es 
Clarendon Lodge (79.7 m.), a frame bmldmg with 
bunks for about 12, constructed by the Killington Se~
tion in 1952. A brook 50 ft. east furnishes water. This 
well built lodge has a beautiful setting i~ a grove of 
pine trees which are rare along the Trail, and else
where in Vermont, although the State was once covered 
with them. Sunnyside Camp to Clarendon Lodge, 
3.5 m., 274' h. (SB. 274' h.). 

The Long Trail contin\les east across t~e brook and 
climbs to the bare summit of Beacon Hill (80.2 m.) 
where there is a very good view of the nearby country. 
Turning north, the Trail drops down throug~ a sugar 
bush comes out in the open, and crosses Smith Road 
(80.G m.). After entering the woods again (81.3 m.) and 
climbing over a ridge, the LT descends to another road 
(82.3 m.) which it follows left to a schoolhouse and the 
Cold River Road (Lower Road) (82.5 m.). 

Bearing right along this road, the Long Trail c;rosses 
a bridge (82.6 m.) and, 150 ft. beyond, bears left i_nto a 
field (North Shrewsbury, 2.6 m. ahead). Reachmg a 
trib~tary of Cold River (83.0 m.), the Trail follows along 
the east bank, crosses the east branch of the stream 
(83.4 m.), and continues parallel to the west branch, 
finally coming out on the Upper Road (84.1 m.). (North 
Shrewsbury 2.7 m. east.) . . 

Crossing the Upper Road and still parallelmg the 
stream, the Long Tr~il reacl~es another ro~d (84.7 m.) 
which it follows uphill, passmg several private camps, 
before reaching Governor Clement S~elter (85.3 m.) 
in an open field just west of th~ road. T?i~ stone str~cture 
was built in 1929 by the family of Wilham H. Field of 
Menden and named for Percival W. Clement, Governor 
of Vermont 1919-21. There is bunk space for about 6. 
Abundant water at the brook 125 ft. to the east. Claren
don Lodge to Governor Clement Shelter, 5.6 m., 
37,i' h. (SB. 3 h.). . 

From Governor Clement Shelter, the Trail contmues 
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along a logging road, then bears left into the woods 
(85.6 m.), and climbs steadily to a place where three or 
four brooks cross the Trail (87.2 m.). Slabbing the steep 
south .slope o_f Little Killington, the LT reaches Con
sultation Pomt (88.0 m.) and swings onto the gentle 
east slope, presently reaching the Shrewsbury Peak 
Trail on the right (88.3 m.). 

This trail leads to the summit of Shrewsbury 
Peak, where a small open area permits views to the 
south. From the summit, the trail continues to the 
Northam Camping Area in Coolidge State Forest. 
From this point a dirt road leads 3 m. to North 
Shrewsbury. Long Trail to summit, 1.5 m., and 
Camping Area, 3.5 m. 

From the junction, the Long Trail continues on to a 
spur (89.4 m.) leading right to Killington Peak· 100 ft. 
beyond this junction is the Bucklin Trail and 'eooper 
Lodge, and 200 ft. farther is the Juggernaut Trail. 

Cooper Lodge, of stone and wood construction was 
erected in 1939 by the Vermont Forest Service on'land 
give~ to the State by Mortimer R. Proctor, former 
President of the Green Mountain Club and later Gov
ernor of Vermont. It was named in honor of Charles P. 
Cooper who was President of the Club when a con
siderable portion of the Long Trail was completed. The 
lodge has bunks for about 12. There is a spring 120 
ft. to the south. Governor Clement Shelter to Cooper 
Lodge, 4.1 m., 3~ h. (SB. 2~ h.). 

The sp~r to Killington Peak bears easterly from the 
Long Trail 100 ft. south of Cooper Lodge and climbs 
st~eP!Y to the top. Killington is the second highest moun
tam 1~ Vermont, only Mt. Mansfield being higher. It 
takes its name from the old town of Killington, now the 
town of Sherburne, in which the mountain is located. 

From the bare rocky summit of Killington Peak there 
are views in all directions includino- all the prominent 
Green Mountain peaks from Glaste~bury to Mansfield. 
To the southeast is Ascutney and to the northeast are the 
White Mountains. To the west are the Taconics includ
in.g Bird Mountain with its precipitous south face, the 
City of Rutland, Lake Champlain and the Adirondacks. 
Killington Peak is in the Coolidge Range which also 
includes Pico Peak, Little Pico Mendon Peak Little 
Killington, Shrewsbury Peak, S~ith Peak, Bear Mt. and 
Salt Ash Mt. East of the Range is the little villaae of 
Plymouth, where Calvin Coolidge was born and ;here 
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he was sworn in as President in 1923. Cooper Lodge to 
Killington Peak, 0.2 m., 20 min. (Rev. 10 min.). 

From Cooper Lodge, the Bucklin Trail follows 
the spring trail south about 50 ft., then bears right 
descending 1.5 m. to an old logging road which it 
follows on the south side of the valley stream for 
1 m. and on the north side for 1 m. Then, crossing 
the brook, the trail soon reaches the Wheelerville 
Road at Brewers Corners (no buildin~s). From this 
point it is 4 m. north to US 4 and 7Yz m. west to 
downtown Rutland, which is entered via Killington 
Ave. Cooper Lodge to Wheelerville Rd., 3.5 m., 
1 % h. (Rev. 2% h.). 

From its junction with the Long Trail 200 ft. 
north of Cooper Lodge, the Juggernaut Trail 
leads easterly around the north side of Killington 
Peak descending gradually 4.5 m. to a road which 
leads 0.5 m. to US 4 at West Bridgewater. See map 
on p. 53. Cooper Lodge to road, 4.5 m., 2~ h. 
(Rev. 37'2 h.). 

From Cooper Lodge, the Long Trail drops fairly 
rapidly, soon crossing the ski trails and lift of the Kil
lington Basin Ski Area (89.9 m.). With little change in 
elevation, it continues near the top of the ridge, crossing 
from side to side. After passing a spring (91.2 m.), it 
reaches Pico Shelter and the south end of Pico Loop 
(92.3 m.). · 

Pico Shelter is located in a very sightly clearing on the 
east slope of Pico Peak, with Killington Peak directly to 
the south and Ascutney to the southeast. It is of log 
construction and was built in 1924. There is bunk space 
for about 8. A spring is located 100 ft. to the north on the 
Long Trail. Cooper Lodge to Pico Shelter, 2.9 m., 
1% h. (SB. 2 h.). 

Back of the shelter, Pico Loop bears west, climb
ing steeply to Pico Peak where is located a State 
fire lookout tower, which makes it possible to see 
in all directions, the distant view being quite similar 
to that from Killington. Nearby are the lookout 
watchman's cabin and two radio relay stations. 
(State police and power company.) From this 
summit, the Sunset Schuss Ski Trail leads down to 
the Pico Peak ski development. Pico Loop con
tinues down to Pico Junction and the Long Trail. 
Pico Shelter to Pico Peak, 0.4 m., Yz h. (Rev.~ h.). 
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Pico Peak to Pico Junction, 0.4 m., :li h. (Rev. 
Y2 h.). 

From Pico Shelter, the Long Trail continues to Pico 
Junction (92.7 m.), the north end of Pico Loop de
scribed above, where there is a spur leading to a good 
spring. From the junction, the Trail zigzags down, pass
ing en route a permanent brook (93.7 m.), which dis
appears in a sink hole beside the Trail. Presently the 
LT reaches a ski trail (94.2 m.) leading left 0.1 m. to 
the top of the Alpine Lift, from which there is a view 
of Deer Leap and Blue Ridge Mountains to the north 
and northwest. Beyond this trail, the Long Trail con
tinues down, crosses and recrosses the Home Run Ski 
Trail and, after passing a nature trail on the left (94.6 
m.), finally reaches the Long Trail Lodge, Sherburne 
Pass and the Rutland-Woodstock Highway, US 4. 
(94.8 m.). Sherburne (Center) is 3.7 m. east on US 4. 
West, it is 10.3 m. to Rutland. 
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See p. 13 and p. 63. 
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Sherburne Pass, US 4, to 
Brandon Gap, Vt. 73 

For names and descriptions of numbered trails, see pp. 63 & 64-
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SUMMARY FOR DIVISION VI 

SHERBURNE PASS, US 4, TO 
BRANDON GAP, VT. 7.3 
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., 
e ~ ~~ ej 
~ ~ Northbound, as in text, read up .g ~ ~ ~ 

"" Southbound, read down C'!I b.o • I'd 

~~ NORTH ~j ~8 
114.5\Brandon Gap . . . . . . . . . . . · \2184\140.8 

Brandon-Rochester Highway, Vt. 73 
113.5ISunrise Camp. . . . . . . . . . . . .125601141.8 
110.SjFarr Peak, east spur. Summit elev. 3520 .131501144.5 
110.3IB1oodroot Gap . . . . . . . . . . . .131301145.0 
108.61Bloodroot Mt., east ridge. Summit elev. 3520. · 129001146.7 

Bloodroot Mt. Trail. 3m. E. to road 
107.8IWetmore Gap .126501147.5 
107.11Mt. Carmel, on spur 0.3 m. east. El. 3341 .129001148.2 
106.9\New Boston Trail, 2.0 m. S. to road ...... \28001148.4 

Carmel Camp, 0.2 m. via New Boston Trail. 
Elev. 2650 

103.4 INorth Pond, on side trail, 0.3 m. east. . 12500I151. 9 
101.1 INoyes Pond Camp, at Noyes (South) Pond · 123001154.2 

South Pond Trail. 1.5 m. west to road 
98.4 I Abandoned Chittenden-Pittsfield Road . . . I 1940I156. 9 
96.llDeer Leap Circle Trail (2), north junction .122501159.2 
95.8 I Tucker Lodge . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I 2200 I 159. 5 
94.8 IDeer Leap Lookout Trail (3). 0.3 m. to lockouts/ I 

onDeerLeapMt ............. 2190\160.5 
94.8 Sherburne Pass . . . . . . . . . . . 2190 160. 5 

Rutland-Woodstock Highway, US 4 
Long Trail Lodge (hotel, cabins) 
Appalachian Trail (1) junction 
Deer Leap Circle Trail (2), south junction 
Canty Trail (4) to Blue Ridge Mt. 

Via US 4 and Elbow Rd. 
SOUTH 



Division VI 

SHERBURNE PASS, US 4, TO 
BRANDON GAP, VT. 73 

_The_ 1!._S. Forest S~rvice i;iaintains the Long Trail in 
this d1v1s10n. The side tr'.11ls are maintained by the 
USFS, the Green Mountam Club and the Long Trail 
Lodg:e. The. shelters, by the GMC and individuals. 
Details are given below. 
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camping area. Sherburne (Center) is 3.7 m. east of the 
. Long Trail on US 4. 

To the west of the Long Trail crossing, US 4 passes 
many places providing overnight accommodations and 
meals. Mendon is 5.7 m. from the LT, Rutland (popula
tion 17,659) 10.3 m. The Green Mountain Club's head
quarters is at 108 Merchants Row, Rutland, where Guide 
Books may be bought and current trail information may 
be obtained. 

SIDE TRAILS IN 
THE SHERBURNE PASS REGION 

T~e description of the Long Trail north from US 4 1. APPALACHIAN TRAIL. Blue blazes. North of 
c?~tl?ues on P· 64 after the facilities and trails in the/ US 4 in Sherburne Pass, the Appalachian Trail bears 
vicmity of Sherburne Pass are considered. , ..:ast in front of Deer Leap Chalet and the Long Trail 

SHERBURNE PASS REGION 

The_ vicinity of Sherburne Pass is a good base for 
exp~onng the mountains nearby. There are the Long 
1:r~1l Lodge. and other places along the highway pro
viding overmght accommodations. Gifford Woods State 
Park has bot? _tent ~ites and leantos. Tucker Lodge on 
the Long Trail is available. In addition to the Long Trail 
south to Pico and Killington Peaks, and north to Noyes 
Pond, there are s~veral side trails close at hand. 

The Long Trad. Lodge, adjacent to the Long Trail 
at Sherburne Pass, is a Treadway Inn, providing rooms 
and meals from early June to the middle of October. 
There are also several cabins on the hillside to the rear 
of the m~in buildin&'. Deer Leap Chalet, an annex north 
of US 4, is op~n durmg b?th the summer and ski seasons. 
Accommodat10ns are mamtained for hikers at minimum 
rat~~ _either in _cabins or rooms. Showers and bath 
!ac1ht1es are available. Mail will be accepted and held 
if marked "Hold for Long Trail Hiker." Guide books 
and a few staple supplies may be bought. Telephone. 
Address: Long Trail Lodge, Rutland, Vt. 
~outh of the Lodge is a network of nature trails where 

various forms of plant life and rock formations have been 
labeled for identification. Nature exhibits have been 
arranged on the porch of the building. 

East from .the Long Trail, via US 4 and Vt. 100, it is 
2.2 m. to Gifford Woods State Park where there are 
open shelters, ~ent platforms and picnic tables. Seep. 17. 
The Appalachian Trail (No. 1 below) goes through the 

' bears west. These trails are coincident from the Massa-
chusetts line to here. The AT is maintained by the Green 
Mountain Club for 18 m. east of the junction. 

After leaving Sherburne Pass (0.0 m.), the Appalachian 
Trail, coinciding with the Deer Leap Circle Trail (2), 
ascends to a point where the Deer Leap Circle bears 
left (0.5 m.). Beyond here, there are views of Sherburne 
Pass and Pico Peak. From the high point on the slope of 
Deer Leap Mt., the AT descends to Gifford Woods State 
Park and passes through the camp ground to Vt. 100 
(1.6 m.). Sherburne Pass to Vt. 100, 1.6 m., 1 h. (Rev., 
17i h.). 

After following the highway south for a short distance, 
the AT continues east. See map on p. 59. The next trail 
shelter is the new Stony Brook Shelter, located near 
Notown Clearing about 6 miles east of Vt. 100. 

2. DEER LEAP CIRCLE TRAIL. Blue blazes, except 
where it coincides with the Long Trail. Maintained by 
the Long Trail Lodge. This trail coincides with the 
Appalachian Trail (1) as it bears east at Deer Leap 
Chalet in Sherburne Pass (0.0 m.). After diverging left 
from the AT (0.5 m.), it circles Deer Leap Mt. and 
presently reaches the north end of the Deer Leap Lookout 
Trail (3) (1.2 m.). Continuing around the mountain, 
it intersects the Long Trail (1.4 m.) and proceeds jointly 
with it, passing the north end of the Tucker Lodge by
pass (1.5 m.), Tucker Lodge (1.7 m.), the south end of 
the bypass (1.8 m.), and the south end of the Deer Leap 
Lookout Trail (3), 150 ft. beyond which the circle is 
completed at Deer Leap Chalet (2.7 m.). Complete 
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loop, either way, 2. 7 m., 1 Yz h. (Using bypass, 0.1 m. 
shorter.) 

3. DEER LE~P LOOKOUT TRAIL. Maintained 
by ~he Long Trail Lodge. From a point on the Long 
Trail, 150 ft. north of Deer Leap Chalet in Sherburne 
Pass, the Deer Leal? Lookout Trail bears right and in 
150 ft. reaches a P?rnt where a spur bears right 150 ft. 
to a marker h~nonng James P. Taylor, founder of the 
Green Mountam C_lub. (See p. 5.) Continuing, the Deer 
Leap Look~ut Trail reaches the Lower Lookout on a 
spur to the nght and the Upper Lookout on a spur to the 
left (0.3 m.),_ both offering striking views of the Pass and 
the mountams beyond. Passing other viewpoints en 
route, the trail climbs over the south peak of D eer Leap 
Mt. (Little D~er Leap) (0.5 m.), descends to a brook 
(0.6 m.), goes JUSt west ~f the top of Big Deer Leap (0.9 
m.),_ and drops down to its end at the Deer Leap Circle 
Trail (2) (1.4 m.). Sherburne Pass to the Circle Trail 
1.4 m., 134" h. (Rev. 134" h.). From this point to the Pas~ 
via the Circle Trail: east, 1.2 m. %: h. (Rev %: h ) · west 
1.5 m., %: h. (Rev. %" h.). · · ' ' 

4. CANTY TRAIL. This trail supersedes the aban
doned Hellebore tr?il to Blue Ridge Mt. Maintained by 
the Green Mountam Club. The beginning of this trail 
on Elbow Roacl is 0.5 m. from US 4 and 3.7 m. from the 
Long Trail crossing at Sherburne Pass. From Elbow 
Road (O.O m.), the trail follows a lane northwest passes 
west of Craigue Perkins' camp, cros8es a small' brook, 
and follows a field road into the woods (0.2 m.). It crosses 
a. sizable brook (0.4 m.) and other streams, then bears 
nght (~.9 i;i.) on an old road. After paralleling a brook 
for a mile, 1t bears left (1.9 m.) and climbs to the summit 
of Blue Ridge Mt. (2.4 m.). From here may be had an 
extensive view of Pico and the other peaks of the Coolidge 
Range close at hand. Stratton and Dorset Mountains 
are to the south and southwest. To the west are Herrick 
and Bird Mountains with Rutland in the foreground 
and the Adirondacks on the horizon, west and north~ 
west. Elbow Road to summit, 2.4 m., 2 h. (Rev. 1 ;!4" h.). 

LONG TRAIL 
North of US 4 in Sherburne Pass (94.8 m.), the 

Long Trail enters the woods to the left of Deer Leap 
Chalet. In. 150 ft. the Deer Leap Lookout Trail (3) 
b~anches ~1ght and the Long Trail continues ahead 
with practically no change in elevation, to the south 
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end of a trail on the right (95.7 m.) which bypasses 
Tucker Lodge. (Length 0.2 m.) Not far beyond, Tucker 
Lodge is reached (95.8 m.). 

This lodge (GMC) is of log siding construction and 
has bunks for about 12. Water 200 ft. to the southwest. 
It was named for Fred H. Tucker of Boston, long a 
valued member of the GMC, and built by the Long Trail 
Patrol in 1938. Pico Shelter to Tucker Lodge, 3.5 m., 
1%; h. (SB. 2Yz h.). 

At the Lodge, the Long Trail bears right and, after 
passing the north end of the Tucker Lodge bypass (96.0 
m.) and the Deer Leap Circle Trail (2) (96.1 m.), 
both on the right, reaches a new logging road (96.7 m.). 
Beyond here it descends gradually, crosses a number of 
brooks, and' finally reaches the Chittenden-Pittsfield 
Road (98.4 m.), abandoned at this point. To the left, 
the road leads 0.1 m. to an interesting beaver pond some 
10 acres in area. To the right it is 0.6 m. to a new logging 
road, then 1.5 m . to Vt. 100. 

North of the old road, the Long Trail, avoiding the 
adjacent summits continues without much climbing to 
Noyes Pond Cadip and the South Pond Trail (101.1 
m.). 

This camp, located 300 ft. back from Noyes (South) 
Pond is of frame construction with bunks for about 8. 
Spring water just in front of the camp. It was built in 
1933 and is privately owned and maintained, but by 
agreement, open to hikers exc;eJ?t dnrin!\ the de~r hunting 
season in November, when 1t 1s occupied by its owners 
or locked. Tucker Lodge to Noyes Pond Camp, 5.3 m., 
3 h. (SB. 3 h.). 

The South Pond Trail (USFS) leads in a westerly 
direction north of the pond, crosses its outlet in 
0.1 m. and descends for 0.9 m., rather steeply at 
first, then more moderately to an old l~mber road 
which it follows 0.5 m. to a stream, Just beyond 
which is the Chittenden-Pittsfield Road. To the 
west, it is 2.9 m. to Chittenden and 7.5 m. to 
Mendon on US 4. Noyes Pond Camp to public 
road, 1.5 m., %: h. (Rev. 134" h.). 

North of Noyes Pond Camp, the Long Trail keeps, for 
the most part, to the west of the ridge, with frequent 
views of Chittenden Reservoir (power plant water stor
age), presently reaching a trail to the right (103.4 m.) 
leading to North Pond. . . 

Via this trail (USFS), it is 0.1 m. to a Junction 
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where an unmaintained trail goes ahead to Vt. 100. 
The trail to the left leads to North Pond, isolated in 
the woods and overhung by cliffs.LT to Pond, 0.3 m. 

From the North Pond junction, the Long Trail follows 
the west slope up to the ridge (104.6 m.), and descends 
to the east side. After crossing back to the west side 
(105.6 m.), it goes on to the New Boston Trail (106.9 m.). 

Bearing left on this trail, it is 0.2 m. to Carmel Camp, a 
small steel building with bunks for a maximum of 4. 
This camp, built in 1949, is owned and maintained by 
residents of Proctor, who permit its use by hikers except 
during the deer hunting season when it is reserved for 
its owners' use and may be locked. Water is 200 ft. north 
along the New Boston Trail. Noyes Pond Camp to 
Carmel Camp, 6.0 m., 372 h. (SB. 3;!.i h.). 

After passing Carmel Camp, the New Boston 
Trail (USFS) continues south descending gradually 
1.5 m. to an old logging road which bears left 0.3 
m. to a public road at "New Boston." From here it 
is 3.3 m. south to Chittenden. LT to New Boston, 
2.0 m., 1 h. (Rev. 172 h.). 

On the Long Trail, just north of the New Boston 
Trail, is a junction (107.1 m.) where a spur to the east 
(USFS) ascends steeply 0.3 m. to Mt. Carmel. A small 
steel tower on the summit makes possible a 360 degree 
view including the Green, White and Adirondack 
Mountains with Chittenden Reservoir standing out in 
the foreground. LT to summit, 0.3 m., 72 h. (Rev. y.I h.). 

From the Mt. Carmel junction, the Long Trail de
scends to Wetmore Gap (107.8 m.) then ascends to the 
east ridge of Bloodroot Mt., where the Bloodroot Mt. 
Trail bears right. (108.6 m.). 

The Bloodroot Mt. Trail (USFS), following old 
logging roads throughout most of its length, bears 
northeasterly for 1 m. to the West Branch of Tweed 
River, which it follows right, with several stream 
crossings, for 2.0 m., finally reaching an abandoned 
sawmill at Michigan Camp. From here it is 4.3 m. 
to Pittsfield on Vt. 100. LT to Michigan Camp, 
3 m., 172 h. (Rev. 2;!.i h.) . 

North of the Bloodroot Mt. Trail junction, the Long 
Trail keeps east of Bloodroot Mountain's northerly 
extension, climbing to a long abandoned logging road 
(109.3 m.), which it utilizes for several miles. The road 
provides an easy grade, with views to the east. Presently 
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the Trail reaches Bloodroot Gap (110.3 m.), a wide 
shallow gap in the ridge. 

North of the Gap, the Long Trail ascends to the east 
spur of Farr Peak (110.8 m.), named for Albert G. Farr 
of Brandon who supplied the funds for completing the 
Long Trail between Lincoln Gap and Brandon Gap. 
Then paralleling the summit ridge, the LT descends 
very gradually to a clearing, just beyond which it bears 
sharply left (112.4 m.), and goes down at a moderate 
grade to Sunrise Camp (113.~ m.). . 

This steel camp (GMC), built by the Proctor Section 
in 1925 was the gift of Redfield Proctor. It has bunks 
for abo~t 4. Water at the adjacent brook. Carmel Camp 
to Sunrise Camp, 6.8 m., 4 h. (SB. 4 h.). 

From the camp, the Long Trail follows an old logging 
road down to Brandon Gap and Vt. 73 (114.5 m.). To 
the east: Vt. 100, south of Rochester, 9.7 m. To the 
west: Forestdale 5.2 m., Brandon (and US 7) 8.2 m. 

/ 
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Brandon Gap, Vt. 73, to 
Cooley Glen Shelter 

=====:: SECOMPAllY ROAD) 

- CAMPS AND lODCiE.5 ·"' 

l!'.J OPU./ .5HHTERS 

SUMMARY FOR DIVISION VII 

BRANDON GAP, VT. 73, TO 
COOLEY GLEN SHELTER 
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s ~ ~~ a~ 
2 ;,j Northbound, as in text, read up ._g ~ ~ ~ 
~ i Southbound, read down ~ ~ ...: ~ 

§~ NORTH ~j ~8 
1.37 .0 I Cooley Glen Shelter . I 3130 I 118. 3 
136.5IMt. Cleveland . . . . . . .135001118.8 
133.4IMt. Roosevelt. Killington View. .135801121.9 
133.0 I Clark Brook Trail. 3.0 m. cast to road . I 3450I122. 3 
132.21Mt. Wilson. . . . . . .137561123.1 
131.4 ,Breadloaf Shelter . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,33001123. 9 

Emily Proctor Trail. 3.8 m. north to road 
130.7/Breadloaf Mt •... ...... ..... .. 138231124.6 

Breadloaf Trail. 0.1 m. to West Lookout, 2 m. 
west to road 

129.6,Skylight Pond Trail, 2.0 m. west to road, 0.1 m., j 
cast to Lodge and Pond . . . . . . . . . 3400 125. 7 

129.5 j Skyline Lodge and Skylight Pond, on spur G.1 m., I 
cast .................. 3400 125.8 

129.3 I Battell Mt. . . . I 34711126. O 
128.3 I Mt. Boyce . I 3200 I 127. 0 
127.51Boyce Shelter . 129301127.8 
127.0IKirby Peak, 11ide on W. tlope. Summit cl. 3120 129001128 . 3 
126.8 I Burnt Hill Trail. 2.2 m. west to road . 12900I128 .5 
126.4IBurnl Hill . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . J2980J128.9 
124.7 ISilent Cliff Trail. Cave and Cliff, 0.4 m.E. . . 12400I130.6 
124.3,Middlebury Gap . . . . . . . . . . . . . ,2149f131.0 

Middlebury-Hancock Highway, Vt. 125 
124.0ILake Pleiad Shelter. . . . . . .121401131.3 
123.BILake Pleiad . . . . . .121281131.5 
123.3\Voter-White Lodge and Pleiad Lookout, 0.2 m., j 

west ............. , .... 2450 132 . 0 
121.BIMonastery Lookout . . 132001133.5 
121.71Worth Mt., oummit . .133001133.6 
121.21South Worth Lookout .129001134.1 
119.9ISucker Brook Shelter .124001135.4 
119.BISucker Brook Trail. 3.0 m. west to road .124001135 .5 
119.0IRomance Gap . . . . . . . . . . . . f2650ll36.3 
ll8.5IRomance Mt., E. oummit. W. summit elev. 3050130201136.8 
117.7 IWhite Rock1 Mt. . . .133071137 .6 
116.2 I Cape Lookoff Mt. . . . . 13298I139 .1 
115.7IMt. Horrid, 1ummit. . .131401139.6 
115.llMt. Horrid, Great Cliff .128001140.2 
1H.5,Brandon Gap . . . . . . . . . . . . ,2184,140.8 

Brandon-Rochester Highway, Vt. 73 
SOUTH 



Division VII 

BRANDON GAP, VT. 73, TO 
COOLEY GLEN SHELTER 

The U. S. Forest Service maintains the Long Trail 
in this division. The USFS, the Green Mountain Club 
and the Middlebury (College) Mountain Club are 
responsible for the side trails and shelters, the allocations 
being noted below. The MMC, besides maintaining its 
own trails and shelters, assists the other two organiza
tions. 

The trails in this division are mostly on forest land 
which was bequeathed to Middlebury College in 1915 
by Col. Joseph Battell-a vast tract extending from 
White Rocks Mt. to Mt. Wilson. The College still owns 
700 acres at Lake Pleiad, the remainder being a part 
of the Green Mountain National Forest. Col. Battell 
established Bread Loaf Inn west of Middlebury Gap, 
now used by the Bread Loaf School of English, Middle
bury College. His further association with the Long 
Trail is mentioned in Division VIII. 

North of Vt. 73, the Brandon-Rochester Highway 
in Brandon Gap (114.5 m.), the Long Trail crosses a 
power line and ascends steeply to the Great Cliff of Mt. 
Horrid (115.1 m.). This point, 700 ft. above the road, 
provides a fine view of the Gap and the mountains 
beyond. The Trail continues along the ridge, passing 
over the summits of Mt. Horrid (115.7 m.), Cape Look
off Mt. (116.2 m.) and White Rocks Mt. (117.7 m.). 
None of these are bare summits, but many views, mostly 
to the east, may be had from various points along the 
way. After passing over the east summit of Romance Mt. 
(118.5 m.), the LT drops down to Romance Gap 
(119.0 m.), and continues west of the ridge to the Sucker 
Brook Trail (119.8 m.) and Sucker Brook Shelter 
(119.9 m.). 

This log shelter (GMC), built by the Lake Pleiad 
Section in 1921, has bunk space for 10 to 12. Sucker 
Brook, crossing the Long Trail 80 ft. to the south, supplies 
the water. Sunrise Camp to Sucker Brook Shelter, 
6.4 m., 4 h. (SB. 4~ h.). 

Leaving the Long Trail 300 ft. south of Sucker 
Brook Shelter, the Sucker Brook Trail (USFS) 
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heads west down the valley. Soon following old 
logging roads, it reaches a double crossing of Sucker 
Brook (1.6 m.), crosses a newer road (2.2 m.), then 
skirts the west side of Sugar Hill Reservoir, soon 
reaching another road (2.8 m.) which may be 
driveable in season. Here also is the south end of 
the Goshen Trail. Bearing left, a public road is 
soon reached (3.5 m.), which leads 5 m. to Vt. 73. 
Long Trail to public road, 3.5 m., 1 ~ h. (Rev. 
27:: h .). 

From Sucker Brook Shelter, the Long Trail climbs 
gradually to the ridge and follows it past South Worth 
Lookout (121.2 m.) and other viewpoints, to the summit 
of Worth Mt. (121.7 m .). The Trail passes Monastery 
Lookout (121.8 m.), then goes over several minor sum
mits, finally reaching a side trail (MMC) (123.3 m.) lead
ing 0.2 m. left to Voter-White Lodge and Pleiad Look
out. 

Voter-White Lodge, a log cabin built and maintained 
by the Middlebury Mountain Club, was completed in 
1952. Long Trail hikers are welcome to use it. There are 
bunks for 10 or 12. The nearest brook (on the Long Trail 
a short distance south of the side trail junction) is un
reliable during the summer. The nearest dependable 
water source is at Lake Pleiad. The Lodge was named 
for Prof. Raymond White and Prof. P. Conant Voter, 
both active GMC members for many years. Being at 
Pleiad Lookout, the cabin has one of the most scenic 
locations on the Long Trail. Lake Pleiad is down below, 
with Middlebury Gap just beyond, and farther north, 
the Green Mountain peaks north to Breadloaf Mt. A 
short distance from the Lodge, a ski trail leads to the 
top of a lift, part of the Middlebury College ski develop
ment, the Snow Bowl. Sucker Brook Shelter to Voter
White Lodge, 3.6 m., 2Yz h. (SB. 2Yz h.). 

From the side trail junction, the Long Trail descends 
fairly steeply, crosses and recrosses the Voter Ski Trail, 
and reaches Lake Pleiad (123.8 m.). A short distance 
beyond the lake is Lake Pleiad Shelter (124.0 m.). 

This frame shelter (GMC) with bunks for about 12 
was built by the Lake Pleiad Section in 1919. Water is 
found in a small brook 500 ft. south on the Long Trail. 
Voter-White Lodge to Lake Pleiad Shelter, 0.9 m., 
Yz h. (SB. %: h.). 

From Lake Pleiad Shelter, the Long Trail goes over 
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a low ridge to Middlebury Gap and the Middlebury
Hancock Highway, Vt. 125 (124.3 m.). 

To the west it is 0.7 m. to the Snow Bowl, 2.0 m. 
to the USFS Goshen Trail (which goes 3.5 m. south 
to Sugar Hill Reservoir Dam), 2.6 m. to the Bread 
Loaf School of English, 5.6 m. to Ripton, 10.1 m. 
to US 7 and 13.9 m. to Middlebury. To the east it 
is 6.4 m. to Hancock on Vt. 100. 

Crossing Vt. 125, the Long Trail rises rapidly to the 
Silent Cliff Trail (124.7 m.). 

This trail (MMC) leads east to Silent Cave and 
S~lent Cli~. From the cliff, there is a very good 
view of Middlebury Gap with Monastery Gap and 
the Green Mo_u~tains. beyond. (0.4 m., ~ h.). 

No_rth of the trail Junct10n, the Long Trail climbs to 
the ndge (125.2 m .), continues along it to Burnt Hill 
(126.4 m.), and descends to the Burnt Hill Trail 
(126.8 m.). 

Bearing west, this trail (MMC) descends 0.5 m. 
to a logging road, follows it 1.5 m. to an old road
crossing at Kirby Cemetery, and goes on 0.2 m. 
~ore to the end of a public road. This road con
tmues, back of the Bread Loaf School of English 
0.7 m. t:::i Vt. 125. LT to public road, 2.2 m., 1 h'. 
(Rev. 1 % h.). 

From the Burnt Hill Trail junction, the Long Trail 
passes al.ong the west slope of Kirby Peak, crosses its 
rece?t shde (127.0 m.), where there is a good view, and 
contmues on to Boyce Shelter (127.5 m.). 

T_his log structure (GMC), built in 1941 by the Long 
Trail Patrol for the Lake Pleiad Section, has bunk space 
for 6 to 8. Water at the brook 150 ft. south via the Long 
Trail. Lake Pleiad Shelter to Boyce Shelter 3 5 m 
2,l.i h. (SB. 2 h.). ' . ., 

After climbing up Mt. Boyce (128.3 m.) and passing 
Boyce Lookout 350 ft. beyond the summit the Long 
Ti:ail g<;>es over Battell Mt. (129.3 m.), and s~on reaches 
a Junct10n (129.5 m.) where a spur (MMC) leads right 
0.1 m. to Sk_yline Lodge a!1d Skylight Pond. Farther 
on, the Skylight Pond Trail (129.6 m.) leads right 0.1 
m: to t~e Lodge and Pond and, a short distance beyond, 
this trail leads left down the mountain . 
. Skyline Lodge (MMC) is of log construction and is 

situated on. a bluff overlooking Skylight Pond, a little 
lake only slightly lower than the adjacent summits. The 
lodge, completed in 1954, was built by the Middlebury 
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Mountain Club and is owned by that organization, but 
is open to all hikers. There is loft and bunk space for about 
10. Water is available at a spring on the shore of the 
pond, 250 ft. north. Boyce Shelter to Skyline Lodge 
2.1m.,1)1 h. (SB. 1,!.i h.). ' 

From the Long Trail, the Skylight Pond Trail 
(MMC) descends about 2 m. to an intersection 
with the Breadloaf Trail (see below), just east of 
a logging camp at Steam Mill Meadow. 

From here a public road leads 1.0 m. to the 
Natural Turnpike Trail (see below) and 4.5 m. to 
Ripton on Vt. 125. Long Trail to public road, 2 m., 
1 h. (Rev. 1% h.). 

Continuing north, the Long Trail soon begins a steep 
climb up to a ridge which it follows northwest to the 
summit of Breadloaf Mt. (130.7 m.). From here, the 
Breadloaf Trail goes ahead 0.1 m. to a point where a 
spur bears left 50 ft. to the West Lookout, which provides 
an extensive view over the Champlain Valley. 

From the spur junction, the Breadloaf Trail 
(MMC) descends to the junction with the Skylight 
Pond Trail near Steam Mill Meadow mentioned 
above. LT to public road, 2 m., 1 h. (Rev. 2 h.). 

From its junction with the Breadloaf Trail, the Long 
Trail bears sharply right and descends to Breadloaf 
Shelter and the Emily Proctor Trail (131.4 m.). 

Breadloaf Shelter (GMC), a log structure built by the 
Lake Pleiad Section in 1931, has bunk space for about 
10. Brook water adjacent. Skyline Lodge to Breadloaf 
Shelter, 2.0 m., 1,!.i h. (SB. 1,!.i h.). 

The Emily Proctor Trail (USFS) descends north
erly along an old logging road and in 0.8 m. passes 
an unmaintained spur leading left to the site of the 
former Emily Proctor Shelter. The Emily Proctor 
Trail crosses several brooks and leaving the old road, 
veers left, crosses a branch of the New Haven River 
0.7 m. from the spur, and follows high land northerly 
for 2.0 m. before reaching an abandoned road along 
the stream. To the left it is 0.3 m. to a USFS road. 
From here South Lincoln is 2.2 m., the Lincoln
Warren Road 4.2 m., Lincoln 5.4 m. and Bristol 
10.2 m. Breadloaf Shelter to USFS road, 3.8 m ., 
2 h. (Rev. 3 h.). 

Following the USFS road south from the foot of 
the Emily Proctor Trail, it is 0.5 m. to the beginning 
of the Natural Turnpike Trail (USFS), which con-
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tinues ahead 3.7 m. to a public road 3.5 m. north
east of Ripton (Vt. 125.). 

At Breadloaf Shelter, the Long Trail bears sharply 
right and ascends gradually to Mt. Wilson (132.2 m.), 
where there is an wide view to the south and east. Drop
ping down to the north, the LT presently reaches the 
Clark Brook Trail (133.0 m.). 

This trail (USFS) descends southeasterly 0.7 m. 
to an old logging camp, and from here follows a 
long abandoned logging road 1.3 m. to a double 
brook crossing. It then continues, with other stream 
crossings, 1.0 m. to a public road. From this point 
it is 1.9 m. to Granville on Vt. 100. Long Trail to 
public road, 3.0 m., 1 Y2 h. (Rev. 2% h.). 

From the side trail junction, the Long Trail ascends 
gradually to the summit of Mt. Roosevelt (133.4 m.), 
where it bears right 150 ft. to an open spot called Killing
ton View. From here the Trail bears easterly, curves 
toward the north, going almost to the summit of an 
unnamed peak, elevation 3400 (134.9 m.), and then on 
to the wooded summit of Mt. Cleveland (136.5 m.). 
After descending gradually to a sharp turn to the right 
(136.9 m.), it drops steeply to Cooley Glen Shelter 
(137.0 m.). 

This log structure (GMC) was built by the Long Trail 
Patrol in 1949. There is bunk space for 5 to 6, and spring 
water 600 ft. south. Breadloaf Shelter to Cooley Glen 
Shelter, 5.6 m., 3% h. (SB. 3% h.). 

Should others arrive at a shelter you 
are occupying, welcome them. Many 
good friendships have begun this way. 

White letters on green 

background, to be sewn 

under GMC Emblem 

END-TO-END EMBLEM 
Available to 

GREEN MOUNTAIN CLUB MEMBERS 

who have become 

END-TO-ENDERS 

(See p. 13) 
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Cooley Glen Shelter to 
Birch Glen Camp 

SCALE OF MlLE5 
____, LO N& TRAI L 
-----SJOI!: T".AILS 
- MA11o1 H1c.HWA'(S ====== S•c.ortDA"'f Ro.to.s 

- C AMPS II.HD LOt>CE:S ·" 
l!l OPEN SttHTEl' !i ~ 
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COOLEY GLEN SHELTER TO 
BIRCH GLEN CAMP 

Northbound, as in text, read up 
Southbound, read down 

NORTH 
155.41 Beane Trail. 0.9 m. west to Beane Farm .. 

Birch Glen Camp, 100 ft. via Beane Trail 
· 120201 99 . 9 

154. 1 IMolly Stark's Balcony, lookout . . 129001101.2 
153.8 I Molly Stark Mt., summit . j2960l101 . 5 
153.5 I Beaver Meadow 
153.2 I Baby Stark Mt., E. slope. Summit, el. 2830 . 

. 126201101.8 

.128101102.1 
152.8 I Appalachian Gap. McCullough Road 
152.5 IStark'• Wall, top ..... . 
151.5 IDean Panorama. Dean Cave .. . . 

Abandoned Theron Dean Shelter 
150.81 General Stark Mt. at Chair Lift . . 

Champlain Panorama 
150.2 I General Stark Mt., highest summit . 
149.91 Barton Trail. 2.5 m. east to road . . . . 

Glen Ellen Lodge, 0 .2 m . via Barton 
Elev. 3250 

149.9 IO!d Glen Ellen Shelter, abandoned .. 
149.8 IJerusalem Trail. 2.5 m . west to road .. 
148.51 Green Mountain National Forest, 

Boundary 
148.0IMt. Ellen . . 
147 .6 I Cutts Peak . 
146.5 I Holt Hollow 
145.7 I Nancy Hanks Peak 
145. l I Lincoln Peak. Sugarbush Valley Gondola 
1H.31Mt. Abraham . ... 
143.7 I Site of Battell Lodge, 100 ft . west 
143.5 I Battell Shelter . . . . . . . . 
143.4 I Battell Trail. 2.0 m . west to road 
141.7 ILincoln Gap .... ... .... . 

Lincoln-Warren Highway 
South end of Monroe Skyline Section 

137.BIMt. Grant .. . .. 
137 .0 I Cooley Glen Shelter 

SOUTH 

. 123651102 . 5 

. 126001102 .8 

· 133201103.8 

· 135851104 .5 

. j3600 1105 . 1 

.. · 134301105 .4 
Trail. 

. .. 134301105.4 

. .. 134601105 . 5 

Northl I 
... 3800 106 8 

•4135I107 . 3 
~ 4080I107. 7 

3790I108.8 
3860I109 .6 
40131110 .2 
4052I111 . 0 

d 

8 
d 
;:i 

. 134001111 .6 

. j3300l111 .8 

. I 3260 1111 . 9 

. 13661I117 . 5 

. 131301118 . 3 



Division VIII 

COOLEY GLEN SHELTER TO 
BffiCH GLEN CAMP 

In this division, trails from Cooley Glen Shelter to the 
Green Mountain National Forest Boundary on the north 
slope of Mt. Ellen are maintained by the U. S. Forest 
Service. Trails north of there are maintained by the 
New York Section of the Green Mountain Club, which 
also maintains all shelters north of Cooley Glen. From 
Lincoln Gap north to the Winooski River, the Long 
Trail is called the Monroe Skyline Section in honor of 
Prof. Will S. Monroe, throu~h whose efforts it was built. 
See p. 86 and p . 90. Water is scarce on the Long Trail 
in this division, usually being found only in the places 
mentioned. 

From Cooley Glen Shelter (137.0 m.), the Long 
Trail bears west to the summit of Mt. Grant (1.37.8 m.), 
where there is a good view to the south including the 
New Haven River basin with Breadloaf Mt. beyond. 
Dropping down to the north, the Trail slabs the east 
side of the ridge, and passes through Beaver Meadow 
(138.6 m.). After following the west side of the ridge 
and crossing back to the east, it eventually reaches an 
open area (141.1 m.) where there is a wide view to the 
south. Continuing along- the ridge, the Trail comes to 
Lincoln Gap (141.7 m.) and descends into the deep cut 
through which the Lincoln-Warren Highway passes. 
To the west: Lincoln, 4.7 m . and Bristol, 10 m. To the 
east, Warren on Vt. 100, 4.7 m . 

After climbing the steep bank north of the road, the 
Trail crosses over a knoll and then begins a gradual, but 
by no means smooth, ascent. En route it passes "The 
Carpenters" (142.9 m.), two big boulders named after 
two trail workers of that name. Soon after crossing a 
brook, the Long Trail reaches an old mountain road 
where the Battell Trail bears left (14.3.4 m.). To the 
right is Battell Shelter (14.3.5 m.). 

The Batten Trail follows the old road, descend
ing at an easy grade to the Atkins Farm, now a 
summer home. From here a public road leads 2.5 
m. to Lincoln. LT to road, 2 m., 1 h. (Rev. 2 h.). 

Battell Shelter, a log structure built in 1938 by the 
Long Trail Patrol for the New York Section, provides 
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bunk space for 6 to 8. Water is permanent at the spring 
100 ft. to the east. This shelter was once in a dense stand 
of large trees but these were mostly blown down by the 
hurricane of 1950. Cooley Glen Shelter to Batten 
Shelter, 6.5 m., 4~ h., (SB. 4~ h.). 

Bearing north in front of the shelter and following the 
old road, the Long Trail soon reaches a fork (14.3.7 m.), 
where the old road bears left 100 ft. to the site of Batten 
Lodge, built in 1899 by Joseph Battell, then proprietor 
of Bread Loaf Inn west of Middlebury Gap. He built 
the road mentioned above and in 1901 cut a trail north 
to Mt. Ellen, probably the first skyline trail in the Green 
Mountains. 

Beyond the fork, the Long Trail ascends gradually, 
then steeply to the open summit of Mt. Abraham 
(144 . .3 m.), southernmost peak of Lincoln Mountain. 
From here, elevation 4052, there is presented one of the 
best panoramas on the Trail, ranging from houses nearby 
in the valleys to the White Mountains, 80 miles east. 
Due west is Mt. Marcy and its Adirondack neighbors. 
To the south may be seen the Green Mountains as far 
as Killington Peak. To the north, though partly hidden 
by nearby higher peaks, the range is visible as far as 
Belvidere Mt. 

Entering the woods and crossing the sag, the Long 
Trail soon reaches Little Abe (145.0 m.), a minor sum
mit, just beyond which is Lincoln Peak (145.1 m.). Here 
is located the upper station of the new Sugarbush 
Valley Gondola Lift, and open areas offer wide views. 
Beyond, the Trail follows the wooded ridge of Lincoln 
Mt., rises to Nancy Hanks Peak (145.7 m.), where, 
just north of the summit, there is a view to the east. The 
Long Trail then descends to Holt Hollow (146.5 m.), 
where water may be found 200 ft. to the west. 

Continuing along the skyline, the Trail ascends 
gradually to Cutts Peak (147.6 m.) where there are 
distant views except to the north. From this point, it is 
easy going to the wooded summit of Mt. Ellen (148.0 
m.), the third highest mountain in Vermont, elevation 
4135, and the northernmost peak of Lincoln Mountain. 

The descent from here is rather steep at first. Presently 
the trail crosses the North Boundary of the Green 
Mountain National Forest (148.5 m.) and not far 
beyond is Spinulose Fern Spring. After winding back 
and forth across the ridge, and passing several limited 
lookouts, the Long Trail reaches the Jerusalem Trail 
(149.8 m.). A little farther on are Orvis Lookout (SO 
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ft. left), Old Glen Ellen Shelter, and the Barton Trail 
(149.9 m.), which branches right to Glen Ellen Lodge 
and the valley below. 

The Jerusalem Trail descends westerly 0.5 m. 
through woods to a recently logged area, goes 
through the scrub growth for 0.3 m. and, entering 
the woods again, continues 1. 7 m. to a narrow road 
leading 0.6 m. south to a group of houses called 
Jerusalem. There is little parking space at the foot 
of the trail, but there is a larger area along the 
road a short distance to the north. LT to road 2.5 
m., 1~ h. (Rev. 2~ h.). 

Old Glen Ellen Shelter, built in 1919, though 
officially abandoned and not maintained, has stood up 
very well and still offers some shelter. Water (in the rear), 
however, is unsatisfactory. 

Glen Ellen Lodge, down the Barton Trail to the east 
0.2 m., was built in 1933 by the Long Trail Patrol for the 
New York Section. It is of!og construction and has bunks 
for about 12. Water is usually flowing in the adjacent 
brook, but in very dry weather, pools above or below the 
lodge may have to be resorted to. Facing east, the lodge 
is one of the most scenically located structures on the 
Long Trail. Beyond the Mad River valley below are the 
Northfield Mountains, the Granite Mountains, and, on 
the horizon, the several ranges of the White Mountains. 
Battell Shelter to Glen Ellen Lodge, 6.6 m., 4 h. 
(SB. 4 h.). 

After its 0.2 m. descent from the Long Trail to 
Glen Ellen Lodge, the Barton Trail bears left at a 
point just above the structure and continues down 
0.4 m . to the ruins of a lumber camp. From here it 
follows an old road 0. 7 m. and a new logging road 
1.2 m. , finally reaching a public road. From this 
point it is 3.0 m . to Irasville on Vt. 100. LT to public 
road, 2.5 m . 1 ~ h ., (Rev. 2~ h.) . 

From the Barton Trail Junction, the Long Trail 
ascends steeply to the ridge of General Stark Mt., and 
after passing its highest summit (150.2 m.), continues 
to the northern peak (150.8 m.) where is located 
"Stark's Nest," the upper station of the Mad River Glen 
Chair Lift. (Summer weekend operation.) A platform 
facing west provides a view known as Champlain Pano
rama, and vistas are to be had through the clearings. 

From here the Long Trail follows the Fall Line Ski 
Trail a short distance, then turns left into the woods, 
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and goes along the level ridge for some distance before 
making a steep descent to aband~med Thero~ Dean 
Shelter (151.5 m.). Here the mam Long Trail bears 
right and a short alternate route leads left to Dean 
Pan~rama, where there is a view north, and then drops 
down to Dean Cave, a short underground passage, 
leading back to the main route 150 ft. from the upper 

junction. · ( l" bl ) 
After continuing down to Dea!"- Sprm~ unre ia e 

(151.6 m.), there is little change m elevation before ~he 
Trail begins a series of steep descents, finally reachm.g 
the top of Stark's Wall (152.5 ~-) where the grade is 
what the name suggests. After passmg th;ough Chamber
lain Glen (spring) (152.7 m.) an~ gomg over a knoll, 
the Long Trail reaches Appalachian Gap (152.8 .m.) 
and the McCullough Road. To the east, Mad River 
Glen Ski Area, 1.2 m., Irasville and Vt. 100, 6.0 m . 
To the west the Huntington Road, 3.0 m . 

North of' the pass, the Trail climbs rather steeply, 
goes by a spur to Mad River Glen Lookout (152.9 m.), 
and reaches its highest point on the east slope of Baby 
Stark Mt. (153.2 m.). Descending, steeply m places, it 
reaches a brook (153.4 m.), and bearing left, comes out 
on the edge of Beaver Meadow (153.5 m.). . 

Turning right, the Long Trail ascends to. the flat ndg:e 
of Molly Stark Mt., passes over the summit (153.8 m.), 
and continues to Molly Stark's Balcony (154.1 m.). 
Here there is a fine view of Camel's Hump_ and the 
intervening peaks, with the Worcester Mom;itams s~an~
ing out boldly toward the east. After followmg a c1rcu~
tous route around the cliff below the Balcony, the Trail 
continues down at an easy grade, passing ~est _of Beane 
Mt., to an old logging road (154.9 m.) wh1c;h it !ollo~s 
to the Beane Trail on the left (155.4 m.). Via this trail, 
it is 100 ft. to Birch Glen Camp. 

This log structure, built in 1930, ~as an open fro;int 
"living room" with a stove, and semi-enclosed sleepmg 
quarters with bunks for 4 to 6, and floor spac<: for more. 
Brook 100 ft. south. Glen Ellen Lodge to Birch Glen 
Camp, 5.7 m., 3Yz h. (SB. 4~ h). . 

The Beane Trail, after passmg Birch Glen Camp, 
continues via an old logging road 0.9 m . to;i _the 
"Beane Farm," now occupied by _Clinton Ph1lhps. 
From here it is 1.5 m. to Hanksville, t~e ~ome of 
Mrs Frank Beane known to Long Trail hikers for 
man°y years. LT to' farm, 0.9 m ., Yz h. (Rev. ~ h.). 
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Birch Glen Camp to Bolton Lodge 

For namea and descriptions of numbered trails, see pp. 89. 

=-==-====---•3.:: 
SCALE. or MILES 

,._.._ LON& TRAIL 
------ .51Df: TRAIL!! 

- MAIN H1c.HWAY!I 
5i.coNDAJIY ROAD.!. .._ 

'"""'"s AHO loou:s ·~ 
OPEN 5HHTU\~ ~ .. 

BIRCH GLEN CAMP TO BOLTON LODGE 

~ 

8 = 8 ~ Northbound, as in text, read up 
':; i South bound, read down 

~~ NORTH 
174.8 I Bolton Lodge . . . . . . 
171.31 Burlington-Montfelier Highway, US 2 

Bolton. Centra Vermont Rwy. 
171.21Winooski River, south bank ..... . 

North end of Monroe Skyline Section 
171.2 I River Road. Ferry. . . 
170.8 I Gleason Brook, crossing 
170.4 I Wiley Lodge . . . . . 
169.6 I Spruce Knob . . . . . 
166.4 I Alpine Trail (7), north end 
166.0 I Gorham Lodge, 100 ft. west 

165"6 ea;ue~;~!1.0Tr~ir(st)~~~6~~"7. to ~o~d· 

.115401 80.5 

· 1 3601 84.0 

· 1 3251 84.1 

. I 330 I 84.1 

.1 5001 84.5 

. I 100 I 84. 9 

.1!4001 85.7 

. 12900 I 88. 9 
I 3400 I 89. 3 
3800 89. 7 

Callahan Trail (3). 2.2 m. E. to Couching Lion 
Farm 

Forestry Trail (1). 3.1 m. E. to Couching Lion 
Farm 

165.3 I Camel's Hump, summit . . . . . . . . . . I 4083 I 90. 0 
165.1 I Alpine Trail (7), south end . . . . . . . I 3800 I 90. 2 

163.61Wind Gap .............. . . · 12800191.7 
Dean Trail (2). 2.3 m. E. to Couching Lion 

Farm 
Allis Trail (6), north end 

163.4 IForest City Trail (4). 2.2 m. W. to road .126601 91. 9 
163.4 I Montclair Glen Lodge .126701 91. 9 
163.2 IAIIis Trail (6), south end . 128901 92.1 
162.4 I Mt. Ethan Allen, North Peak, lookout . .136801 92.9 
162.3 IMt. Ethan Allen, South Peak . 13688 I 93.0 
161.3 I Mt. Ira Allen, east slope. Summit cl. 3506 .133801 94.0 
159.8 I Burnt Rock Mt. .13168 I 95.5 
159.2 I Hedgehog Brook Trail. 2.5 m . E. to road .128001 96. I 
158.3 I Cowles Cove Shelters .125201 97 .0 
156.9 I Huntington Gap . 12217 I 98 .4 
155.41 Beane Trail. 0.9 m. west to Beane Farm . . · 120201 99 .9 

Birch Glen Camp, 100 ft. via Beane Trail 
SOUTH 
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BIRCH GLEN CAMP TO BOLTON LODGE 

All trails and shelters in this division are maintained 
by the Green Mountain Club except the Hedgehog 
Brook Trail. South of the Winooski River, the New York 
Section of the Club is in charge, and north of there, the 
Burlington Section. Since much of the Trail in this divi
sion is along the skyline, hikers should take advantage 
of the water sources mentioned. Because the side trails 
in the Camel's Hump region form a network and are 
much used for making loop hikes, they are grouped 
together following the Long Trail description. Side trail 
numbers correspond to those on Map 9. 

From the Beane Trail junction, 100 ft. from Birch 
Glen Camp (155.4 m.), the Long Trail follows a contour 
around the north side of Beane Mt., passing through an 
area lumbered not long ago. Presently it reaches Hunt
ington Gap (156.9 m.) through which there was once 
a road but now even the trail shown on the USGS map 
is enti;ely obliterated in this vicinity. 

Continuing, the Long Trail bears northwesterly. to 
ascend to the west side of the ridge. Then, after crossmg 
the ridge (157.4 m.), it slabs the east slope through 
mature woods to Cowles Cove and the two Cowles 
Cove Shelters (158.3 m.), named after Judge Clarence 
P. Cowles of Burlington who helped in the building of 
trails in the Monroe Skyline Section. The old structure, 
built in 1920 is of the Swiss Chalet type, with bunks for 
4 and a stov~. The new shelter, a log leanto with bunk 
space for 6 to 8, was built in 1956 by the New York 
Section under the direction of Prof. Roy 0. Buchanan. 
The brook in front of the old shelter is an unusually 
reliable water source. Birch Glen Camp to Cowles 
Cove Shelters, 2.9 m., 1% h. (SB. 17'2 h.). 

From the shelters, the Trail rises gradually and, soon 
after reaching the top of the ridge, comes to the Hedge
hog Brook Trail on the right (159.2 m.). 

This trail, maintained by the owners of the land 
upon which it is located, ~escen?s 2:5.m. to the end 
of a public road from which pomt it 1s 2 m . to No. 
Fayston and 5 m. to Vt. 100. It is marked with fade? 
paint blazes (red and yellow) and axe blazes, and is 
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a short approach to Burnt Rock Mt. LT to road, 
2.5 m., 1 ~ h. (Rev. 2~ h.). . 

Beyond the trail junction, the L<?ng Tr<;ul becomes 
increasingly more rugged and more mterestmg. Soon a 
short spur (159.5 m.) leads left to a small glacial pothol.e, 
probably the highest pothole in bed rock to be found m 
New England. Not far beyond, the Trail comes. out of 
the woods and begins its irregular course over chffs and 
cobbles to the summit of Burnt Rock Mt. (159.8 m.). 
The mountain's name indicates the reason for its bare 
summit for its elevation (3168) is well below the scrub 
line. L~ss frequented than many Green Moun~ain s':'m
mits, it is regarded by some as one of the best v1ewpomts 
on the Long Trail with peaks and ranges near and far 
visible in most directions, only Camel's Hump and the 
Allens limiting the view to the north. 

North of the main summit, there are several other 
knobs. The Trail utilizes a ladder in Ladder Ravine 
(160.2 m.) and ascends Paris Skidway (160.9 m.), 
finally reaching its highest point on Mt. Ira Allen 
(161.3 m.) about 100 ft. below the summit which is 
located at the top of the cliff west of the Trail. Descend
ing, the Long Trail reacb.es a sag (161.4 m.). where, 
just to the left, is Lago Seco (Dry Pond), .this na~e 
being one of many given by Prof. Monro; to mterestmg 
physical features along the Mo~roe S~yh~e. . 

After some rough going, but httle chmbmg, the Trail 
begins a short steep ascent to the wooded South Peak 
of Mt. Ethan Allen (162.3 m.) and after a small dip, 
reaches the North Peak (162.4 m.) (about same height). 
Here there is a good viewpoint facing east. A fairly steep 
descent and a more moderate grade brings the hiker to a 
small rocky area (163.0 m .) where Camel's Hump looms 
up to the north; then, descending, the LT re'.lches a 
small clearing (163.2 m.) where old Montclair Glen 
Shelter was located until a few years ago. From here t~e 
Allis Trail (6) leads straight ahead 300 ft . to Ailts 
Lookout, and continues north to rejoin the LT at 
Wind Gap. 

At the clearing, the Long Trail turns left droppi~g 
down to Montclair Glen Lodge (163.4 m.), a log cabm 
with bunks for 8, built in 1948 by the Long Trail Patrol 
for the New York Section. There is a brook 70 ft. to the 
east. Directly in front of the camp may be seen the sou~h 
escarpment of the Camel's Hump ndge; the summit, 
not visible here, is about a mile beyond and 900 ft. 
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higher. Cowles Cove Shelters to Montclair Glen Lodge 
5.1 m., 374' h. (SB. 374' h.). ' 

From the Lodge, via the Long Trail North it is 200 
ft. to the site of the original Montclair Gle~ shelter 
where the Forest City Trail (4) descends westerly to~ 
ro'!'d leading to Huntington Center. The LT soon reaches 
Wm_d Gap (1?3.6 m.), the north end of the Allis Trail 
(6) JUSt menti?~ed. Here also is the Dean Trail (2), 
leading east to JOm the Forestry Trail (1) which descends 
to Couching Lion Farm. ' 

In Wind Gap the Cliffs of Camel's Hump's southern
most part tower above the hiker, but he does not have to 
scale them, for the Long Trail bears westerly then east 
to ascend ~o the ridge by a route only moder~tely steep'. 
Soon out m the open one may look down into Wind 
Gap with ~ontclair Glen Lodge beyond. Farther along, 
as the Trail follows the eas~ side of the ridge, the beaver 
pond~ a~ong the Dean Trail (2) are conspicuous below. 
Contmumg over rocks and through scrub the LT 
presently bears left into the woods. ' 

The Trail so~n passes Allen Smith Spring on the left 
(164.2), a .possible sou~ce of w'.lter, and upon reaching 
the west side of the ndge, skirts two minor summits 
with intermittent views. After a steep ascent the Long 
Trail reaches the south end of the Alpine' Trail (7) 
(165.1 m.) which diverges right to go around the cone of 
Camel's Hump. Just beyond, the LT comes out on the 
rocks, trends west around the south wall of the cone 
and reaches the summit of Camel's Hump from th~ 
southwest (165.3). 

CAMEL'S HUMP 
. This, the f~urth ~ighest mountain in Vermont (eleva

tlon 4083), is easily recognized from all directions. 
!"fo;e descriptive of this peak, when its striking profile 
is viewed from the east or west is a former name "Le 
Lion Couchant," said to have 'been bestowed on 'it by 
the early French explorers on Lake Champlain. Trans
lated as "The Couching Lion," it signifies the animal at 
res! rather than alerted for attack. At the foot of the side 
trails on th~ east is Couching Lion Farm, once the home 
o~ Prof. W~ll S. Monroe, who, with the aid of his many 
friends, bmlt much of the present Long Trail and many 
si~e trails between Breadloaf Mt. and the Winooski 
River. That part of the Long Trail between Lincoln 
Gap and the River, some 30 miles is called the Monroe 
Skyline Section in his honor. ' 
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To the south of Camel's Hump, beyond the Allens, 
General Stark Mt. is recognized by its wide ski trails. 
Next is Lincoln Mt. and, far beyond to the left, are Kill
ington and Pico Peaks. To the north, Mt. Mansfield is 
prominent, with the Sterling Range to the right. Farther 
distant is Belvidere Mt., distinguished by the white 
tailings of its asbestos mine, and just to the right of it, is 
Owl's Head in Canada. Mt. Washington is a little south 
of east, dominating the Presidential Range of the White 
Mountains, with the Franconia Range and Mt. Moosi
lauke nearer and to the south. Much nearer are the 
Granite Mountains in Vermont, and just across the 
valley are the Worcester and Northfield Mountains. Mt. 
Marcy is somewhat south of west, surrounded by 
adjacent Adirondack peaks. Whiteface Mt. stands alone 
to the north of them. Lake Champlain is visible for a 
large part of its length, with the Champlain Lowland 
and its many small eminences in the foreground. 

From the top of the cliff south of the actual summit 
may be seen the remains of the army plane which crashed 
here in 1944. 

Continuing north from the summit, the Long Trail 
drops down to the Camel's Hump Hut Clearing 
(165.6 m.), where were formerly located three huts 
which for years gave shelter to hikers. West from this 
clearing the Burrows Trail (5) descends to a road lead
ing to Huntington Center. To the east is a trail serving 
as both the Forestry Trail (1) and the Callahan Trail 
(3) for the first 0 .1 m., after which each takes its own 
course to Couching Lion Farm at the end of a road 
from North Duxbury . 

Continuing from the clearing, the Long Trail enters 
the woods and descends steeply to a spur on the left 
(166.0 m.) which leads 100 ft. to Gorham Lodge, a 
log cabin built in 1950 by the Long Trail Patrol as a 
memorial to the late H. W . Gorham, the funds having 
been contributed by members of the New York Section 
in which he was active for many years. There are bunks 
for about 12, and the brook to the south provides water. 
The Lodge has a stove but no fireplace. Hikers should not 
build camp fires here, for this is in a State Forest where 
open fires may be built only in authorized fireplaces. 
The fire danger is especially great in this location because 
of the humus soil and down timber. Montclair Glen 
Lodge to Gorham Lodge, 2.6 m., 274' h. (SB. 1%'. h.). 

North of the Gorham spur junction, the Long Trail 
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soon leaves the woods (166.3 m.) and shortly beyond 
reaches the north end of the Alpine Trail (7) on the 
right (166.4 m.). From here the LT descends steeply 
over rocks and through sparse forest growth, and con
tinues over the ridge, in and out of the woods, with fine 
views in various directions. The cone of Camel's Hump 
stands out prominently to the south with Gorham Lodge 
on the mountain's north shoulder. After passing over 
several pronounced knobs, an escarpment is reached 
(168 .6 m .), providing a view to the north over the 
Winooski Valley, with Bolton Mt. and its neighbors be
yond. 

Descending steeply, the Long Trail enters real woods 
and continuing along the ridge, passes several lookouts, 
and goes over Spruce Knob (169.6 m.). Beyond Bolton 
Lookout (169.7 m.), the Trail drops sharply and then 
goes down gradually to Duxbury Window (169.9 m.) 
where it bears to the left, descending to Wiley Lodge 
(170.4 m.). 

The construction of this lodge in 1949 by the Long 
Trail Patrol, was made possible by a generous gift from 
William 0. Wiley of the New York Section, who has also 
contributed to a fund for its perpetual maintenance. 
Especially well built, using log siding, it is one of the 
Trail's best structures. There are bunks for about 12, and 
adjacent Gleason Brook furnishes water for drinking and 
swimming. Gorham Lodge to Wiley Lodge, 4.4 m., 
231'. h. (SB. 3%'. h.) (Because of the views provided 
between these lodges, hikers will want to allow sufficient 
time for taking advantage of them.) 

Continuing north, the Long Trail uses an old logging 
road to a bridge (170.7 m.), where it bears right from 
the road, soon crossing Gleason Brook (170.8 m.). After 
following a very scenic route along that stream, the 
Trail emerges from the woods at the lower end of the 
logging road (171 .0 m.), and passes through pasture land 
to the River Road (171.2 m.) with the south bank of 
the Winooski River 100 ft. beyond. This is the lowest 
point on the Long Trail (elevation 325), and the north 
end of the Monroe Skyline Section. Wiley Lodge 
to the Winooski River, 0.8 m., Y2 h. (SB. %'. h.). 
Through hikers should allow time for crossing the river. 
A ferry is operated by the May family whose house is 
just west of the Trail on the river side of the road. Fare 
50 cents. The nearest highway bridges are at Jonesville, 
3 m. west, and Waterbury, 7 m. east. 
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From the north bank of the Winooski River, the 
Long Trail goes through a field, crosses the Central 
Vermont Railway and, just beyond, c_omes t? the 
Burlington-Montpelier Highway, US 2, m the village 
of Bolton (171.3 m.). . 

North of the highway, the Long Trail _follows a gravel 
road, passing a private road on the ng_ht (171.6 m .) 
leading 400 ft. to Joiner Brook where there 1s ai:i enormous 
pothole used as a swimming pool. Aft~r rea~hmg the _end 
of the public road (172.0 m.), the Trail conti_nues straight 
ahead utilizing a private road used for loggmg. It passes 
a large rock on the right (172.1 m.), goes on past Bryant's 
Lower Camp (174.1 m.), and beyond bears left onto an 
old logging road, returning to the presently used road 
at Bryant's Middle Camp (174.3 m.)._ Farther on, the 
Long Trail bears left from the road and m 200 ft . reaches 
Bolton Lodge (174.8 m.). . . . . 

This lodge, situated in a clearing pr?v1dmg a v~ew ?f 
Camel's Hump, was built by the Burh_ngton Sect10J?- m 
1928. It has a stone and stucco exterior and provides 
bunks for 12 to 14. Water at a spring 150 ft. to the north 
on the Long Trail. Winooski River (north bank) to 
Bolton Lodge, 3.6 m., 231'. h. (SB. 1%'. h.). 

SIDE TRAILS IN THE CAMEL'S HUMP REGION 
1. FORESTRY TRAIL. The beg~nning of this tx:ail 

is at a road junction just east of the site of the Couchmg 
Lion Farm buildings, 3.5 m. from North Duxbury. . 

From the road junction (0.0 m.), the Call.ahan Trail 
(3) goes straight ahead and the Forestry Trail bears left 
on a narrow road, passes an unocc~p1ed house and a 
camp in a clearing (abundant parkmg space) and ~t 
the end of the road, enters the woods \0.3 m.) . The trail 
climbs at a moderate grade, bears nght at the De.an 
Trail (2) junction (1.3 m.) and crosses. a brook twice 
(2.1 m . and 2.2 m.). Then, _after turnmg n~rth an~ 
ascending at a steeper grade, 1t crosses the Alpme Tra~l 
(7) (2.5 m .), and continues on to t_h~ Callahan Trail 
(3) (3.0 m.), with which it proceeds JOmt~y to the Long 
Trail at the Camel's Hump Hut Cl~anng. (3.1 m.). 
Camel's Hump summit is 0.3 m. south via _the Long Trail. 
Road junction to Camel's Hump summit, 3.4 m., 3 h. 
(Rev. 1 %'. h.). 

2. DEAN TRAIL. This trail diverges le~t fro~ the 
Forestry Trail (1), 1.3 m. from the road J1;1nctlon at 
Couching Lion Farm. From the Forestry Trail (0.0 m. ) 
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the Dean Trail heads west, crosses a branch of Ridley 
Brook (0.2 m.) and continues on to extensive beaver 
works (0.7 m.) which parallel the trail on the right for 
% m. Just beyond the upper pond is Wind Gap (1.0 
m.), where the Long Trail goes straight ahead 0.2 m. 
to Montclair Glen Lodge, and bears right 1. 7 m. to 
Camel's Hump summit. To the left is the north end 
of the Allis Trail (6). Road junction to Montclair Glen 
Lodge, 2.5 m., 2 h., (Rev. 1% h.). Road junction to 
Camel's Hump, 4.0 m., 3Yz h. (Rev. 2 h.). 

3. CALLAHAN TRAIL. Named for the family whcih 
occupied Couching Lion Farm before Prof. Monroe 
acquired it. This trail is the shortest route to the summit 
of Camel's Hump. Its starting point is the same as that 
of the Forestry Trail (1). 

From the road junction (0.0 m.), the Callahan Trail 
follows a lane straight ahead through Couching Loni 
Farm, now a part of Monroe State Park (undeveloped). 
It passes a loop on the left to the site of Prof. Monroe's 
house, and goes by an unmarked trail on the right lead
ing to the little cemetery where Prof. Monroe, his sister, 
and his several dogs are buried, each with an appro
priate marker. Just beyond here near the site of the barn 
(0.1 m.), the road ends (parking limited), and the trail 
goes ahead at a grade for the most part moderate, but 
in some places steep and rough. It crosses several brooks 
and, after passing two lookouts on the right (1.6 m.), 
soon comes to the Alpine Trail (7) (1.7 m.). Continuing, 
the Callahan Trail presently reaches the Forestry Trail 
(1) (2.1 m.) and coincides with it to the Long Trail at 
the Camel's Hump Hut Clearing (2.2 m.). Left from 
here it is 0.3 m. to Camel's Hump summit. Road junction 
to Camel's Hump summit, 2.5 m., 2%: h. (Rev. 1% h.). 

4. FOREST CITY TRAIL. This trail begins at a 
road junction 2.8 m. east of Huntington Center. To the 
left the road continues 0.5 m. to the beginning of the 
Burrows Trail (5). Right from the junction (0.0 m.), the 
Forest City Trail follows a logging road, crosses two 
brooks, and reaches the site of a CCC camp, "Forest 
City" (0.3 m.). After bearing right from the logging 
road (0.6 m.), the trail climbs gradually, making several 
brook crossings, and finally reaches the Long Trail (2.2 
m.). Montclair Glen Lodge is 200 ft. to the right and 
Camel's Hump 1.9 m. to the left. Road junction to LT, 
2.2 m., 1 }:!' h. (Rev. 1 ~ h.). Road junction to Camel's 
Hump, 4.1 m., 3Yz h. (Rev. 2~ h.). 
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5. BURROWS TRAIL. The beginning of this trail is 
at the summer home of Mrs. George H. Burrows, just 
beyond the end of the public road leading east from 
Huntington Center, 3.3 m. from that village. Heading 
east from the house (0.0 m.), the trail follows an old 
logging road, bears left and enters the woods (0.2 m.), 
soon crossing a brook. Presently leaving the logging road, 
it ascends at a moderate grade to the ridge between 
Camel's Hump and Bald Hill (1.9 m.), and follows the 
ridge to the Long Trail at the Camel's Hump Hut 
Clearing (2.6 m.). To the right it is 0.3 m. to the sum
mit of Camel's Hump. House to Camel's Hump, 2.9 m., 
2}:1' h. (Rev. 1 Yz h.). 

6. ALLIS TRAIL. This short trail, formerly a part 
of the Long Trail, bypasses Montclair Glen Lodge. From 
its south terminus at the site of old Montclair Glen 
Shelter, it is 300 ft. to Allis Lookout where the Adiron
dacks are visible between two Green Mountain ridges. 
Continuing, the trail reaches its north end at Wind Gap. 
Length, 0.3 m., % h. 

7. ALPINE TRAIL. Yellow blazes. Named by Prof. 
Monroe after one of his dogs. It goes around the east 
side of the cone of Camel's Hump and in no place is it 
in deep woods-much of it in the open-providing both 
local and distant views. Its south end at the Long Trail 
(0.0 m.) is 0.2 m. south of the summit of Camel's Hump. 
From this point it descends to the remains of the army 
plane (0.1 m.) which crashed here in 1944. Continuing, 
the Alpine Trail crosses the Forestry Trail (1) (0.5 m.) 
and goes on, mostly in the open, to the Callahan Trail 
(3) (1.0 m.). Crossing this, it proceeds over Basque 
Ledges and finally rejoins the Long Trail (1.7 m.) at a 
point 0.4 m. north of Gorham Lodge and 1.1 m. north 
of the summit of Camel's Hump. Length, 1.7 m., 1 h. 
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Bolton Lodge to French Camp 

See folding map in front of book for detail! between Nebraska 
Notch and Sterling Pond. 
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BOLTON LODGE TO FRENCH CAMP 
Part 1. South of the Chin, Mt. Mansfield 

Northbound, as in text, read up 
Southbound, read down 

The Chin to French Camp see next page 
188.5 I The Chin, highest ~eak of Mt. Mansfield 
188.31 Sunset Ridge Trail (6). 2.8 m. W. to road 

Profanity Trail (20), south end 
188. 11 Cliff Trail (18), north end . . . . . . . 

Cave of the Winds, 0.1 m. E. via No. 18 
188.1 IThe Lower Lip . 
187.8 The Upper Li~ . 
187 .3 IHalfway House Trail (5). 2.3 m. west to road . 
187.2ITV Road, crossin~. 
187.1 Mt. Mansfield Summit House. Toll Road 

Trian~le Trail (17) 
The ose, 0.2 m. via Triangle Trail. El. 

4062 
Haselton Trail (8), 0.5 m. via Toll Road 

Cliff Trail (18), south end, 150 ft. E. via 
TV Road 

187.0 ITV Road, at Long Trail North . 
186.8 ITV Road, at Long Trail South . 
186.8IForehead Bypass (15), north end 
186.5 I The Forehead, summit 
186.4 I Wampahoofus Trail (14). 
185.8 IForehead Bypass (15), south end 
185.8 1Needle's Eye . 

185.7 1 Butlj~71;::~fo\!~~i~ (~)'. 0: 1 _m: W .. 'o. Lod.ge'. 

185.6 1 Wallace Cutoff (13) . . . . . . . . . 
Butler Lodge, 0.1 m. west. Elev. 2900 

182.9 INebraska Notch Trail (1). 1.7 m. W. to road 
182.7 I Clara Bow Trail, north end . . . . . . . 
182.3 I Clara Bow Trail, south end . . . . . . . 
182.31Tator Lodge ............. 

ake Mansfield Trail (7). 1.6 m. E. to road 
181.2 I Mt. Clark, east slope. Summit elev. 2979 
179.8 IMt. Mayo .. 
178.9 I Puffer Lodge 
178.4 I Bolton Mt . .. 
1H.8 1Bolton Lodge . 

SOUTH 

4393 I 66.8 

42601 67.0 

40201 67 .2 

40301 67 .2 
39641 67 .5 
38801 68 .0 
3860 I 68 . 1 

'"d 
384968.2 

-.; 
<l:l a .. 
::s 
;:; 
= 38601 68.3 0 

::s 39001 68 .5 
39001 68.5 
3940 1 68.8 
39301 68. 9 
30801 69.5 
30801 69.5 

30401 69.6 

29001 69.7 

.. 17801 72.4 

1-e 18601 72.6 
~~ 18501 n.o 
"' 0 ~z 18501 73.0 z 

. 12800 I 74. t 
.131601 75.5 
.132001 76.4 
.137251 76.9 
.1 15401 80.5 
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BOLTON LODGE TO FRENCH CAMP 
Part 2. North of the Chin, Mt. Mansfield 

Northbound, as in text, read up 
Southbound, read down 

NORTH 
202.21French Camp 
201 21 French Hill Brook . . . . 
197.6 IWhiteface Mt. 
197.2 IWhiteface Shelter . , . .. .. 

Whiteface Trail. 1.0 m. S. to Beaver 
Meadow Lodge 

196.4 I Morse Mt., ea1t slope. Summit elev. 3468 

195.7,Chilcoot Pa11 .. . ..... 
Chilcoat Trail 

BeChU~~'T~il' E~v~~~·8g.8 m. cast via 

194.9 I Madonna Peak . 
193,91Elephant'1 Head Trail (23), north end .. 

Sterling Pond Trail (24), east branch 
0.8 m. to Spruce Peak via No. 24 

193.9 I Sterling Pond Lodge 
193.61 Sterlin(: Pond Outlet . . . . , . . . . 

Sterling Pond Trail (24), west branch 
Spruce Peak, 0.7 m . via No. 24. El. 3320 

192.61StowNtret~eraonv'.ll~ ~~~·· .V'. •. 1~8'. a'. LT 

Smugglers' Cave 
192.5 IBear Pond Trail (12). Height of land . 

191.71 Bif/\>ring . . . . . . . . . . . . 
el Brook Trail (10), north end 

191.0 I State Picnic Area . . . . . . . . .. . 
Elephant's Head Trail (23) , aouthend 

190.81 Stows.;~~~er.aonvill.e ~~~·· .V'. •. 1~8'. a'. ~~ 
190.3 !Chair Lift Cutoff (SA) 
189. f]Taft Lod(:e· Hell Brook Cutoff (11) 

Profanity Trail (20), north end 
Fern Trail (19) 

188.81Eaf1e Pass. Hell Brook Trail (10), south end 
dam's Apple Trail (22) 

Adam'• Apple, 0.1 m. Elev. 4060 
188.7 I Story Trail (21) 
188.5 IThe Chin, highest peak of Mt. Mansfield 

Bolton Lodge to the Chm, see preccdmg page 

. 112001 53 . 1 
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30001 61. 7 
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Division X 

BOLTON LODGE TO FRENCH CAMP 

The Burlington Section of the Green Mountain Club 
maintains the GMC trails and the shelters north to 
Smugglers' Cave in Smugglers' Notch (Vt. 108), with 
the assistance of the staff and guests of the Mt. Mansfield 
Summit House and the Barre Section of the GMC . 
Trails not otherwise designated are GMC trails. "M" 
indicates trails which were built by and are wholly 
maintained by the Summit House people. They are red 
blazed except as otherwise noted. The GMC maintains 
all trails and shelters north of Smugglers' Notch, except 
the Sterling Pond Trail (Mt. Mansfield Co.), with the 
Montpelier Section maintaining the LT from Smugglers' 
Cave to Chilcoat Pass, and the Sterling Section the 
Whiteface, Chilcoat and Beaver Meadow Trails . 

Side Trails from Taylor Lodge to the vicinity of 
Sterling Pond are only briefly mentioned in the descrip
tion of the Long Trail, but details of most of them will 
be found beginning on p. 103. The Mt. Mansfield Region 
Map in the front of the book shows these trails in greater 
detail than Division Map 10, and the trail numbers in 
text correspond to those on the larger map. 

Water sources are reasonably frequent except on the 
ridge of Mt. Mansfield. 

From Bolton Lodge (174.8 m. ), the Long Trail leads 
north 200 ft. to the logging road and follows it for some 
distance, then turns left into the woods (176.2 m .). The 
Trail climbs moderately along Joiner Brook, and crosses 
a branch, just beyond which, on the right, are the 
foundations logs of an old camp (177.2 m.). Climbing 
rather steeply, the Long Trail intersects an old ski trail 
(178.0 m.) and follows it up to the top of Bolton Mt., 
(178.4 m .). 

The summit is wooded and the abandoned tower is 
in poor condition. However, views are to be had from 
openings both north and south of the top. The Long 
Trail heads easterly from the summit before trending 
north down a rugged stretch to Puffer Lodge (178.9 
m.), just to the right of the Trail. 

This log cabin, one of the newest and best structures 
on the Long Trail, was completed in 1954 by members 
of the Burlington Section. It is named after Prof. Louis 
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B. Puffer, long active in many capacities in the Green 
Mountain Club and at one time president. The Lodge 
has bunks for 6 to 8. A small brook west of the Long 
Trail furnishes water. Bolton Lodge to Puffer Lodge, 
4.1 m., 3y,(' h. (SB. 2Yz h.). 

After dropping down to a sag, the Long Trail ascends 
to the wooded summit of Mt. Mayo (179.8 m.), then, 
descending, passes several viewpoints toward Mt. Mans
field and, after reaching the Mayo-Clark col (180.4 
m.), begins a short ascent to the south ridge of Mt. Clark. 
Slabbing the ridge, the Trail passes east of the summit 
(181.2 m.) and reaches a lookout (181.4 m.), with Lake 
Mansfield below at the head of the Miller Brook Valley, 
and the Worcester Mountains in the background. After 
assuming an easterly direction, the LT descends steeply, 
then more moderately, to Taylor Lodge (182.3 m.) at 
the east end of Nebraska Notch. Here also is the Lake 
Mansfield Trail (7) leading to the Lake and a road to 
Vt. 100. 

Taylor Lodge, a large log cabin, is named after James 
P. Taylor, founder of the Green Mountain Club (see 
p. 5). It was built in 1951 by members of the Burlington 
Section under the direction of Prof. Buchanan, and re
places a similar structure burned the previous winter. 
It has bunks for about 12 and floor space for more. 
Water is permanent, though somewhat remote, being 
obtained from the brook 0.2 m. down the Lake Mans
field Trail. From the front of the Lodge, one looks down 
on Lake Mansfield surrounded by wooded ridges. To 
the north, a short distance away, rugged cliffs tower 
toward the s_ky. Puffer Lodge to Taylor Lodge, 3.4 m., 
2 h. (SB. 2% h.). 

At Taylor Lodge, the Long Trail turns sharply left 
and in 100 ft. comes to a junction where it takes the 
left fork. 

To the right is the white-blazed Clara Bow Trail 
which serves an alternate LT route for about 0.4 
m. It is not as easy as the main route but much more 
interesting, going as it does through the bottom of 
Nebraska Notch, a rugged and picturesque cleft 
in the mountain range partly filled with immense 
boulders. In one place the trail passes under a large 
rock where there is none too much leeway for big 
packs, and where a vertical drop is negotiated 
by a ladder. Under unfavorable weather con
ditions, the main route will probably be preferred. 
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From the Clara Bow Trail junction, the main route 
climbs moderately and provides a relatively smooth 
footway. After dropping down to the north end of the 
Clara Bow Trail (182.7 m.), the Long Trail continues 
west until it meets the Nebraska Notch Trail (1) (182.9 
m.) which descends to a road leading to Underhill 
Center and Vt. 15. 

The Long Trail continues from the junction and slabs 
the west slope of Mt. Dewey, crossing two brooks 
(184.2 m. and 184.3 m.), and then cli~bs to the r~dge 
(185.2 m.), where it passes the old Kmgsford Trail to 
Lake Mansfield, no longer maintained. Presently the 
LT reaches the Wallace Cutoff (13) (185.6 m.) and the 
Butler Lodge Trail (2) (185.7 m.). Via either of these 
trails it is about 0.1 m. left to Butler Lodge. 

Butler Lodge is one of the most scenically located of the 
Long Trail shelters. From the front may be seen the 
Green Mountain peaks to the south, and toward the west, 
the Champlain Valley with the Adirondacks beyond. 
Behind the Lodge is the south escarpment of the Fore
head. The Lodge is of log construction and was erected 
in 1933 by the Long Trail Patrol for the Burlington 
Section. It was named in memory of Mabel Taylor 
Butler a member of the Section and a lover of the 
Green' Mountains. There are bunks and loft space for 
about 14. Water is available at a small brook 75 ft. fo 
the east. Taylor Lodge to Butler Lodge, 3.5 m., 2Yz 
h. (SB. 2 h.). 

From the Lodge, the Butler Lodge Trai~ (2) continues 
1.6 m. down to a road leading to Underhill Center and 
Vt. 15. The Rock Garden Trail ( 4) heads north from the 
Lodge to the same destination. The Wampahoofus 
Trail (14) goes north 0.8 m. to the Forehead and the 
Long Trail. 

Just beyond the Butler Lodge Trail junction, the 
Long Trail passes through the Needle's Eye and reaches 
the south end of the white-blazed Forehead Bypass 
(15) (185.8 m.), the use of which as an alternate route 
may be advisable under icy or other unfavorable weather 
conditions. 

The Long Trail takes the left fork and begins a st~ep 
and rough climb over rocks and ledges, ladders bemg 
resorted to in some cases. Here is the south end of the 
red-encircled white blazes intended to provide better 
visibility on rocks than white alone. Presently the LT 
reaches the Wampahoofus Trail (14) (186.4 m.), 
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leading west and south 0.8 m. to Butler Lodge and soon 
comes to the highest point of the Forehead (i86.5 m.), 
the southernmost peak of Mt. Mansfield. From various 
points along here views may be had in all directions in
cluding the higher Nose nearby. 
·~Continuing north from the Forehead, the Long Trail 

soo? enters the woods and comes to the north end of the 
white-blazed Forehead Bypass (15). Just beyond is the 
T.".' Road (!86.8 m.) which leads right 300 ft. to Tele
v1s1~n Statton WCAX, beyond which is a jeep road 
leadmg 0.2 m. to the transmitting tower just below the 
summit of the Nose. 

The Long Trail bears left along the TV Road, and in 
150 ft. passes the south end of the Lake View Trail 
C'.-1) on the left. After utilizing the TV Road a short 
distance, the LT diverges right into the woods (187.0 
m.), soon reaching the Triangle Trail (M) (17) which 
ascends to the top of the Nose and down to the Toll 
Road. Just beyond is the Mt. Mansfield Summit House 
(187.1 m.) (formerly the Mt. Mansfield Hotel). 

,Via the. T.riangle Trail (M) (17) (blazed by red 
triangles), 1t 1s 0.2 m. to the top of the Nose (elevation 
4062), the. eroded rock formation providing convenient 
steps for hikers, hotel guests and tourists. Although the 
distant views are about the same as those from the 331 
ft. higher Chin, the nearby views are different and 
include !he ridge north to the Chin, the ridge to the east 
over which the Toll Road winds, and, to the south, the 
Forehead, Maple Ridge and Mt. Dewey. 

. Since its establishment over a hundred years ago, 
hikers have always been welcome at the Summit House 
which provides two bunk rooms for a total of 18 as weli 
as individual rooms. It is open from the last week of 
June through Labor Day. Mail may be sent here marked 
"H?ld for Long Trail Hiker." A telephone is available, 
Gmde Books may be bought, and transportation to 
Stowe _and W:aterbury may be arranged. For further in
format10n wnte: Mt. Mansfield Summit House Stowe 
Vt. As pr:evi~usly noted, ~he hotel managem~nt and 
guests mamtam several rmles of trail in the vicinity. 
Butler Lodge to Summit House, 1.5 m., l;l--2 h. (SB. 
~ h.). 

From the Summit House, the Toll Road leads 
down J1 m. to a spring and Y2 m. to the Chair 
Lift and the Haselton Trail (8), thence on to Vt. 
108, a total of 4;l--2 m. 
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The Long Trail passes to the west of the Summit 
House, and, shortly beyond, the coinciding Lake View 
(M) and Canyon (M) Trails lead left. The Long Trail 
then crosses the TV Road (187.2 m.), where just to the 
east is the south end of the Cliff Trail (18) which fol
lows the east slope of the mountain. Beyond the TV 
Road, the LT comes out on the bare rocky ridge of 
Mt. Mansfield, which it follows for 1 Y2 m., passing 
successively: the Halfway House Trail (5) (187.3 m.) 
(left), which descends to a road leading to Underhill 
Center and Vt. 15; the Monument Trail (M) (187 .4 
m). (right) at Frenchman's Pile, a large cairn marking 
the spot where a traveler was killed by lightning many 
years ago; the State Police radio relay station nearby; 
the Amherst Trail (M) at Drift Rock (187.6 m.) 
(right); a yellow-blazed short cut to the Canyon North 
Trail (M) (left); and the end of the Canyon North Trail 
(M) (left). 

The Long Trail ascends the Upper Lip (187.8 m.) 
with its Rock of Terror, the Lower Lip is bypassed on the 
left, and just beyond is the north end of the Cliff Trail 
(18) (188.1 m.) on the right leading 0.1 m. to the Cave 
of the Winds (p. 109), and thence to the Summit House. 
Left from this junction are the Canyon Extension (M) 
and the south end of the Subway (M) (yellow). 

After passing the Subway's north terminus, the Long 
Trail soon reaches another junction (188.3 m.). Here the 
Sunset Ridge Trail (6) bears left along the ridge to a 
road leading to Underhill Center and Vt. 15, and the 
Profanity Trail (20) branches right dropping down to 
Taft Lodge. The Long Trail climbs to the top of the 
Chin (188.5 m.), Mt. Mansfield's highest peak and the 
highest point in Vermont, elevation 4393. 

MOUNT MANSFIELD 
Of this mountain's several summits, the Forehead, 

Nose, Upper Lip, and Lower Lip are described above. 
The Chin and Adams Apple are considered below. 

From the Chin the view is especially far-reaching. 
East of north are the Green Mountain summits: the 
Sterling Range, Laraway Mt., the Cold Hollow Moun
tains, Belvidere Mt., Big Jay and Jay Peak. In Canada: 
the Pinnacle just east of north, and under favorable 
conditions, Mt. Royal at Montreal may be seen west of 
north. In the east quadrant are the Worcester Mountains 
and beyond them the Granite Mountains extending to 
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the Northeastern Highlands, the jumbled peaks of Essex 
County, among which, south to north, are Burke, Bald 
and Gore Mountains. Mount Washington is south of east 
and to the left of it are many summits extending toward 
the Connecticut Lakes. To the right of Washington are 
the Franconia and Kinsman Ranges and Mt. Moosi
lauke. 

Southerly, the Green Mountains are visible to Killing
ton Peak and include Bolton Mt., Camel's Hump, 
Lincoln Mt. and Breadloaf Mt. In the west quadrant, 
isolated Whiteface is south of west. Northwest is the not
so-high Lyon Mt. South of Whiteface all the other 
major peaks of the Adirondacks are concentrated around 
Mt. Marcy, among them, Giant and Dix to the left, and 
Macintyre to the right. 

Mt. Mansfield undoubtedly got its name from the once 
existing town of Mansfield, which was disestablished and 
divided among adjacent towns more than a hundred 
years ago. The town may have been named after Mans
field, Conn., or Mansfield in England, or after Lord 
Mansfield. 

The mountain offers abundant opportunities for ex
tensive hiking and exploration. The GMC lodges, the 
Summit House, nearby State camping areas, hotels and 
tourist places may be used as bases. (Seep. 17 .) 

From the Chin's highest point, the Long Trail con
tinues north a short distance to an escarpment where 
there is a very good view of the Adam's Apple, the Lake 
of the Clouds, and the northern extension of Mt. Mans
field beyond. East beyond Smugglers' Notch is seen the 
paralleling Sterling Range. Dropping down from here, 
the Long Trail soon reaches the Story Trail (21) (188.7 
m.), leading to the Sunset Ridge Trail (6), and just 
beyond is Eagle Pass (188.8 m.). Here is the north end 
of red-encircled white blazes used on the open ridge. 
From the Pass, the Hell Brook Trail (10) goes ahead to 
the Lake of the Clouds and then down to Smugglers' 
Notch and Vt. 108. The Adam's Apple Trail (22) 
goes over the Adam's Apple and rejoins the Hell Brook 
Trail. 

Bearing sharply right, the Long Trail descends steeply 
through scrub growth to Taft Lodge (189.1 m.), located 
on a shelf below the Chin, providing a good view to the 
east. This log cabin, the largest of the Long Trail shelters, 
was the gift of Elihu B. Taft of Burlington. Built in 1920, 
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it is one of the oldest. There are bunks for 34 and water 
at the brook 50 ft. to the south. North of the Lodge is the 
Hell Brook Cutoff (11) leading to the Hell Brook Trail 
(10), and to the south are the n<?rth ends of the Fern 
Trail (19) and the Profanity Trail (20). Butler Lodge 
to Taft Lodge, .3.5 m., 2% h. (SB. 2;!i h.) . Summit 
House to Taft Lodge, 2.0 m., l;!i h. (SB. 1Yz h.). 

Entering the woods in front of the Lodge, the Long 
Trail descends southeast rather steeply, comes to a level 
stretch (189.7 m. to 189.8 m.), and then continues its 
descent to a junction with the Chair Lift Cutoff (SA) 
(190 . .3 m.) leading to the Chair Lift parking area. Be
yond the junction it is a short distance to the Stowe
Jeffersonville Highway, Vt. 108, in Smugglers' Notch 
(190.8 m.), opposite a large gravel pit (parking) . 

To the right, Vt. 108 leads 0.4 m. to Barnes Camp 
Inn, 0.6 m. to the Spruce Peak Chair Lift road, 
0.8 m. to the Mt. Mansfield (Smugglers' Notch) 
Camping Area and the Mt. Mansfield Chair Lift 
road, 2.4 m. to the Toll Road, and 8.5 m. to Vt. 
100 at Stowe. 

Bearing left along the highway, the Long Trail soon 
reaches the Mt. Mansfield (Smugglers' Notch) Picnic 
Area and the south end of the Elephant's Head Trail 
(2.3) (191.0 m.). 

The LT continues along the highway to Big Spring 
on the right (191.7 m .), and 150 ft. beyond on the left, 
the Hell Brook Trail (10) comes down from the ridge. 
Farther along, the road follows a zigzagging course under 
Elephant's Head (right), passes several huge boulders 
that have fallen from the cliffs over the years, and finally 
reaches the height of land and the foot of the Bear Pond 
Trail (12) (192.5 m.). A short distance beyond is 
Smugglers' Cave (192.6 m.), an alleged hiding place 
for smuggled goods during the War of 1812. Ahead, Vt. 
108 descends 8 m. to Vt. 15 at Jeffersonville. 

Opposite the Cave, the Long Trail turns right from the 
highway, climbs steeply at first, then J?Ore moderately, 
finally dropping down slightly to Sterlmg Pond Outlet 
(19.3.6 m.). Here the west branch of the yellow-blazed 
Sterling Pond Trail (24) comes in on the right fro~ 
Spruce Peak and proceeds jointly with the Long Trail 
which bears left and ascends from the pond shore to a 
junction (193.7 m.), where a ski trail leads north a shor! 
distance to the summit of the Smugglers' Notch Ski 
Area where good views may be obtained. Beyond the 
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junction, the Long Trail follows high ground to Sterling 
Pond Lodge (193.9 m.). 

This log structure is in a very scenic location on the 
top of a low cliff with Sterling Pond below and Mt. 
Mansfield visible above it. The Lodge, which replaces 
one burned in 1950, was built the same year by the Long 
Trail Patrol for the Sterling Section. There are bunks 
for about 8. Drinking water is available at springs 300 ft. 
east of the Lodge via the Long Trail and the Elephant's 
Head Trail. Taft Lodge to Sterling Pond Lodge, 4.8 
m., 3 h. (SB. 37;1'. h.). 

From Sterling Pond Lodge, the Long Trail continues 
200 ft. to the head of the Pond (193.9 m.) where the coin
ciding Elephant's Head Trail (23) and the east branch 
of the Sterling Pond Trail (24) (yellow) bear right to 
Smugglers' Notch and Spruce Peak respectively. 

After passing over a knob, the Long Trail climbs 
steadily to the ridge of the Sterling Range which was 
named after the once existing Town of Sterling and in
cludes Spruce Peak, Madonna Peak, Morse Mt. and 
Whiteface Mt. The Trail continues to a lookout with a 
view toward Mansfield, 200 ft. beyond which is the 
summit of Madonna Peak (194.9 m.). After passing 
another outlook, 400 ft. from the summit, the Trail 
descends to Chilcoat Pass and the Chilcoat Trail (195.7 
m.). 

From the Pass, the Chilcoat Trail bears right 
descending steeply 0.8 m. to Beaver Meadow 
Lodge. From here the Whiteface Trail ascends 1.0 
m. to join the Long Trail at Whiteface Shelter. 

Beaver Meadow Lodge, a log cabin built and 
maintained by the Sterling Section, was completed 
in 1947. It has bunk and loft space for about 15 
and abundant water at the adjacent brooks. Sterl
ing Pond Lodge to Beaver Meadow Lodge, 2.6 
m., 1%' h. (SB. 2;1 h.). 

From Beaver Meadow Lodge, the Beaver 
Meadow Trail heads east and in 0.3 m. crosses 
Beaver Meadow Brook. After crossing several other 
brooks, it reaches a narrow public road, 2 .3 m. 
from the Lodge. This road (which has many 
branches) follows a generally easterly course 4.8 
m. to the little hamlet of Morristown Corners, and 
0.7 m. more to Vt. 100, 1 m. south of Morrisville. 
Lodge to road, 2.3 m., 1 ;1 h. (Rev. 172 h.). 

From Chilcoat Pass, the Long Trail crosses over 
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Morse Mt. (196.4 m.),just east of its summit, then bears 
easterly descending gradually to Whiteface Shelter 
(197.2 m.). Here the Whiteface Trail drops down to 
Beaver Meadow Lodge. 

Whiteface Shelter, a log !canto with bunks for 6 to 
10, was completely rebuilt by the Lo'?g Trail Patrol in 
1958, replacing the old structure .which had sheltered 
hikers since 1922. Water at the sprmg SO ft. west on the 
Long Trail South. From the shelter, ~adonna's ~one is 
visible above the Beaver Meadow basm. To the right of 
it the Nose of Mansfield is seen above Chilcoat Pass and 
f~rther along, beyond a shoulder of Morse Mt., is t~e 
Chin. Both peaks of Mansfield are perfectly placed m 
depressions in the nearer range. Sterling Pond Lodge 
to Whiteface Shelter, 3.3 m., 27;1'. h. (SB. 274'. h.). 
Beaver Meadow Lodge to Whiteface Shelter, 1 m., 
1 h. (SB. 72 h.). 

At Whiteface Shelter, the Long Trail heads north 
and takes a circuitous route to a junction from which it 
is 100 ft. right to the top of Whiteface Mt. (19~.6 ?1.). 
Although somewhat wooded, open spots permit views 
in about every direction, including Mt. Mansfield and 
the Worcester Mountains southwest to southeast, and 
the Lamoille Valley, northeast. 

From the junction, the Long Trail descends, at first 
very steeply, and then at a more moderate gra~e ~nd 
passes the site of Gates Camp (199.6 m.). Contmumg 
through pleasant woods the Trail crosses French Hill 
Brook (201.2 m.) and after entering an overgrown 
clearing reaches French Camp (202.2 m.). 

This frame camp, built in 1931, was the first camp con
structed by the Long Trail Patrol and was named after 
the owner of the land. There are bunks for 12 to 14. 
Water at the spring 100 ft. east of the camp. Here are 
good views of Whiteface Mt. to the south and Laraway 
and Butternut Mountains to the north. Whiteface 
Shelter to French Camp, 5.0 m., 3 h. (SB. 4 h.). 

SIDE TRAILS IN 
THE MOUNT MANSFIELD REGION 

Side trails which are primarily approach trails are 
described in the direction toward the Long Trail. Other 
trails in general from south to north. Numbers corre
spond to those ~n the Mt. Mansfield Region Map in 
the front of the book. 
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Approach trails to Nebraska Notch and Mt. Mans
field from the west are numbered 1 to 6. Those from the 
east, 7 to 12. Other trails on Mansfield, 13 to 22. Trails 
east of Smugglers' Notch, 23 and 24. In each group, 
trails are numbered, in general, south to north. 

Some of the trails maintained by the Mt. Mansfield 
Summit House are short local trails and, though men
tioned in the Long Trail description, are omitted here. 
A booklet, Mt. Mansfield Summer Trails, issued by 
the Mt. Mansfield Summit House, describes them in 
detail and interestingly, and also includes other trails 
on the mountain. Sold at the Summit House or sent by 
mail, 25 cents. Address, Stowe, Vt. 

1. NEBRASKA NOTCH TRAIL. From Vt. 15 at 
Underhill Flats, a paved road leads east 2.8 m. to Under
hill Center, 0.2 m. beyond which the Stevensville road 
bears right and continues 2.5 m. to a parking space 
just before the road turns left over Stevensville Brook. 
At the parking space (0.0 m.) the Nebraska Notch Trail 
bears right, climbs at an easy grade to an area of beaver 
activity (1.5 m.), and shortly beyond reaches its terminus 
at the Long Trail (1.7 m.), at the west end of Nebraska 
Notch. From here, via the LT south, it is 0.6 m. east to 
Taylor Lodge. Road to LT, 1.7 m., 17:\ h. (Rev. 1 h.). 
Road to Taylor Lodge, 2.3 m., 1 Yz h. (Rev. 17:\ h.). 

2. BUTLER LODGE TRAIL. Same road approach 
as No. 1. Just beyond the parking space where the road 
bears left across a bridge (0.0 m.), the Butler Lodge 
Trail goes straight ahead, crosses a brook, and soon be
gins its gradual ascent, eventually passing the Wallace 
Cutoff (13), 200 ft. before reaching Butler Lodge (1.6 
m.). Here also are the Wampahoofus Trail (14) and the 
Rock Garden Trail (4). Continuin!l", the Butler Lodge 
Trail ends at the Long Trail (1.7 m.). For description of 
Butler Lodge, see p. 97. Road to Butler Lodge, 1.6 m., 
1 Yz h. (Rev. 1 h.). 

3. MAPLE RIDGE TRAIL. A trail over Maple 
Ridge was built in 1856. Part of it was recently restored 
by Dr. Harold Frost of Worcester, Mass., who main
tained it and the Rock Garden Trail until his death in 
1955. The trail provides a very scenic route with distant 
or nearby views most of the way. 

From Underhill Flats on Vt. 15, it is 2.8 m. via a paved 
road to Underhill Center and 3.8 m. to a right turn onto 
the road leading to the Mt. Mansfield (Underhill) State 
Camping Area, 6.6 m. from Vt. 15. (State Camping 
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Area information on p. 17.) From the Camping Area 
an old CCC road is followed, which passes the begin
ning of the Sunset Ridge Trail ( 6) at a sharp tur.n 1.0 ~
from the Camping Area, and reaches the Junction w;th 
the Halfway House Trail (5), 1.2 m. from the Campmg 
Area. 

From the junction with the Halfway House Trail (5) 
(0.0 m.), the Maple Ridge Trail continues on the CCC 
road to a viewpoint and former parking space (0.6 m.), 
the former starting point of the trail until tJ;e road was 
washed out in 1955. Shortly beyond, the trail leaves the 
road and bears left into the woods (1.0 m.), comes out 
in the open (1.2 m.), and, continuing .over the ro.cks, 
meets the Rock Garden Trail (4) which bears nght 
(1.7 m.), and farther on (1.8 m.) comes to a link which 
leads 0.1 m. down to this trail. After climbing rather 
steeply in the open, the Maple Ridge ~rail ends ~t the 
Wampahoofus Trail (14) (2.2 m.),. wh1cJ; co~es 111; on 
the right from Butler Lodge. Followu:g this trail straight 
ahead, it is 0.2 m. to the Long Trail at the Forehead. 
Camping Area to Forehead, 3.6 m., 21{ h. (Rev. 2 h.). 

4 ROCK GARDEN TRAIL. Yellow-blazed. This 
traii branches right from the Maple Ridge Trail (3) 
1.7 m. from the beginning of that trail on the old CCC 
road. From this junction (0.0 m.), the Rock Garden 
Trail goes ahead to a tii:ik (0.1 m.) leadi~g 0.1 m. up to 
the Maple Ridge Trail. Beyo11;d the lmk! the Rock 
Garden Trail follows the south side of the ndge, mostly 
in the woods and eventually reaches the Wampahoofus 
Trail (14) (0.6 m.) with which it coincides to Butler 
Lodge (0.7 m.). From here the Butler Lodge Trail (2) 
leads 0.1 m. to the Long Trail. Camping Area to Lodge, 
3.6 m., 27:\ h. (Rev. 1 :X h.). 

5. HALFWAY HOUSE TRAIL. See No. 3 for road 
approach. This trail branches left fr?m the ?Id CCC 
road at the beginning of the Maple Ridge Tra.il (3) an~ 
0.2 m. above the starting point of the Sunset Ridge Trail 
(6). From the road (0.0 m.), the trail goes through the 
woods and soon begins a zigzagging cou:se, even~ually 
reaching a point where the Canyon _Tr~il comes m on 
the right and the Canyon North Trail diverges left (1.~ 
m.). Climbing in the open, the Halfway J:Iouse Trail 
soon reaches the ridge and the Long Trail ~1.1 m.). 
From here the Summit House is 0.2 m. to the nght. T~e 
grade of the Halfway House Trail is moderated by its 
zigzag course, for it was built as a bridle path about a 
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hundred years ago by the owners of the Halfway House 
which was located about 72 mile east of the State Camp
ing Area. Camping Area to Summit House, 2.5 m., 2]1 
h. (Rev. 1 J1 h.). 

6. SUNSET RIDGE TRAIL. See No. 3 for road ap
proach. This trail begins 1.0 m. beyond the State Camp
mg Area at a sharp turn on the old CCC road. Bearing 
left into the woods, it crosses several bridges and begins 
to climb, heading northerly. Coming out in the open 
about 0.8 m. from the road and assuming an easterly 
course, the trail follows the ridge for about 0.8 m. to 
the Story Trail (21) on the left and climbs about 0.2 m. 
farther to the Long Trail. From here it is 0.2 m. left to 
the top of the Chin. Camping Area to Chin, 3.0 m., 
2 ~ h. (Rev. 172 h.). 

7. LAKE MANSFIELD TRAIL. Distinguished from 
branching Lake Mansfield Trout Club trails by its blue 
blazes. From Vt. 100, 2.5 m. south of Stowe, a road leads 
west 0.5 m. to Moscow and 6.7 m. to Lake Mansfield. 
From the end of this road at the Lake Mansfield Trout 
Club (0.0 m.), the trail goes straight ahead north of the 
~ake, and, near its west end (0.5 m.), turns right, bear
mg northerly, and gradually ascending on a long
abandoned road. After crossing a brook (1.4 m.), the 
trail continues west to Taylor Lodge on the Long Trail 
at the east end of Nebraska Notch. Club to Lodge, 1.6 
m., 1U h. (Rev. 1 h.). 

8. HASELTON TRAIL. This trail, named after 
Judge Seneca Haselton of Burlington who was a great 
lover of Mt. Mansfield, is one of the mountain's oldest 
trails. It begins at the far end of the Mt. Mansfield Chair 
Lift parking area (0.0 m.). Coinciding with the Chair 
Lift Cutoff (SA) for 0.2 m., it then bears left from that 
trail, follows a low ridge with brooks on each side, 
eventually crosses the south stream (1.1 m.), then 
ascends rather steeply, crosses the Nose Dive Ski Trail 
and terminates at the Toll Road at the Height of Land 
and near the top of the Chair Lift (2.0 m.). From here 
via the Toll Road it is 0.5 m. to the Summit House. 
Parking Area to Toll Road, 2.0 m., 2 h. (Rev. 1 h.). 
Parking Area to Summit House 2.5 m., 272 h. (Rev. 
17:1 h.). 

8A. CHAIR LIFT CUTOFF. This connecting trail 
begins at the far end of the Mt. Mansfield Chair Lift 
parking area, coincides with the Haselton Trail (8) for 
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0.2 m., then heads north to join the Long Trail at a 
point 0.5 m. west of Vt. 108. Length, 0.7 m. 

9. TAFT LODGE TRAIL. That portion of the Lo~g 
Trail between Vt. 108 in Smugglers' Notch and the Chm 
of Mansfield serves as a short approach to Taft Lodge 
and the ridge and as such is listed here. It is sometimes 
referred to as' the Taft Lodge Trail. Smugglers' Notch, 
0.2 m. south of the State Picnic Area, to Taft Lodge, 
1.7 m., 2 h. (Rev. 1 h.). Notch to Chin, 2.3 m., 2% 1\: 
(Rev. 1U h.). 

10. HELL BROOK TRAIL. 11. HELL BROOK 
CUTOFF. Next to the Bear Pond Trail (12), the Hell 
Brook Trail is the steepest of the Green Mountain trails, 
and one of the most interesting. It begins 150 ft. north of 
Big Spring on Vt. 108 in Smugglers' N~tch (0.0 m.) 
and climbs to the ridge through woods which, however, 
are not dense enough to preclude spectacular views ~f 
the cliffs on the east side of the Notch. Eventually it 
reaches the Hell Brook Cutoff (0.9 m.) which leads at a 
moderate grade 0.7 m. to Taft Lodge. Con~inui~g steep
ly the Hell Brook Trail reaches another Junct10n (1.3 
m') where the Bear Pond Trail (12) bears right 200 ft. 
to. the Lake of the Clouds and then on to Smugglers' 
Notch. Left from this junction, the Adam's Apple Trail 
(22) goes over the Adam's Apple, an~ ~h~ Hell Brook 
Trail passes west of that summit, both JOmmg the Long 
Trail in Eagle Pass (1.5 m.). Vt. 108 to LT, 1.5 m., 2 h. 
(Rev. 1 h.). Vt. 108 to Taft Lodge via Hell Brook cutoff, 
1.6 m., 1 % h. (Rev. 1 h.). 

12. BEAR POND TRAIL. This trail includes the 
steepest half mile of trail to be f~un~ in _Yermont. 
Although it involves no real rock chmbmg, its use by 
other than experienced hikers is not recommended. 
Beginning at the summit of Smugglers' Notch (Vt. 108) 
(O.O m.), the trail climbs steadily and very steeply to 
the ridge (0.5 m.), where it bears left to a spur (O.~ m.) 
leading right 75 ft. to B~ar Po_nd. I_t _then. contmues 
along the east side of the ndge, with stnkmg views of the 
cliffs rising up from Smugglers' Notch and _of the peaks 
of the Sterling Range beyond. After passmg a 50 f~. 
spur to Lake of the Clouds (right), the Bear Pond Trail 
ends 150 ft. beyond at the Hell Brook Trail (10) (1.8 m.). 
Here the Adam's Apple Trail (22) on the left goes over 
the Adam's Apple, and the Hell Brook Trail follows a 
lower route to the Long Trail at Eajle Pass (2.0 m.). 
Vt. 108 to LT, 2.0 m., 272 h. (Rev. 172 h.). 
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13. WALLA CE CUTOFF. From the Long Trail, 
the cutoff bears left 0.1 m. to Butler Lodge, providing 
for the northbound hiker a shorter approach to the 
Lodge than does the Butler Lodge Trail (2). 

14. WAMPAHOOFUS TRAIL. This scenic and 
rugged trail leads north from Butler Lodge (O.O m.) and 
for a short distance coincides with the Rock Garden 
Trail (4), which soon diverges left (0.1 m.). The Wampa
hoofus Trail continues up, over rocks and through caves 
and crevices, to a point where the hiker can look up and 
see an overhanging rock which the Long Trail Patrol 
thought looked like the open jaws of a Sidehill Wampa
hoofus. Ab~:mt 20 ft. beyond, the Maple Ridge Trail 
(3) comes m on the left (0.6 m.). Bearing right, the 
Wampahoofus Trail follows the open ridge to the Long 
Trail at the Forehead (0.8 m.). Butler Lodge to Fore
head, 0.8 m., 1 h. (Rev. Yz h.). 

15. FOREH_EAD BYPA~S (~bite blazes). Leaving 
~he Long Trail before that trail, northbound, begins 
its steep ascent to the Forehead, the Forehead Bypass 
bears nght and slabs the east slope. After the South Link 
(16) diverges right (0.9 m.), the Bypass ascends to the 
ridge and reunites with the Long Trail (1.2 m.). Although 
not steep, this trail is rather rough and the time is about 
the same as for the LT route. 

16. SOUTH LINK (M). Leaving the Forehead By
pass (15), 0.3 m. from its north end, this trail follows an 
up-and-down course for 0.6 m., finally reaching the Toll 
Road near the top of the Chair Lift and the Haselton 
Trail (8). 

17. TRIANGI;E TRAIL (M). JOE'S TRAIL (M). 
Re_d triangle~ ~nd blazes. The most used part of the 
Triangle Trail 1s the 0.2 m. from the Summit House to 
the top of the Nose. (See p. 92). From this summit the 
trail descends easterly 0.5 m. to the Toll Road opposite 
the Haselton Trail (8) and just above the top of the 
Chair Lift. Joe's Trail is a short link connecting the 
northerly of two branches of the Triangle Trail with the 
road. 

18. CLIFF TRAIL. This trail begins at the TV Road 
just north of the Summit House and about 150 ft. east 
of the Long Trail crossing of that road. Immediately 
passing the Amherst Trail (M) and the Monument 
Trail (M), both on the left, the Cliff Trail, following a 
route east of the summit ridge, begins a series of ascents 
and descents, some involving ladders and cables. After 
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passing through two "caves" and through Wall St. 
(0.7 m.), the Fern Trail (19) (0.8 m.) bears right to 
Taft Lodge. The Cliff Trail continues to a spur (1.0 m.) 
leading SO ft. to the Cave of the Winds. At the entrance 
of this cave, snow lingers into th~ summer months, a_nd 
ice is found throughout the year m the lower part which 
must be reached by the aid of a rope. The descent is 60 
ft. Not far beyond the Cave spur, the Long Trail is 
reached (1.1 m.), just north of the Lower Lip. Length, 
1.1 m., 17:1 h., either way. 

19. FERN TRAIL. This trail branches from the Cliff 
Trail (18) 0.3 m. from that trail's north junction with the 
Long Trail and follows the east slope of Mt. Mansfield 
to Taft Lodge. Junction to Taft Lodge, 0.6 m., Yz h. 
either way. 

20. PROFANITY TRAIL. Connecting the ridge 
south of the Chin with Taft Lodge and bypassing the 
Chin, this trail, 0.5 m. in length, is a very useful link in 
Mt. Mansfield's trail system. 

21. STORY TRAIL. Built by G. F. E. Story of the 
Worcester Section. Branching from the Sunset Ridge 
Trail (6), 0.2 m. from that trail'sjunction with.the Long 
Trail, the Story Trail goes around the n<?rth side of the 
Chin and in 0.4 m. reaches the Long Trail 0.1 m. south 
of Eagle Pass. 

22. ADAM'S APPLE TRAIL. From the Long Trail 
-Hell Brook Trail junction in Eagle Pass, this trail 
climbs 0.1 m. to the top of the Adam's Apple, then drops 
0.1 m. to rejoin the Hell Brook Trail nC?rth o~ the s':'mmit. 
Not wooded, the peak provides good views, mcludmg the 
Lake of the Clouds to the north. 

23. ELEPHANT'S HEAD TRAIL. There are several 
blue-blazed property lines crossing this blue-blazed ~r~il. 
Watch carefully for distinguishing trail charactenstics 
and GMC metal trail markers. Beginning at the State 
Picnic Area on Vt. 108 in Smugglers' Notch (0.0 m.), 
Elephant's Head Trail crosses a brook (West Brand~ of 
Little River), and soon begins ~ steep ascent. Reachmg 
its old route (0.3 m.), the trail bears sharply left and 
slabs the ridge south of Spruce Peak to a spur on the 
right (1.0 m.) leading 30 ft. to a lookout toward Mt. 
Mansfield. It continues its ascent to a spur on the left 
(2.0 m.) which descends slightly for 0.1 m. to the top of 
Elephant's Head, a great cliff on the east side of Smug
glers' Notch, where may be h'.ld one of t?e best nearby 
views in the Green Mountams. Here, JUSt across the 
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Notch, are the precipitous cliffs forming the west wall of 
the defile, with Bear Ridge beyond. Almost straight 
down, a thousand feet below, the highway winds 
through the gap. 

Beyond the spur junction the Elephant's Head Trail 
assumes an easterly direction and reaches the yellow
blazed Sterling Pond Trail (24) (2.7 m.) which comes 
in on the right from Spruce Peak. Jointly with this trail, 
the Elephant's Head Trail continues to a fork (3.0 m.) 
where the west branch of the Sterling Pond Trail 
diverges left to Sterling Pond Outlet 0.2 m. distant. 
From the junction the Elephant's Head Trail, coincident 
with the east branch of the Sterling Pond Trail, bears 
right to the Long Trail at the head of Sterling Pond 
(3.3 m.). Via the LT it is 200 ft. left to Sterling Pond 
Lodge. Highway to Lodge, 3.3 m., 272 h. (Rev. 1X' h.). 

24. STERLING POND TRAIL. This yellow-blazed 
trail, maintained by the Mt. Mansfield Co. which oper
ates the Spruce Peak Chair Lift, utilizes parts of the 
Elephant's Head Trail and Long Trail to provide a 
uniformly marked trail route from the top of the Lift 
to and around Sterling Pond. Most of it is described in 
connection with the Elephant's Head Trail (23). From 
its junction with that trail 0.6 m. west from Sterling Pond 
Lodge, the Spruce Peak Trail leads 200 ft. to a jeep road 
which it follows 0.2 m. to the top of the Lift on the 
summit of Spruce Peak. From this summit there are very 
good viewpoints, that from the platform west of the lift 
being of especial interest to LT hikers, for from it may be 
seen the full length of Mt. Mansfield nearby, as well as 
the mountains to the south. Sterling Pond Lodge to 
Spruce Peak via the east branch, 0.8 m., %'. h. (Rev. 
72 h.). LT at Sterling Pond Outlet to Spruce Peak via 
the west branch, 0.7 m., 72 h. (Rev. 72 h.). 

A report of your trip on the Long Trail 
may provide an interesting article for the 
long Trail News. 

' 
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The~ Th.!..t!.. from tht Lamoille 
Riv tr to Belvidere Mt io called the 
MAtt.1_olf1t. HuuwRo Stcr10H, ;,, memory 
ot 11iss 11arjori'e Hvlburd,a lover of the 
Crrt~n Mt.s. Jt WO$ bvilt with fonds fur
ni•h•d by her fafhe~ Hon.R.W/1vlbvrd, 
of Hydo Park. 
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SUMMARY FOR DIVISION XI 

FRENCH CAMP TO TILLOTSON CAMP 

Northbound, as in text, read up 
Southbound, read down 

Q.~j "° NORTH 
231.7 \Tillotson Camp . . . . . . . ..... . I 2560 I 23. 6 
228.91Beividere ~add!~ .. . . . .. ....... 13200126 .4 

Fore~ter s Trad. 2.5 m. E. to road . . . . . . 
Be}~::;.e E'f:v~.,33~-J m. via Forester's Trail. 

North End of Marjorie Hulburd Section 
226.41Eden~Belvidere Highway, Vt. 118 · 113201 28 9 

Frymg Pan Brook · 
224.6\Ritterbush Lookout . . . . . . . . \11001 30 . 7 
224.3\Ritterbush Pond . . . . . . . . . \1041 \ 31.0 
224.0 \Ritterbush Camp . . . . . . . . . I 1200 I 31. 3 
223.8IDevil's Guieb at Long Trail South . . . . 112601 31.5 
220.9 I Bowen Mt., N. summit. S. summit cl. 2340 . I 2290 J 34 . 4 
219.7\Basin Brook . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \1890\ 35.6 
217.91ButternutMt. . . . . . . . . . . \2715\ 37 . 4 
216. 61Parke~ Ca"?-p ....... .... : : : : · 118001 38 7 

Davis Neighborhood Trail. 1.5 m. S. to road · 
213.8 ILaraway Mt., summit . . . . . . . . .. .. \2790 J 41. 5 
213.41Laraway Lookout .. . ..... . . . ... \2620\ 41 . 9 
211.5 ICodding Hollow. R oad west to Vt. 109. Old road I I 

E. to Davis Neighborhood, 2.1 m. . . . . . 1230 43. 8 
209.4 \Barrows Camp . . . . . . . . .. . .... \ 1440 J 45 . 9 
209.0IJobnson-Waterville Upper Road at LT South . \1254\ 46 . 3 
206.7 \Ed. Derby Road at Long Trail South . . . . . \ 960 I 48 . 6 
206.4 I Prospect Rock. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \ 1050 J 48 . 9 
205.6 \lthie~ Falls Campmeeting Ground .. .... \ 510 \ 49. 7 
204.7\Burhngton-Morr!svillt; Highway, Vt. 15, at LTI I 

North. Lamoille. R~ver Bridge . . . . . . 500 50 6 
South end of MarJorte Hulburd Section · 

204. 11 Burlington-M~rrisville Highway, Vt. 15, at I I 
Long Trail South . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 51. 2 

204.1\St.Johnsburyand Lamoille County R.R •. .. \ 505\ 51 . 2 
202.2 \French Camp . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . \ 1200 J 53 . 1 

SOUTH 
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Division XI 

FRENCH CAMP TO TILLOTSON CAMP 

The Green Mountain Club maintains all trails and 
shelters in this division except the unmaintained side 
trail to Ritterbush Camp, and the Forester's Trail to 
Belvidere Mt., which is maintained by the Vt. Dept. of 
Forests and Parks. All shelters were built by the Long 
Trail Patrol. The Long Trail from the Lamoille River 
to Belvidere Mt. is called the Marjorie Hulburd Sec
tion in memory of Marjorie Hulburd, whose father, Hon. 
R. W. Hulburd, of Hyde Park, furnished funds for its 
construction. 

From French Camp (202.2 m.), the Long Trail fol
lows a nearby logging road northward, continuing to 
an intersection with a narrow public road (203.7 m.) 
which it follows to the St. Johnsbury and Lamoille 
County R.R. and, just beyond, Vt. 15, the Burlington
Morrisville Highway (204.1 m.). Jeffersonville and Vt. 
108 are 6.7 m. west. 

Turning right, the Long Trail uses Vt. 15 to the east 
end of the Lamoille River Bridge (204.7 m.) (Johnson 
1.8 m. ahead.). Making a hairpin turn left, the Trail 
enters a gravel road and follows it along the Lamoille 
River to the lthiel Falls Campmeeting Ground 
(205.6 m.). Here the LT bears right on a logging road, 
follows it northerly, soon leaving it to make a circuitous 
climb to Prospect Rock (206.4 m.), which the Trail 
approaches from the northwest. From this point there is 
an extensive view of the pastoral Lamoille River valley 
and the Sterling Range. 

Heading north, the Long Trail soon reaches the 
abandoned Ed. Derby Road (206.7 m.) which it fol
lows a short distance to the left before turning right 
into a field (206.8 m.). After entering the woods, the 
Trail climbs northerly to a ridge (207.8 m.) and after 
a level stretch, descends to the Johnson-Waterville 
Upper Road (209.0 m.), a short distance west of the 
Emery and Barrows Farms. To the right from this 
junction it is 4 m. to Johnson. Following the road to the 
left, the LT soon turns right into a clearing (209.2 m.). 
(Vt. 109, south of Waterville, 3.0 m. ahead). Crossing 
J udevine Brook, the Trail follows an old logging road to 
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a spring, opposite which a spur leads left 100 ft . to 
Barrows Camp (209.4 m.). 

Barrows Camp, built in 1931, is a frame building with 
bunks for about 12. Water at the spring just mentioned. 
From the meadow, 100 ft. west of the camp, there is a 
good view of three peaks of the Sterling Range: White
face, Morse, and Madonna. French Camp to Barrows 
Camp, 7.2 m ., 4~ h. (SB. 4 h.). 

Continuing from the spur junction, the Long Trail 
trends north, rising moderately to a ridge (210.3 m.). 
It then descends to Codding Hollow, fords Codding 
Brook, and crosses a field to an abandoned road (211.5 
m.). To the west 0.1 m. is a farmhouse where the main
tained part of this road leads 2.2 m. to Vt. 109 north of 
Waterville. To the east, via the abandoned road, it is 
2.1 m. to a public road at Davis Neighborhood. 

North from the road in Codding Hollow, the Long 
Trail goes straight ahead through a field, passes left of 
cliffs, and presently turns right into an old logging road 
which ascends through the woods. Finally leaving the 
road (212.7 m.), the Trail bears left and upon reaching 
some striking cliffs, continues beneath them for 0.5 m. 
before ascending to Laraway Lookout (213.4 m.). 

From this relatively low elevation, 2620, there is a 
splendid view including the adjacent lowlands, and Mt. 
Mansfield at an unusual angle. Continuing north, then 
east, along the ridge, the Trail reaches the summit 
of Laraway Mt. (213.8 m.), where there is a view to 
the south. Following the ridge as it goes east and south
east, the LT descends at a moderate grade, then begins 
(215.7 m.) a steeper descent to the Laraway-Butternut 
saddle, and goes on to Parker Camp and the Davis 
Neighborhood Trail. (216.6 m.). 

This frame camp, built in 1932, has bunks for about 
8. Water is available at the brook crossing the Long 
Trail 200 ft. to the west. Barrows Camp to Parker 
Camp, 7.2 m., 4%'. h. (SB. 4 Yz h.). 

From the camp, the Davis Neighborhood Trail, 
utilizing a logging road, leads south to Davis Neigh
borhood, 4 m. north of Johnson. LT to Public Road, 
1.5 m., ~ h. (Rev. 1 h .) . 

From Parker Camp, the Long Trail follows a north
easterly course to the highest peak of Butternut Mt. 
(217.9 m.), where a small bare spot provides a good 
view to the north and west. Dropping down from here, 
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the Trail continues on to a branch of Basin Brook 
(219.7 m.) and ascends to the north summit of Bo~en 
Mt. (220.9 m.). From here the Trail follows the ridge 
northeasterly before beginning (223.2 m) a . ste~p 
descent to Devil's Gulch (223 .8 m.). Turmng right m 
this fern filled defile, the Trail goes alox;ig ~ flo,?r of 
jumbled rocks to the east end, beyond which is Ritter
bush Camp (224.0 m.). 

Ritterbush Camp, a frame building with bunks for 
about 8, was constructed in 1933. A brook 200. ft . to the 
northwest furnishes water. Parker Camp to Ritterbush 
Camp, 7.4 m., 4 Yz h. (SB. 5 h.). . 

A few feet in front of the camp, the Long Trail makes a 
sharp turn left. (Here an unmaintained and unblaz~d 
trail leads east past Ritterbush Pond 1.5 m. to a public 
road.) After reaching Ritterbush Pond (224.3 J:?.), the 
LT follows the west and north shores for a short distanc.e, 
then climbs to Ritterbush Lookout (224.6 m.) on a cliff 
overlooking the pond. It continues up to the top of a 
low ridge (225 .3 m.), drops dowx;i to an ove_rgrown 
pasture, and goes under a power !me. Reentermg the 
woods the Trail soon reaches Vt. 118, the Eden-Bel
vider; Highway, at Frying Pan Brook (226.4 m.) 
just to the east of the height of land. To the east, Eden 
and Vt. 100, 4.8 m. To the west, ~elvidere Center, 6.1 m . 

The Long Trail crosses the highway and the brook 
by the same bridge and climbs at a moderate grade to 
Belvidere Saddle (228.9 m.) between the two peaks 
of Belvidere Mt., where there is a trail four-corners. 
To the right, the Forester's Trail (u?blazed b.ut well 
cleared) comes down from the mam summit, a!ld 
straight ahead, this trail cont~nues down the mountam. 
(Spring 250 ft . down the trail. ) To the left, the Long 
Trail proceeds north. . 

Via the Forester's Trail, it is 0.1 m. to the summit of 
Belvidere Mt. on which is located a fire lookout tower 
and lookout watchman's cabin. From the tower the 
Green Mountains are visible to the south at le:'lst as far 
as Camel's Hump, and to the north the twm peak~, 
Big Jay (left) and Jay Peak (right), stand out proi:ni
nently. To their right is Owl's Head and other Canadian 
peaks near Lake Memphremagog. To the ea~t are the 
Northeastern Highlands, with Bald Mt., Mt. Pisgah and 
Mt. Hor conspicuous. To the west are t?e Cold Holl,?W 
Mountains the highest summit, elevat10n 3360, bemg 
exactly the' same height as Belvidere. An active asbestos 
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mine is seen at the base of Belvidere Mt. on the east side, 
and on the south slope is a mine not now in use. 

From Belvidere Saddle, the Forester's Trail de
scends easterly 2.5 m. to the Warner Farm (Tillot
son Mill) on the road leading from Eden Mills, Vt. 
100, to Vt. 58 west of Lowell. 

Left from Belvidere Saddle, the Long Trail follows the 
ridge with easy grades, curves from northwest to north
east, and reaches a sag in which a small pond is located. 
Missing the pond by bearing right, the Trail soon reaches 
a spur leading about 30 ft. to Tillotson Camp (231.7 
m.). 

This camp, built in 1939, is a frame structure with 
bunks for about 8. Brook water 100 ft. to the north. 
From the front of the camp there is a limited view to the 
east through the trees. Ritterbush Camp to Tillotson 
Camp, 7.7 m., 5J4 h. (SB. 4 Y2 h.), excluding side trip 
to Belvidere Mt. summit (}4 h.). 

' 

FRIEND 

AND 

ENEMY 

Friend of a hiker at the end of a day on the 
trail 

Enemy of our shelters, trails and beloved 
Vermont hills 

PLEASE BE 
CAREFUL 
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Tillouon Camp to Canadian Border 
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TILLOTSON CAMP TO CANADIAN BORDER 

JOURNEY'S END TRAIL 

Dist.I I El. IDi!t. 

5.2 INorth Troy . 1 6051 0.0 
2.4 I Cote Farm . . 110201 2 .8 
0.8 IJourney'1 End Camp . 115501 4.4 
0.0 I u. s.-Canada Line, Long Trail . . 121001 5 .2 

~ 

a= e;s .... 
.JI 

LONG TRAIL 

Northbound, as in text, read up 
Southbound, read down 

E~ NORTH 
255.31 U.S.-Canada Line. Post 592 

North end of Long Trail 
Journey's End Trail 

. ,21001 0.0 

252.7 IJay-East Richford Highway, Vt. 105A . 12150 I 2.6 
251.3 IBurnt Mt., lookout. . . . . . . . 12570 I 4 .0 
250.7 IShooting Star Shelter . . . . . . . . 12260 I 4 .6 
248.1 INorth Jay Saddle. Summit elev. 3400 . 13300 I 7 . 2 
246.6 ILaura Woodward Shelter . . . . . . 12800 I 8.7 
245.t IJay Peak . . . . . . . . . . . . . .13861 I 10.2 
244.6 IJay Village Trail. 1.5 m. east to road . I 3300 I 10 .7 
244.0IJay Loop, north end. Jay Camp, 0.3 m. S. .126801 11.3 
243.SIJay Loop, south end. Jay Camp, 0.3 m. W. . 122001 11.8 
243.4 IJay-Montgomery Center Road . . . . . . . 12180 I 11.9 
242.6IGilpin Mt. Trail. 0.4 m. E. to summit, elev. 2940.126801 12 .7 
241.SIDomey's Dome . 128801 13 .8 
240.5 IChet's Lookout . 12900 I 14 .8 
240.3 I Buchanan Mt. . I 2940 I 15.0 
239.8 IBruce Peak .12900 I 15.5 
236.9IHazen's Notch Camp . 115001 18.4 

19.0 236.3 Hazen'• Notch ............... 17801 
Lowell-Montgomery Center Highway, Vt. 58 

234.5 I Haystack Mt., E. slope. Summit elev. 3223 . . I 3180 I 20.8 
232.2 ITillotson Peak, E. slope. Summit elev. 3040 . 12980 I 23.1 
231.7 ITillotson Camp . . . . . . . . . .12560 l 23.6 

SOUTH 



Division XII 

TILLOTSON CAMP TO CANADIAN BORDER 

All trails and shelters in this division are maintained 
by the Green Mountain Club. All shelters were built 
by the Long Trail Patrol. Since the Long Trail, for the 
most part, keeps close to the skyline, hikers should take 
advantage of the water sources mentioned. 

F:om the Tillotson Camp spur (231.7 m.), the Long 
Trail heads north and ascends wooded Tillotson Peak 
(232.2 m.), passing just east of the top. After a short 
descent, the Trail rises gradually to its highest point on 
Haystack Mt. (234.5 m.), east of and 40 ft. below the 
rocky knob that constitutes its summit. From here the 
Trail descends at a moderate grade along the ridge, 
then drops steeply to a brook where old Hazen's Notch 
Camp was located (236.1 m.), and soon reaches Hazen's 
Notch (236.3 m.) through which passes Vt. 58, the 
Lowell-Montgomery Center Highway. 

The Notch was named after General Moses Hazen 
who in 1778-79 built a military road from Peacha~ 
to this point. A granite marker just east of the Trail 
commemorates this bit of history. To the north the face 
of Sugarloaf Mt. rises 700 ft. almost vertically above 
t~e. road. J~st to the east is a highway picnic area pro
viding parkmg space. Lowell and Vt. 100 are 5.5 m. 
east; Montgomery Center and Vt. 118 are 5.5 m. west. 

After crossing the road, the Long Trail bears west and 
goes down grade to Hazen's Notch Camp (236.9 m.), 
a frame structure built in 1948. Here there are bunks 
for about 8. Water is available at Wade Brook 50 ft 
south. Tillotson Camp to Hazen's Notch Ca~p 5 2 
m., 3;!i h. (SB. 3%' h.). ' . 

At the camp, the Long Trail makes a sharp turn and 
climb.s steeply over the west shoulder of Sugarloaf Mt. 
Keepmg west of the summit ridge, the Trail crosses 
seve:l"al ravines where there is water, then ascends to the 
skylme at Bruce Peak (239.8 m.). A short distance be
yond, the summit of Buchanan Mt. is reached (240.3 
m.), where there is a good view of Jay Peak and its 
neighbors. Buchanan Mt., formerly called Old Splatter
foot, was officially renamed in 1957, in honor of Prof. 
Roy 0. Buchanan of Burlington, who has for many 
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years been the Green Mountain Club's Trails an? 
Shelters chairman and active leader of the Long Trail 

Patrol. · Ch • L k Just past the summit of Buchanan Mt. is et s ?O -
out (240.5 m.), where there is a view ~long the. ridge 
traversed by the Trail. The Long Trail then zigzags 
down and then climbs to Domey's Dome (241.5 m.), 
named in honor of Captai~ R: ~· Do~ey of ~t. f'.!b:ins 
who was long active in mamtammg trails m this vicmity. 
From the summit there are views to the no.rth a~d 
northeast. After following the ridge to a viewpomt 
(242.2 m.), where, to the northwest, Jay Peak api;ie~rs 
in sharp silhouette, the Long Trail comes to the Gilpin 
Mt. Trail on the right (242.6 m.). . 

This trail leads 0.4 m. to the woode~ summit.of 
Gilpin Mt., offering limited views. This mountai~, 
formerly Double Top, was renamed in 1957 m 
honor of the Gilpin brothers, northern Vermont 
newspaper editors. . . . . 

Descending from the G1lpm Mountam Trail, the 
Long Trail soon reaches the new J'.ly-Mont~omery 
Center Road (243.4 m.), just west of its sumrrut. East, 
it is 1.3 m. to the Jay Peak Ski Area, and 5.1 m. to Jay 
Village; Montgomery Cen!er is 6.7 m. west. North of 
the road just beyond the site of the old Jay Camp, the 
Long T;ail reaches the south end of Jay Loop (243.5 
m.), leading to Jay Ca1;11~· 

Via Jay Loop, it is 0.3 m. west to the new Jay 
Camp a frame cabin with bunks for 8 to 12, con
struct~d by the Long Trail Patrol in 1?58. Water 
at a spring 50 ft. east. Jay ~oo~ 7ontmues .north 
0.3 m. to join the Long Trail, givmg the, hiker a 
southbound approach to the cam?· Hazen s Notch 
Camp to Jay Camp, 6.9 m., 4~ h. (SB. :4Yz h.). 

From the Jay Loop junction, the Long Trail trends 
northwesterly, meets the north end of Jay Loop (244.0 
m.), and ascends the southeast spur of Jay Peak to the 
Jay Village Trail (244.6 m.). 

This trail descends somewhat steeply, then as-
sumes a more moderate grade, joini°:g and c:ossing 
a network of ski trails, and reaches i~s t~r~mus at 
the Jay Peak Ski Area, from which pomt it is 3.8 m. 
to Jay Village. LT to Ski Area, 1.5 m., ~ h. (Rev. 

1Yzh.). T ·1 
Continuing from the trail junction, the Long ra1 

climbs steeply, mostly over rocks, to the top of Jay Peak 
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(245.1 m.). From this open summit elevation 3861 
there are views in all directions. To th~ south the Gree~ 
Mountains are visible to Camel's Hump. To the south
east and southwes~, at unusu~l angles, there are pano
rama.s of the White Mountams and Adirondacks re
spectively. Between here and the Canadian Border many 
unna~ed peaks are to be seen, and in Canada is the 
extensio? of the ~re~n 1'.lountains, including the Sutton 
Mountams culmmatmg m Round Top, elevation 3175. 
The cone to the northwest is Pinnacle Mt., and to the 
northeast are. Elephantis (Sugarloaf), Owl's Head and 
Bear Mt., with Lake Memphremagog beyond them 
The Canadian Line passes over Bear Mt. · 

From the s1;1mmit of Jay Peak, the Long Trail follows 
the we~terly ndg~ 74 m., .thi:n drops down very steeply, 
700 ft. m half a mile. Contmumg near the top of the ridge 
the Trail soon reaches Laura Woodward Shelter (246.6 
m.), named after one of the pioneer supporters of the 
Long Trail project. 

This log shelter v:as. built in 1956 by the Long Trail 
Patrol to rep~ace a surular structure burned the previous 
year. There is bunk space for 6 to 8, and water is lo
cate.d at a spring on a spur 200 ft. north on the Long 
Trail. Jay Camp to Laura Woodward Shelter 2 9 m 
231 h. (SB. 2.74' h.). ' . ., 

Continuing northerly along the ridge, the Trail climbs 
over two unnamed peaks, elevations 3380 and 3320 
(247.5 m. and 248.0 m.) and drops down to North Jay 
Sad~le (248.1 m.) south ofNorthJay's summit. Here the 
-r:ra1l .turns squarely right and descends in an easterly 
direct10n, then, reverting to its northerly course crosses 
a brook and follows the ridge to Shooting Star 'shelter 
(250.7 m.). 

This log structure, built in 1934, was so named because 
?f the display of shooting stars observed one night during 
its construction. It has bunk space for 6 to 8. Water is 
found downhill 400 ft. to the east. Laura Woodward 
~1J:.~~er to Shooting Star Shelter, 4.1 m., 2X h. (SB. 

From the shelter the Long Trail ascends Burnt Mt. 
(251.3 m.), where a spur leads left to a lookout with the 
Lucas Brook valley in the foreground and Pinnacle Mt. 
beyond,. the Jays toward the south, and the Sutton 
Mountams toward the north. 

Following the ridge and gradually descending the 
Long Trail presently reaches the rock cut of theJay:East 
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Richford Highway, Vt. 105A (252.7 m.), and bears 
left 100 ft. before descending to the road at a power line 
crossing. To the east it is 5 m. to the village of Jay, and 
to the west, 7 m. to East Richford on Vt. 105. 

North of the highway there are a number of red 
blazes which are property line markers, not trail sym~>0ls. 
Taking a circuitous route in a generally easterly d1r_ec
tion the LT continues to an unnamed peak, elevation 
2670 (253.9 m.), and then passes over several other minor 
summits as it continues northerly, finally reaching the 
Journey's End Trail and just beyond, the Canadian 
Border at Line Post 592 (255.3 m.). 

The present line post, which marks the north end 
of the Long Trail, was set in 1907 in accordance with 
the Webster-Ashburton Treaty, which in 1842 finally 
settled the United States-Canada boundary. The wide 
strip cleared of trees, adjacent to this line, is now grow
ing up, but the marker is conveniently located on a 
small knoll where there is a wide view of Canada to the 
north including the Sutton Mountains located beyo~d 
the Missisquoi River which cuts through the mountain 
range two or three miles north of the Border. 

The Journey's End Trail hears east fr~m th~ Long 
Trail (0.0 m.), just south of the Canadian Lme. It 
descends gradually through the woods a little south of 
the Border then turns sharply right (0.5 m.), passes a 
cellar hole 'on the old Place Farm, and continues in the 
open along an abandoned road. After crossing a brook 
it soon reaches Journey's End Camp (0.8 m.). 

This frame camp, built in 1933, has bunks for about 
8. Water at the brook 400 ft. to the north. To the north
east there is a splendid view, including Owl's Head and 
the adjacent summits. Shooting Star Shelter to Jour
ney's End Camp, 5.4 m., 374 h. (SB. 3~ h.). 

Continuing along a road used for loggmg, the Jour
ney's End trail turns sharply right (1.3 m.), soon reach
ing a field where the road bears left and heads east to 
the Cote Farm (2.4 m.). From here public roads lead to 
North Troy (5.2 m.). Journey's End Camp to Cote 
Farm, 1.6 m., X h. (Rev. 1 hr.). 
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OUTLYING MOUNTAINS 
The outlying mountains listed below have roads or 

regularly maintained trails to their summits. There are, 
of course, other mountains in Vermont with reasonably 
good trails, and these are often included in G.M.C. hikes. 
Suggestions for the enlargement of this list will be 
welcome. Those who have hiked parts of the Long Trail 
will appreciate the various panoramas of the Green 
Mountain peaks which most of these mountains afford. 

The mountains are listed from north to south. Eleva
tions are in parentheses. Rd. indicates road; Tr., trail; 
FLS, fire lookout station with tower (Vt. Dept. of 
Forests and Parks). Trail lengths are approximate. The 
Official Highway Map of Vermont will be useful with 
this list but local inquiry will probably be necessary unless 
County Road Maps are used. Seep. 16. 

Gore Mt. (3330). E. from Vt. 114 at north end 01 
Norton Pond. Tr. 4 m., FLS. 

Bald (Westmore) Mt. (3315). S. from Vt. 105, E. of E. 
Charleston. Tr. 3 m., FLS. 

West Pond Mt. (2710). S. from Vt. 105, W. of Bloom
field. Tr. 5 m., FLS. 

Stone Mt. (2753). W. from Vt. 102, S. of Guildhall. 
Tr. 1 Yz m., FLS. 

Burke Mt. (3267). In Darling State Park. Rd., FLS. 
Elmore Mt. (2608). In Elmore State Park. Tr. 2 m., FLS. 
Saxon Hill (1020). S. from Vt. 15, W. of Jericho. Tr. 

1 m., FLS. 
Owl's Head Mt. (1958). In Groton State Forest. Rd. to 

near summit. 
Spruce Mt. (3037). N. from US 302, E. of E. Barre. Tr. 

3 m., FLS. 
Mt. Philo (968). In Mt. Philo State Park. Rd., FLS. 
Scrag Mt. (2923). E. from Vt. 100 at Waitsfield. Tr. 2 

m., FLS. 
Bear Hill (2000). In Allis State Park. Rd., FLS. 
Mt. Cushman (2791). E. from Vt. 100 at Rochester. 

Tr. 1 m., FLS. 
Mt. Ascutney (3144). In Ascutney State Park. Rd. to 

near summit, Tr. ~ m., tower. 
Okemo Mt. (3372). W. from Vt. 103 at Ludlow. Rd. to 

near summit. Tr. ~ m., FLS. 
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Equinox Mt. (3816). W. from US 7, S. of Manchester. 
Private toll road. 

Bald Mt. (1690). In Townshend State Forest. Tr. 1 m. 
Haystack Mt. (3462). N. from Vt. 9, W. of Wilmington. 

Tr. (USFS) 2Yz m. 
Mt. Olga (2438). S. from Vt. 9, E. of Wilmington. Tr. 

Yz m., FLS. 

POSTOFFICES AND STORES 
The communities listed are those nearest the Long 

Trail and the side trails which have postoffices an~/or 
stores· both unless otherwise noted. The populations 
of th~ larger places are give~ to suggest the extent of 
shopping facilities. Hiker's I?ail sent to post?ffices should 
be addressed: "General Dehvery-hold until called for
arriving about (date)." 

Div. I: 

Div. II: 

Div. III: 

Div. IV: 

Div. V: 

Div. VI: 

Div. VII: 

Div. VIII: 

Div. IX: 

North Adams Mass. (21,567), Greylock, 
Mass. (no PO), Blackinton, Mass. (no 
PO), Williamstown Station, Mass. (no 
PO), Williamstown, Mass. (6194), Stam
ford (no PO) Pownal Center (no PO), 
Woodford (no' PO), Bennington (12,411). 
East Arlington, Arlington (1463), West 
Wardsboro. 
Peru, Manchester Depot, Manchester 
Center (population of whole town, 2425), 
East Dorset. 
Danby, South Wallingford, East Walling
ford, Wallingford (1,482). 
Cuttingsville, North Shrewsbury (no PO), 
West Bridgewater, Sherburne (Sherburne 
Center PO), Rutland (17,659). 
Chittenden, Pittsfield, Rochester, Forest
dale, Brandon (3304). 
Hancock Bread Loaf (summer PO only, 
no store,' see Note 1 below), Ripton, East 
Middlebury, Middlebury (4778), Gran
ville. 
Warren Lincoln, Bristol (1988), Irasville 
(no PO°), Waitsfield, Hanksville (no PO). 
Huntington Center, Waterbury (3226), 
Bolton (no PO), Jonesville. 
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Div.X: 

Div. XI: 

Div. XII: 

Note 1: 
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Moscow, Underhill Center, Stowe (1720), 
Morristown Corners (no PO), Morrisville 
(3225). 
Johnson (1527), Waterville, Eden, Belvi
dere Center, Lowell, Montgomery Center. 
Westfield, Jay (no PO), East Richford 
(no PO), North Troy (1786). 
Bread Loaf Postoffice, open during July 
and August only, is located at the Bread 
Loaf School of English. Address mail: 
"Hold for Long Trail hiker." 

MAIL ADDRESSES, FOOD SUPPLIES, 
LODGING, MEALS 

One or more of the above services may be had at the 
places listed below. In the case of individuals, arrange
ments for holding mail should be made in advance 
and a stamped envelope or postal enclosed for reply. 
Those listed here who provide mail addresses or supply 
food do so as a favor to hikers, who, it is hoped, will be 
reasonable in their requests. 

Div. III: Kandahar Lodge, Manchester, Vt., on Vt. 
11, Yz m. E. of LT. Mail, lodgings, meals, 
from June 15 to October 15. 

Div. V: Long Trail Lodge, Rutland, Vt., on US 4 
at LT. See p. 62. Alpine House, on US 4, 
:l-11 m. W. of LT. Hiker's food supplies 
including concentrated foods. 

Div. VIII: Clinton Phillips, at foot of Beane Trail. 
Milk, eggs, maple syrup. Mrs. Frank 
Beane, RFD, Starksboro, Vt. Residence at 
Hanksville, 1 Yz m. from foot of Beane 
Trail. Mail. 

Div. IX: Mrs. Andrew Fuller, RFD 1, Waterbury, 
Vt., in Bolton on LT 74 m. N. of US 2. 
Mail, lodging, meals. Supplies at Twiss' 
store on US 2, 74 m. W. of LT. 

Div. X: Lake Mansfield Trout Club, Stowe, Vt., 
at foot of Lake Mansfield Trail. Mail 
may be sent to this private club if addressed: 
"Hold for Long Trail hiker" and such staple 
food supplies as are available may be pur
chased. Open from the first of June until 

Div. XI: 

Div. XII: 
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one week after Labor Day. Mt. Mansfield 
Summit House, Stowe, Vt., on Long Trail 
near the Nose. See p. 98. 
Edgar Audibert, Johnson, Vt., on LT and 
Vt. 15, W. of Lamoille River bridge. Mail. 
Gerald Potwin, Montgomery Center, Vt., 
on Jay-Montgomery Center Road 2 m. 
west of Long Trail. Mail. 

HIKER COOPERATION 

The Green Mountain Club and other 

organizations are able to maintain SHEL

TERS at frequent intervals on the LONG 

TRAIL only because hikers who use these 

shelters cooperate by taking care of them. 

Some suggestions for doing this are found 

on p. 19. 
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HIKING DISTANCES AND TIMES HIKING DISTANCES AND TIMES 

NORTHBOUND SOUTHBOUND 
Read up Read down 

NORTHBOUND SOUTHBOUND 
Read up Read down 

Time/ Rise I Dist. Dist., Rise /Time 
Hrs. Feet Miles CANADA Miles Feet Hrs. 

~ I Down I 1.6 Cote Farm I. 6 I 500 I 1 
Journey'• End Ca.mp 3U I 1000 I 5 .4 5 .4 I 1600 I 3Y. 

2U I 1000 I 4.1 Sllootlng Star Shelter 4.1 I 1500 3 
Laura Woodward Shelter 

I 
2y. 1800 I 2 .9 2.9 I 1200 I 2u 

Jay Camp 4U 2500 I 6.9 6.9 I 1800 I 4Y. 
3U 1000 I 5.2 Hazen's Notch Camp 5.2 I 2000 I 3U 

Tillotson Camp su 2700 I 7.7 7.7 I 1300 I 4Y. 
Ritterbush Camp 4Y. 1600 I 7.4 7.4 I 2200 I s 

4U 2200 I 7.2 Parker Camp 7.2 I 1800 I 4Y. 
Barrows Camp 4U 1300 I 7 .2 7.2 I 1000 I 4 

3 800 I 5.0 French Camp 5.0 I 2600 I 4 
Whiteface Shelter 

2u 1200 I 3 .3 3.3 I 1200 I 2).i 
3 1500 I 4 .8 Sterling Pond Lodge 4 .8 I 2100 I 3).i 
2u 1700 I 3 .5 Taft Lodge 3.5 I 1000 I 2).i 
2y. I 1300 I 3.5 Butler Lodge 3.5 I 200 I 2 

Taylor Lodge 2 I 600 I 3.4 3 . 4 I 1900 I 2~ 
3U I 2200 I 4.1 Puffer Lodge 4 . 1 I 500 I 2y. 

Bolton Lodge 2).i I 1200 I 3.6 3.6 I Down I lU 
North bank, Winooski 

Allow time River Allow time 
for crossing. South bank, Winooski for crossing. 

y. !Down I 0.8 River 0.8 I 400 I :l4 
2U I 100 I 4 .4 Wiley Lodge 4 .4 I 2800 I 3U 
2U I 1500 I 2.6 Gorham Lodge 2.6 I 700 I 1u 
3).i I 1300 I 5.1 Montclair Glen Lodge 5.1 I 1300 I 3).i 
lU I 500 I 2 . 9 C.Owles Cove Shelters 2.9 I Down I 1Y. 
3Y. I 1200 I 5 .7 Birch Glen Camp 5. 7 I 2soo I 4).i 

Glen Ellen Lodge 4 I 1400 I 6.6 6.6 I 1400 I 4 
4).i I 2000 I 6.5 Battell Shelter 6.5 I 1800 I 4).i 

3U I 1500 I 5.6 Cooley Glen Shelter 5 .6 I 1600 I 3U 
Breadloaf Shelter 1u I 400 I 2.0 2.0 I 500 I 1).i 

1Y. I 800 I 2.1 Skyline Lodge 2.1 I 300 I 1).i 
2).i I 1000 I 3.5 Boyce Shelter 3 .5 I 300 I 2 

Lake Pleiad Shelter 

I NORTHBOUND See facing page SOUTHBOUND 
Read up Read down 

Time\ Rise \ Dist. See facing page Dist. I Rise I Time 
Hrs. Feet !Miles Miles Feet Hrs. 

y. /Down/ 0.9 
Lake Pleiad Shelter 0 .9 I 300 I u 

2y. I 1000 I 3.6 
Voter-White Lodge 3.6 I 1000 I 2y. 

4 I 1600 I 6 .4 
Sucker Brook Shelter 6 . 4 I 1800 I 4U 

4 I 1000 I 6.8 
Sunrise Camp 6.8 I 1000 I 4 

3Y. I 800 I 6.0 
Carmel Camp 6 .0 I 500 I 3U 

3 I 700 I 5 . 3 
Noyes Pond Camp 5.3 I 600 I 3 

lU I Down I 3. 5 
Tucker Lodge 3.5 I 1200 I 2y. 

lU I 200 I 2.9 
Pico Shelter 2 .9 I 700 I 2 

3U I 2000 I 4.1 
Cooper Lodge 4.1 I Down I 2U 

3).i I 1000 I 5.6 
Gov. Clement Shelter 5.6 I soo I 3 

2U I 800 I 3.5 
Clarendon Lodge 3 .5 I 1000 I 2).i 

!Ji I 400 I 1.8 
Sunny1ide Camp 1.8 I 500 I lU 

1y. I 300 I 2 . 7 
Buffum Shelter 2.7 I 900 I 1'4 
Greenwall Shelter 

3 I 900 I 4. 9 
Little Rock Pond Shelter 

4 .9 I 600 I 3 

2'4 I 300 I 4 .9 4.9 I 100 I 2y. 
2'4 I Down I 5.1 

Old Job Shelter 5.1 I 1000 I 3).i 

3 I 1600 I 4.4 
Griffith Shelter 4.4 I 1400 I 3 

3).i I 1400 I 4. 7 
Mad Tom Notch Shelter 4 .7 1000 I 3 

3'4 I 600 I 6.8 
Bromley Camp 6.8 800 I 3'4 

u I so I 0.5 
Swezey Camp 0 . 5 Down I u 
Swezey Shelter 

1'4 I Down I 3.6 3.6 300 I 2 

1 I 100 I I. 9 
Bourn Pond Shelter 1 .9 100 I 1 

y. I 0 I 0.7 
Stratton View Shelter 0 .7 0 I y. 

SY. I 1300 I 9.8 
Willis Ross Camp• 9.8 1600 I 5'4 

2~ I 600 I 4.2 
Caughnawaga Shelter 4.2 1400 I 3 

3'4 I 2200 I 5 . 4 
Glastenbury Mt. Camp 5.4 Down I 2'4 

3).i I 400 I 6.1 
Fay Fuller Camp 6 .1 1500 I 3'4 

3).i I 600 I 5.8 
Deer View Shelter 5 . 8 400 I 3U 

4).i 

I 
1900 

I 
6.3 

Seth Warner Camp 6.3 

I 
400 

' 3Y. 

Blackinton or 
Williamstown Station 

NORTHBOUND MASSACHUSETTS SOUTHBOUND 
Read up Read down 

*Willis RoH Annex (Shelter) 
Located 0.2 m. from Willis Ross Camp on North Shore Trail 

VIA BEA VER MEADOW LODGE 

000 1 0 I Whiteface Shelter I / / o . B M d Lod 1 .0 Down 
--~--~2-6 eaver ea ow ge 

1 1 1 ~ 700 · Sterling Pond Lodge 2 · 6 l SOO 

ALTERNATE ROUTE VIA STRATTON MOUNTAIN 

3'4 I 1600 I 5 51 Willis Ross Camp 15 .5 / 1400 / 3Y. 
~.~ 11100 I 8:3 Webster Shelter 8.3 11600 j 4'4 

n Caughnawaga Shelter 
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APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP-AT-LARGE 

'<IT4c ~rccu cffiffouutaiu OJiuh, ~nt+ 
Rutland, Vermont 

________ 19 __ _ 

I hereby make application for membership-at-large in 

W:4.e ®r.e.en JRountain (!Hu&, ~m:-

Signed~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Ad dress~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

I also enclose $ for trail work and membership. 

NOTE: Annual dues of members-at-large are: Adults SS, juniors (under 21 ) S2, member's spouse $2, mem
ber's child (under 21) St , life membership SSO. 




